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Carpenters

Staples,

X, A. XJL& O IT

Bargain Shoe Store,

H. H. PITTEE.
G. WM. DOUOriTY.

March 11th, 1878.

*marlldly

Under head of “Amusements” and “Auotios
per square per week; three Insertion!

NOW WITH W. G.

Advertisements inserted In the “Maine Stati
Pjaess” (which has a large circulation in every pan
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first dnsertion
and 50 ce ots per square for each subsequencousertion
Address all communications to

PALMBB,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

Solicits the patronago of their old customers and
others in want of Boots and Shoes.
ee2dtt

UP ONE FLIGHT ONLY,

These NEW rooms being built expressly for Mr. L., containing as they do all the latest and most modern improvements,
both as regards light and apparatus, are probably the finest
suite of Photo-Booms north of Boston; and, in fact, is surpassed
Motto as ever—
by few establishments in the metropolis itself.
Artistic Work and Fair Prices; Aim—To Please.
eod2w
sepl4

MUSIC-HALL,

TWO NIGHTS and MATINEE
SEP. 20th AND 21st.

areInvited.”

SURPRISE

PARTY,

(Edward E. Rice, Proprietor,)
Introducing MISS ALICE HARRISON,

PANY’S)

I

Formerly Piincipal Comedian Lydia Thompson*!
Troupe, and the following

EXTRACT

SUPERB COMPANY.
Loulso Searle,
Mr. W. A. Meetayer,
Ella Chapman,
Louis Harrison,
Alice Atherton,
Henry E. Dixey,
Ida Glover,
Donald liarrold,
.Jennie Calif,
D. P. Stone,
.Jessie Calif,
S. R. Morse,

Miss

Ella Height,
Kate Height,

MEAT

FINEST AND CHEAPEST

Edward Hennessey,
Bridge Wlieat,

—

AND

SUPERB CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA.
MR. FREDERICK PEEKIKS,
Musical Director.
The above artists will apDear on FRIDAY EVE and
SATURDAY MATINEE, in Rice & Goodwiu’s
ever
popular Musical Jixtravaganza,
EVANGELINE!
On SATURDAY EVE in the Great Musical Success,
Messrs. Iticc & Child's New and Delightful

227

Residence

Portland, April 23,1878.

success

apr24tnovl

ODD

Counsellor at Law,
Room

13, Fluent's Block,

No.

ME.

PORTLAND,

For Mt. Desert!

MATT

Constable

Portland,

for

for

Coroner
SI 1-2

Cumberland

County,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all lionrs.
dtt
Jan8

$5.00 for Bound Trip
Portland, via Str. Lewiston, at 11.15 o’clock
TUESDAY and FRIDAY EVENING, Leave via
Maine Central R. R. and Str. from Rockland at 6.15
a. in. TUESDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY.
Returning leave Mt. Desert via Str. Chas. Houghton and rail from Rockland MONDAY, WEDNESVia Str. Lewiston
DAY > nd FRIDAY, at 6 a. m.
on Ml >NDAY and THURSDAY at 10 a. m.
TicketB good to go by one route and return by
cither, Tickets via Maine Central R. R. for sale at
the Depot.
Leave

EDUCATIONAL.

]
I

HILL

boys
The lirst year begins
circulars, terms &c. address
MISS MARTHA A. SHARP,
Portland, Maine.

sep^dtt

TRIEST,

LUDWIG

Berry Hotel, Buxton,

rnurnooun ur la iv u u a u c o
Graduate of a German University,

October lit, ‘id and 3d.
deodfsel7to3

GERMAN.

,

.

FRENCH,
LATIN,

GREEK,
HOTEL.

FALHOUTU

dGni

&elO

English Department

Excursion Tickets

—

TO

OF

THE

Portland, July 24th,

STEAMER MT. WASHINGTON

Ladies’,

Saurcnr’H,

Dr.

or

jy25deod«Jfcw2m

the

Ladies’
Centennial Seamless Button and Side Lace Boots

MISS

Men’s
Strap Shoes to close

FOR THE ROUND TRIP. Tickets good
from Sept. 12tb to 30th inclusive.
Passengers by taking tbe 8.45 a. m. train from
Portland connect with Steamer lilt. Washington at
Alton Bay at 11.45 a. m„ and arrive at Centre Harbor at 1.45 p. m. Returning, leave Centre Harbor at
2 p. in., arriving at Alton Bay at 4.15 p. rn. after a
sail of 60 miles over tbe beautiful Lake Wiunipisseogee. arriving at Portland at 8 p. m
rs'-Excellent dinner can be procured on the
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
steamer.
sel3dt30
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.

State

Till;

SHOE

at

bottom prices.

DEAEEK'

rumiis,
in

Oct. 1st.

lor

sepl7-2w

consult economy, and

English

desirable garments by

purchasing

from
our
We have
restock.
ceived a very large assortment ot SUITS and

Riven to private pupils by the subscriber.

PROPOSALS.

W.

OVEBCOATS
ninnntactured front the most
serviceable
material.
The stock is large and
lower thau
the price
cau be found at any oili-

COLCORD,

14*5 Pearl Street.
jan24

PROPOSALS

fit!

bouse. Please examine at our old Store,

er

W.

end
Removing sunken
nl the “Gut” opposite Rath,

Dredging

For

Ledge,

Rack River, Maine.
will lw received at the office of tbc
undersigned in Portland, Maine, until 3 o'clock
tbe 28th instant, for about
m.
on
Saturday,
p.
12,000 cnbic yards of IJredgiDg, and for the removal of about 200 cubic yards of sunken Ledges.
in

If.

Engineer of

PROPOSALS

PISKELi,
Heating and Ventilation.

se7

pumps,

FITTINGS,

PLUMBERS
GOODS,
RUBBER PACKING, HEMP PACKING,
ASBESTOS PACKING,

contractor," or of any other person who in bit
tsilief will not faithfully, satisfactorily aud prompt-

ly perform the contract.

GEO. THOM,
I Lieut, Col. ot Engineers
S. Eugineer’s Office,
Portland, Me, Sep. 12, 1878.!lltt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A
d6t
gel6

HOSE,
RUBBER
Steam Ganges,Water Gauges,Gangc Cocks

U.

STEAM RADIATORS,
II

Poi*c« Pnnipt, Deep Well Pump*, CiHicru
Pumps, Drive Well Point*,

MTUUMN,

Heating by llot Water or Steam, High or Low Pressure.
Plumbing and Gas Fitting.
Personal attention given to work in town or counau20d3m
try. Estimates Free.

Upright Pianos,
good ones,
bracing the

and downright

'•Parlor Cabinet.”

This Button supplies a want that lias long been
felt in every Tailoring establishment throughout the
country, i.e., a Button that will not pull out at the

The shank of this button Is ot metal instead of
and once it is sewed on can not be pulled oft.
Every Button stamped “Fernald’s Patent. For sale
by all Wholesalers.

eye.

canvas

A. 8.

Cabriolets,
BOX

Thurstou,

siree

Block,

State.

Portland
dtf

surpassed

in

To let the people know that
to $1.00 can be
irom 50 cents
saved on every Hat by buying ol

COE,

THE HATTER,
ID7 Middle Street.

Phaetons

style

Dollars,

eodtf

Trade Dollars,
Mexican Dollars *
Exchange

m. u.

for Boots and
tlier Noiica.

Shoes Until Fu

SOpl7-2w

prices

as

177

MIDDLE

money

PORTLAND,
dim

Loan e o.

Mortgages Negotiated and Insur$10,000 TO LOAN.
%V. II. \VAI.DRO.\,
Office ISO middle Si., Up Sloirs.
d&wtf

ance secured.
to

Apply

au20

AI.BKKTCOUIV& Sl»SS
PnbFskers and Booksellers.

•

ST.,

se2

Still open in Pori land, at No. 119 Exchange Si.
Great reductions in prices!
New books at cost!
Shop worn hooks lor almost nothing 1 Open day and
evening. Old hooks and magazines bought, sold or
exchanged. Old Bibles taken in exchange lorjaew
ones.
Call at store lor Catalogue.

Tliou,,».on. For freight ,i[>jdy lo
•I. NllIKKKSON <V NON,
No, 131 Couiuicrciul Nlreut.
d3C
se2U

in

d&wtf

Another Job Lot

SHIRTS!

Electing;.

will bo a meeting of the Portland Publishing Company at the oiiice of the company in
on
Saturday, Sept. 21, 1878, at 11 o’clock a.
Portland,
to take action respecting the signing and endorsem
and notes, and the signing of conof
checks
ment
S T. PULLEN,
tracts and agreements
telbtd
Clerk.
Portland, Sept. 17, 1878-

THERE

|

to 1C.

PRICE $1.00 EACH

i

493 Congress Street.
dtf

jy27

398 CONGRESS ST
a

largo variety of

Hamburg
Edging*
are

Fall

Cam

GOODS,

And Prices shall be entirely satisto purchasers. Let it be
remembered that we shall sell all
our goods at less prices than ever
We hare
offered in this city.
opened in our basement an elegant CLOAK BOOM under the direction of Mrs. M. F. Noyes of Boston, and will Make to Order in the
most Fashionable Styles Cloaks
and Circulars; Also a Large Stock
of Ladies’ Beady Made Garments
always on hand.

factory

F. A. ROSS & CO..
»

499 CONGRESS

selling at the

St.,

CORNER OF BROWN.

VERY LOWEST PRICES

A WARNING
PITKTilC. As tbo unprecedented
TOsuccess
attending my original idea of manufachas
Pure
of the
THE

(ltf

turiDg

COT

Frie A middle Ml.., Poidan il
SELLS JOniVSTON’S

Jn union of

Fluid BeeJ

dtf&w2t

scplT

SWUM & MERRILL.

jy30

II. H. HAY &

our

y

In use in the British and French Hospitals ai d
Asylums. Prescribed by Sir Henry Watson, Quc< n
Victoria’s phjsician ? and by every medical gentl »manwho has tested its merits.
Coueult your lam ily Doctor, he will recommend it.
au26
dim*
Tins .13c, 6«c. $1.00.

public
Candies in full view
induced porsons everywhere to misrepresent my
goods by selling what they call Boston Tally, chewing
Candy, &c., <&c., and selling the same lor London
Tatty, I take this opportunity to inform the citizens
of Portland and vicinity that they aro interior mis^presentations, which fact I will demonstrate to any
0U6 who will call at the Model Candy Kitchen, 55i
Congress Street, where I rnako the famous Bowers
London Tally; also fresh Cream Candy. As the season advauces I shall make a variety of tine goods,
such as have never before bcou oflerod in Portland,

Respectfully,

__

EDWARD H. BOWERS,
Porincrly 43 & 3:J Wa»liin*to«i Street,
se!9d3L*
Hoiton,

Plants of every description very low,

Choice Flower! , "THE KITCHEN."
and Bolsters
For Best
For

Parties aud Funerals at lowest ratos.

WJI, mOKTOIW & SON,
ISO Eichuge 81
Grecahousos at Allon’s Coruer, D ring. iuy28U

Salty Electors

cither

Hand

or

Power, address

FOSTER <V UROWai, Macliiui.l-,
EcjilOdeodlm*
Saccprappa, Maine.

PRESS.

SATURDAY M0RN1SG. SEPT. 21.
We do not road anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not nsed.
Every regular attache or the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by
Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. AU railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ua by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
onrnal.

Kin Beyond Sea.
Mr. Gladstone’s paper In the current North
American is so flatteringly phrased, and
abounds in so many and so evidently sincere
expressions of good will toward our people
that it will be read on this side the Atlantic
with groat approbation. The distinguished
author does not hesitate to express his belief that the America will'be stronger than
the England of the future, and he points out
that while the United Kingdom has been advancing in wealth and material comfort dnriug the last fifty years with portentous rapidity, the The United States is passing it by in a
canter, and will by 1880 be the wealthiest of
all tho nations. He dwells with unrepressed
admiration upon our history since the civil
war; how upon the restoration of peace our
innumerable soldiery was at once dissolved,

and “Cincinnatns no longer a! uniqno example, became the commonplace of every day,
tho type and mould of a nation.” He recalls
to the minds of his countrymen that “We
emancipated a million negroes by peaceful
legislation; America liberated four or five
million by a bloody civil war; yet the industry and exports of the Southern States are
maintained, while those of our colonies have
dwindled; the South enjoys all its franchises,
but we have, proh pudorl found no better
method of providing for peace and order in
Jamaica, the chief of our islands, than by the
hard and vulgar, even where needful, expedient of abolishing entirely its representative
institutions.”
“More remarkable still,” ho says, “was the
financial sequel to the great 'conflict. The
internal taxation for Federal purposes, which
before its commencement had been unknown,
was raised, in obedience to an exigency of
life and death, so as to exceed every present
and every past example. It pursued and
worried all the transactions of life. The interest of the American debt grew to be the
highest in the world, and the capital touched
£600,000,000. Here wa3 provided for the
faith and patience of the people a touchstone
of extreme severity. In England at the close
of the great French war, the propertied
classes, who were supreme in Parliament, at
once rebelled against the Tory
government,
refused to prolong the income tax even for a
siDgle year. We talked big, both |then and
now, about the payment of our national
debt; but sixty-three years have now elapsed,
all of them except two called years of peace,
and wo have reduced the huge total by about
one-ninth, that is to say, by little over £100,000,000, or scarcely more than £1,500,000 a
year. This is the conduct of a state elaborately digested into orders and degrees, famed
for wisdom and forethought,and consolidated
by a long experience. But America continued long to bear, on her unaccustomed and
still smarting shoulders, the burden of the
war taxation. In twelve years she has reduced her debt by £158,000,000, or at the
rate of £13,000,000 for every year. In each
twelve months she has done what we did in
eight years; her self-command, self-denial,
and wise forethought for the future have
been, to say the least, eightfold ours. These
_■.

r.ni.-1,

M1.W
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and the historian will record with surprise
that an enfranchised nation tolerated burdens
which in this country a selected class, possesssed of the representation, did not dare to
face, and that the .most unmitigated democracy known to the annals of the world resolutely reduced at its own cost prospective liabilities of the state, which the aristocratic and
plutocratic and monarchical government of the
United Kingdom has been contented ignobly
to hand over to posterity.”
These are the words of admirat ion of the
greatest of living statesmen. Let us not in
the madness of the hour suffer ourselves to
become unworthy of .them.
But the chief object of Mr. Gladstone’s
paper is not to praise America and Americans ; it is to describe the practical workings
of the British Constitution. The “Kin Beyond Sea” are our British kinsmen with
whom he seeks to make us better acquainted.
TbatfConstitution, naturally onougb, he prefers to ours. lie acknowledges that the two
peoples are much alike in many things.
They alike prefer the practical to the abstract.
They tolerate opinion, with only a reserve on
behalf of decency. They set a high value on
liberty for its own sake. They desire to give
full scope to the privileges of self-reliance,
and they deem self help to be immeasurably
superior to help in any other form. [Fortunately for the comparison and our reputation
tho Eaglish statesman has taken no notice of
the rapid development in this country of
late of the doctrine of “Paternalism,” the
dogma that the Government is in duty bound
to take care of its subjects as a father takes
care of his children,[to furnish them farms and
money. He did not know we were becoming
Russianized]. Above all these people alike
mistrust the centralization of power, and
cherish municipal, local, even parochial liberties, as nursery-grounds, not only for the
production here and there of able men, but
for the general training of public virtue and
Independent'spirit. But in his view.the two
Constitutions of the two countries express
rather the differences than the resemblances
of the nations. “Tho one is a thing grown,
LLLB

FANCY

These Shirts are nicely La nil
dried, and are much below [tin !
usual price. They cost $1.35 eacl 1
to make.

Charles Custis & Co.

Bendy for
paign In

HAYING JUST RECEIVED A
LARGE STOCK OF NEW AND DESIRABLE GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, WE ARE NOW ABLE
TO SHOW OUR CUSTOMERS THE
MOST ATTRACTIVE STOCK OF
DRV GOODS EVER EXHIBITED
IN THIS CITY, AND SHALL
DAILY MAKE ADDITIONS OF
NOBBY AND STYLISH GOODS
AS FAST AS NEW STYLES APPEAR. ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
MAY REST ASSURED THAT WE
SHALL KEEP A CLOSE WATCH
OF THE MARKET AND PURCHASE OUR GOODS AT LOWEST
POSSIBLE CASH PRICES AND
GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS THE
BENEEIT OF SO DOING. WE
ALSO HAVE A YERY NICE ASSORTMENT OF NEW

253 MIDDLE ST.

13 1-3

now

DRY GOODS.

Stodley’s,

SIZES FKOJt

arc

t

low as the lowest. Call and examint
goods and prices.

W. F.

C. K. HAWES, Music Dealer,

ISooh Store

f#r Norfolk ami Baltimore.
Hen. itn njioivd, Capiuiu

PALMER,

aao MLddlo Strool

Cheapest

JUBSIlALIi AS» IIODliES.

Mr. Marshall has from long experience as Choir
master (at Tremont Temple. Boston,) established an
enviable reputation. Assisted by Mr. Hodges, “The
Dulcet,” just published proves they know the wants
of the people lor Church music. “The Dulcet” contains choice gems in great variety, being the most
progressive and practical book published. I'KIi'E
DOZEN. For sale by
#iO 50

IN THE WOULD,

llland Dollars,

T.iken in

at

DUXjOET”

For Singing Schools and Choirs,

Prices Low to suit Times.
)

eodtt

‘‘THE]

quality and finish iu the

je'_>2

Silver

selT

BUGGIES,

or

offer

We

UU

f Aim.

BY

Not

Free

Merchant Tailor.

SCplZ_

23 GREEN STREET.

They received the highest award of New Ei.glan< ‘
Fair. 1S77, and Maiuc State Fair, 1876. Endorsed b
our lirst citizens.
Price* to mu It ih.i K£cononii»f*.

jy 16

FER1ALO,

237 Middle St.,

Piano.’’

PATENT BAR ACTION.

to

Congress St.,

CORNER OF BROWN,

dcodis&w3w

“FERNALD’S PATENT.”

& Cj.’8

Samuel

special bargains

499

New Fall Dress Goods

beg to call tbc attention of all interested, to my
button

ROBINSON’S,

Cahir.ets have the great modern improvement, Bil

iDgs

We have some

is where

AND

•‘Cottage

1

AT

''Cabinet iirand,”

F. A. Ross & Co.

new

CARRIAGES

flit'

Remember we make Remnants of all kinds

specialty.

dtf

sepl9

4 cents
Choice Styles in Print
»
10
Spool Cotton per dozen
Ladies’ Silk Handkerchiefs
12 l-2e
Fruit of the Loom Cotton
8 cents
“
50
Turkey Red Damask
Wood all Linen Damask
25 “
Fine Twilled Crash ... 6 l-4c
Plain Liuen Crash
5 cents
Unbleached Cotton, fall yard
“
«
5
wide, very line, only
Cotton Flannel Remnants at about hall
price of regular goods.

B-U-T-T-O-N-S.

STEAM, (IAS AND WATER PIPS,
BRASS AND IRON

S5F”Any one person making a purchase
amounting to Ten Dollars will be given a
pair of Boots or Shoes, they having the
privilege of selecting from a lot,

_nr_

and dealer ia

inti

THJ!i

ORIN uwib & ('ll.

INJECTORS,

S4XOWT.ES' steam

Proposals accompanied by tbe requisite euaranty
must be made in duplicate, on printed terms, whiclt
will be furnished on application at this office; and,
when transmitted, they must be so indorsed on the
sealed envelope as to iudicate before being opened
tbe particular work bid for.
The undersigned reserves tbe right to reject all btdf
which in his opinion are not reasonable: also tbe bid
of any person known to the Department as a “fail-

TT T rv-l ,VTV T1VT

482 Congress St.

A«EST FOR

FRIEDMAN’S

d&wtf

reis

Meharg Steam Trap, fcydie Steam Boiler.

and further information will be furnished to bidders on their applying to the undersignin
No. 433J Congress Street, Portland,
ed at bis office
Me.

Speeiflcatious

This stock includes a large assortment
of goods to numerous to enumerate here
and will be sold at correspondingly low
flgares. Without doubt this Is the finest
stock ever offered in this market at so
low prices.

FARRINGTON BLOCK.

at the same time secure

and Class-

ical Studies

J.

selecting Clothing
their children, will

for 30c.

for 50c.

Fonirrecs fit

J‘ll

&Jc.

Children’s Gra. Sewed Bals, retail price 1.25, now
for $1.00.
Children’s Gra. Pegged Bals, rotail price 90c, now
for 75c.
Children’s Bong Leg Kip Boots, retail price 1.50, now
for 1.00.
Men’s Fine Calf Congress Boots, retail price 3.50,
now lor 2.50,
Men’s Fine Calf Hand Sewed Congress Boots, retail price 5.00, now for $1.00.
Men’s Fine Calf Hand Sewed Leg Boots, retail price
6 09, now for $5 00.
Men’s Fine Calf Machine Sewed Log Boots, retail
prico 4*50, now for 3.50.
Men’s Fine Calf Hand Sewed Ties, retail price 4,50,
now for $3.75.
Men’s Pure Gum Rubber Boots only $3.00.

BUTIN FOR FUR WEEK.

N. B.—Goods sent to any part of tho conntry by
mail.jy20ileodtt

BROWN

Street, After

Instruction in

I

now

Children’s Curacoa Kid Button Boots, 6 to 10, retail
price 2.25, now for $1.75.
Children’s French Kid Boots, 6 to 10, retail price
1.25, now for 75c.
Children’3 Goat Boots, 6 to 10, retail price 75c, now

Stud ley’s

Brown,

will receive pupils in French ami in German, at
122

now

Vickery & Leighton
sepl7

DUUK at

$1.50 !

Misses’ and Children’s

ONE PRICE.

a

Specialty.

Speaking System of

Learning Languages.

for sale at Portland. Saco, Biddeford and Kcnno

price 1.00,

We cannot enumerate all the different kinds of
goods we keep or give the prices, bnt
all kinds usually kept in first class Dry
and Fancy Goods stores, and sell them
at a small profit. We do not say we
have goods for fifty cents well worth
One Dollar, or that we sell for twentyfive cents, goods well worth fifty, as
that is not our way of selling goods.

4JI CONGBEN«i STKER T.
I shall sell my stock at an enormous sacrifice for
the next thirty days in order to make room for Fall
goods. My goods are ail new, fresh and nobby. No
old rusty, shop-worn goods to palm ott at any price.
Trke your loug, slim, narrow feet up on Congress
Street and have them properly fitted ft>r a small sum
of money.

for 50c.

Children’s Americon Kid Button Boots, 2 to 5, retail
price 1.00, now tor 60c.
Children’s Pearl and Bismark Ankle Ties, 2 to 6, retail price 1.00, now for 50c.
Children’s Kid Ankle Ties, 2 to 6, retail price 53c,

—

The fall term will commence
Business Course.
September 2d, and continue 13 weeks.
For further information, call at the office, Mechanics* Hall, corner Congress and Casco streets, or send
for catalogue,
L. A. GRAY, Principal.

AND

coiltl

Difficult Feet can be properly fitted with fine
BOOTS and NftfOCS at Sign ot the Gold Boot,

WE

Boston & Maine B. R.

CO., UNDERWEAR !

YOUR

hereby announce that we have organized an
English Department, for the accommodation
of all those who may wish to pursue a thorough
course in the common or higher English studies,
either separately or in connection with our regular

VIA

&

for $1.50.

now

Children’s French Kid Newport Ties, 2 to JS, retail

GARMENTS,

FORTLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE.

Harbor

2.25.

Misses’ Oil Goat Button (School Boots) retail price
1,50, now for $1.25.
Misses’ Fine Serge Button, ISthd, retail prico 2.00,
now for $1.00.
Misses’ Kid and Goat Croquet Slip3, retail price 85c,

MDIffi’,MISSES’,®TS’4 BOVS’

43 Drown Street.

Sept. 23d,

con-

-AND-

Under Preble House.

Jl'20

for youDg men, 'and

SHOW A!¥D fair

shown in Portland,
sisting in part of

we liare ever

.75.

Ladles’ Bubber Boots, retail price 1.50, now for
$120.
Misses’ Curacoa Kid Button Boots, retail prico 3.00,
now for $2.00,
Misses’ Curacoa Kid Walking Shoes, retail price

jnst bought for Autumn trade.

MAINE,
10 years of age.
PORTLAND,
1878. For

will boll their Third Annual

Dry & Fancy Goods

by Mrs. Cunier.
For further particulars enquire of
ETTA A. FILES, Principal.

over

are

now

ST. PAUL’S COLLEGE,

Buxton and Hollis Agricultnral
Association

We

large line oi

soon.

Fall Term begins September 2«1, at Room
No. 7, Brown’s Block, corner of Congress
and Brown Streets.
The usual course of studv for pupils of both sexes.
French lessons by Prof. Masse. Elocution taught

au3d3m

dtoctl

a

and wishing to clean our counters
of the saihc before pnttiug in otir
new fall stock we arc prepared to
oiler unheard of BARGAINS in
this line for the next 20 days. BEY
NOW
AND SAVE
THE
DISCO ENT, as you will need them

ACADEME.

PORTLAND

For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY.
G. T. A., P. B. & M. S. B. CO., R. R. Wharf,
F. A. BOOTH BY,
and ot
G. T. A„ Maine Central R. R.

Having on liaud
broken lots of

FANCYJ100DS.

FALL. MDEBWEAR

Aim

at

LOTS!

dtf

ADAMS,

Excursion Tickets good until Oct.

Centre

a

3XTON7V- IDry

WINSIIlP,

JOHN O.

jyl5

so3w4w3G

Is

JAMES CUNNINGHAM.

with its
ORIGINAL MUSIC.
BRILLIANT COSTUMES,
AND POWERFUL CAST.
Seats now on sale at Music Hall.
Night Prices:
Reserved scats. 75 cts.; Admision 50 and 35 cts.
Matinee, 50 anu 25 eta.
seplGllw

At the Old

Street,

Agent for tho Pettcngill Iron Chimney Can. Orders for alt kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wairanted to give satisfaction.

Extravaganza,
IiIA.W-A.THA,

scpl2

Congress

STOCK FOR SOUPS,

and boon for which Nations should feel
grateful.”—Sec Medical Press y Lancet, Brit. Med. Jour. ,&c.
in
“Consumption England increased tenfold in ten year*.”
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers and Chemists.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only),
C, Ltavid & Co.. 42. Mark Lane. London. England^
“

Mason and Builder,

—

1st, 1878,

MEAT-FLAVOURING

eodtf

apr2

Lizzie Danna,
Chas. Emerson,
MISS MARION PHILLIPS,

4

Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots, hand sewed, rota* price $7.6'0, now for $1.75.
Ladies’ French Kid Button BootB, Bennett & Barnard, retail price 6.00, now for $4.00.
Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots, A. F. Smith, retail price 6.00, now for $4.00.
Ladies’French Kid Side Lace Boots, ‘'Bristol” retail price 6.00, now lor $4.00.
La<. es’ French Kid Button Boots, other makes,
f'O a 2.50 to $3.50.
Ladies’ Fino Curacoa Kid Button Boots, Bennett &
t.
Barnard, retail price 3.00, now ior $2.25.
Ladies’ Fine Curacoa Kid Button Boots, A. F. Smith,
retail price 3.00, now lor $2.25.|
Ladies’ South American Kid Button Boots, A. F.
Smith, now for $1.75,
Ladio9’ Straight Goat Button Boots, “Bristol,” rotail prico 3.50, now $2.75.
baa nr niQUFQ 9# QAIIPrQ
Ladies’Pebble Goat Button Boots, Tinkham, retail
IwIMUt UlOrltO OC OMUULO.
price 3.00, now for $2.25.
CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
Ladies’ Fine Kid Foxed Button Boots, A. F. Smith,
fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signaretail price 3.00, now for $2.25.
^
ture in Blue Ink across Label
Ladies' Fine Serge Button Boots, 18tbd, Bennett 3c
Barnard, retail price 3.50, now for 2.25,
Ladies’ Fino Sergo Button Boots, lGthd, A. F.
Smith, retail price 3.00, now for 2.00.
Ladies’ Fine Sergo Button Boots, 12thd, A. F.
Smith, retail price 1.75, now for $1.25.
AND
Ladies’ Fine 6erge Congress Boots, 20thd, very flue,
!
Pliillip Estes, retail price 2.50, now for $1.75.
Ladies’ Fino Serge Congress Boots, 12thd, retail
price, 1.25, now ior $1.00.
Ladies’ Goat Sewed Buskins, retail price, 1.00, now
for .75.
Ladles’Fino Kid Button Walking Shoes, retail
price 2.60, now for $1.50.
Ladies’Fino French Kid Slippers, retail prico 2.00,
now displaying one of the finest
now for $4.50.
stocks of
Ladies’ Sorgo Gored Slippers, retail price .65, now
for .45.
Ladies’ Serge Laco Boots, retail price 1.25, now for

LIEBIG

The Brilliant California Favoritt
WILLIE EDOUIN,

are

Maine,

Portland,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

RICE’S

Studio,

3\To-w

PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.

“you

has recently purchased stiveral retailers’
stocks of Boots and Shoe«, among them
the Leavitt & Davis stock which contains
all first class goods, as th e firm made a
SPECIALTY OF FINE GOODS. Those
who are about to purchase will do well
to call and examine the quality of these
goods as they are to be sold a t less price s
than Messrs. Leavitt & Dav is paid for
them which will bring ttiem betow
Wholesale prices.
Herewith I give you a Ust of a few
kinds showing the amount saved by purchasing these goods immediately as yon
will be unable to obtain goods of so fine
a quality at snch prices after these are
disposed of and those who come first wUl
be sore of getting the best bargains.

lias removed to his

Street, Portland,

230 Middle

No. 56 Union St.,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

FOISV1EBI.Y LEAVITT & DAVIS,

Sales,” $2.00
or less, $1.50.

,

ARTIST

PREBLE DAVIS,

week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.

PROPRIETOR

nnd

Rear of Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

Bates of Advertising : One Inch of space, th<
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per Bquare, daily first week; 75 cents pei
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,threo insertions, or less, 75 cents; ont

Removal.

DousHty

business as

TERMS $8,00 PER ANNUM, IN ADYANCE

THE
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the offspring of
tendency and indeterminate time, the other
of choice and of an epoch. But as the British Constitution is the most subtile organism
which has proceeded from the womb and the
long gestation of progressive history, so the
American Constitution is, so far as I can see,
the most wonderful work ever struck off at a
given time by the brain and purpose of
a

one

man,”
Yet he inclines to the belief that our institutions are on the whole less popular than
the British, that the British scheme gives
more rapid effect lhau ithat of theUuionto
any formed opinion and resolved intention of
the nation. He contends that our people
give over their power for four years to the
President, while the ever-shifting membership of Parliament, the provisions for its
dissolution and for a responsible ministry
liable at any time to retire in obedience to
the popular demand, keeps the Administration more in sympathy with the people and
more dependent upon popular opinion.
To
sustain this view he exhibits at considerable
length the practical workings of the British
constitution, the limited power of the King,
dependent always upon the House of Commons but always at liberty to appeal from
them to the people, the nico distinction between the sovereign aud the crown, the composition aud powers of that unique creation,
the British cabinet, a body which has no
warrant in written sanction or long custom,
and lives aud acts simply by general understanding and consent. Into this examination of the British Constitution we cannot
now follow Air. Gladstone.
Few Americans
will believe or confess that he proves his case
so far as the relative merits of the two constitutions, our own and the British, are concerned. But no one can fail to bo deeply
interested in the argument and the luminous
exposition of the scheme of government

practiced by

our

kin beyond sea.

There is sound

common sense

and true

patriotism In the following remarks of the
Boston Post:
In due time pubUo sentiment will settle down
of tbe banks, but it hardly
attempt too much at one
time. The friends of Bound money cannot
afford to waste their energy in a contest among
themselves so long as there is in the field a
rampant and growing party determined if possible to fasten upon the country a currency
which history and economic science alike have
condemned. The first thing to be done is to
get back to permanent resumption of specie
payments if possible. Some doubt still the
practicability of achieving this. But who
knows? Does the objector want resumption?
If so, let him do all he can to encourage it.
Should the experiment of the Oovernment
under existing
laws and the present Administration
fail, then resort must be
had to new legislation and wiser officials.
But
the
first
important thing be
to
in order to restore confidence for the mutual
benefit of labor and capital Is to achieve resumption. There can be no return of substantial prosperity without it. To this end the
united efforts of all ought to be direoted, no
matter iwhich party is or may be in power.
It is unfortunate that a snbjeot so complicated
as that of finance and of such vital importance
to all should be so mingled with party politics
as to indefinitely postpone its permanent settlement and our dearest material interests be left
dependent on the action of the caucus. Yet so
it is, and we must make tbe best of it. But in
order to do this, those who think alike should
act in cencert, ‘‘When, too,” as said an eminent British statesman in discussing the discontents of his day, ‘‘bad men combine, the
the good must associate; else they will fall, one
by one, an unpitied sacrifice in a contemptible
upon this question
seems desirable to

struggle.

The Democratic papers in this State, notably the Maine Standard, still insist that the
currency question hadn’t much to do with
the Maine election. Why then do these
papers seek the support of the Greenbackers ?
You cannot persuade a Greenbacker that the
currency question was not the great issue in
the campaign.
Some of the Democratic organs in Maine
trying to cheer their readers by the assurance that the Greenback party is
only a halfway house to Democracy, built for the benefit of disaffected Republicans.
They will
find it a dead-house for the Democratic party.
are

The Bangor Commercial quotes the Cincinnati Enquirer as likening the Maine election to a dose of butternut-tree bark. There
was a butternut tinge to the
campaign in
somo localities it must be confessed, in the
First and Fourth Districts for example.
It has come,

as

the Press predicted.

The

Argus inclines to the belief that the “fraud”
cry defeated Eugene Hale. Now didn’t the
war of 1812 have something to do with it?
The brethren are already falling out. Marcellus Emery is chiding Solon Chaso because
the Second District sent a Republican to

Congress._
The Bangor Tribune says, “The Fourth
District sends to Congress a Ladd who is
sure to put pepper on the stove at Republican
love feasts.” The boy won’t be invited.
The Biddeford Journal says the name of
E. II. Gove is mentioned in connection with
the office of Secretary of State.
The Boston HeralJ advises Massachusetts
Democrats to vote for Talbot. Better advico
could not be given.
Is Gladstone giving

us

taffy ?

Recent Publications.
—

Under the title “Railroads; tbeir Origin and
Problems” (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) Mr.
Charles Francis Adams Jr.’s essays, “The Genesis of the Railroad System” and “The Railroad Problem,” have been collected into a very
handsome volnme very desirable to possess.
Mr. Adams, who is certainly an expert in the
matter, and has given mere time and thought
to the railway problem than any other Ameri-

In Paradise (Appleton's Collection ot Foreign Authors; Portland: Dresser & McLellan.)
is the title ot the English translation of l’aol
Hejse's novel—the first extended romance of
his that has bean offered to the American aod
Bnglish readers. This is a novel of which the
scope, the strength and the careful workmanship deserve more than a passing notice and
name.
It is a romance that will last, and will,
In a literary point of view,establish Paul
Heyse
as a successful novelist of the German school
whioh sinoe the days of "Wilhelm Meister," is
fond of presenting pictures of social life,
crowded with figures, full of action, less of •
dramatic than i f a philosophic nature, and
which, under various guises, attempts the
solution of abstract problems of existence, or
paints life with a careful minuteness that contrasts with the generalities of its
reasoning.
After sincere praise has been given M.
Heyse
for the Interest, the sustained
power of his
romance—certain exceptions will occur to the
American reader. The title, In Paradise, is
derived from the meetings of an artist clique in
Munich who endeavored to restore to the
"effete civilization” of conventional society the
primeval joy and the freedom of the original
Eden, and the story is made np of the doings
and sayings of this
clique of "originals after
the old masters."
Notwithstanding a generous proportion of
esrpent, the new Paradise
eventuates, to the reader’s miDd at least, in becoming tiresome. The dullness of oenventlon.
al society is dense—but if one be bored he can
charge it to circumstances. To ba bored In
Bohemia is the acme of desolation—for man is
free to follow his owu devices; he may play
what antics he will, he may assault the world
with his violent speech, he may staud on his
head and flourish defiant heels in the air, and
no man shall say him nay.
And the outcome
of it all is, that if a man Is born to be bored—
that is if he lacks the genuine innate instincts
of enjoyment—bored hs shall be whether in
Bohemia or Pbilistia. And, notwithstanding
the verve and spirit of M. Heyse’s work, bis
Paradise is tedious. American readers will be
likely to rebel against two balky volumes (the
translator deserves thanks for the omission of

sundry

poems and other condensations—among
which might better have been included certain
rather blasphemous and not very funny witticisms for which the translator naively apolo-

gizes by saying they do Dot sound so wicked in
the original German). Moreover, aod this is
the most serious objection to the novel,there is a
want
of
moralitv
abont
it.
a
certain
cold,
slow, and mildly understated type
of
wrong
doing that is acarc9ly recognized at
first as such, so
and
oalmly

conventionally is it
undeniable talent,

stated. M. Heyse possesses
but In Paradise ia not in
accord with American
feeling, while at the
same time it will be recognized as an admirably executed work of the kind to whioh it be-

longs.
Sonia. Translated from the French of Henry
Grtville by Mrs. Mary Neal Sherwood (Phila
delpbia: T. B. Peterson & Co.) This is a
charming, original and piquant novel, executed
with the tender tonch and the brightness of
conception that characterize the work of Henry
GtAville. Often dramatic to the verge of horror, there is a feminine brillisnoe and parity
that her novels always retain; a refinement
and honesty of intention whioh the
generality
of French romances are apt to lack. The
plot
of Sonia is fresh and sufficient for the pur
poses of the romance. It is a story of Russian society—of which the thin varnish of
Parisian manner at once disguises and defines
the essential barbarism. The hero Is a
young
man of thoughtful and houorable
character,
who, employed aa tutor to au enfant terrible
and a beautiful young girl, the children of a
Russian countess, finds out in time to save
himself from lasting trouble, the deceitfnl and
shallow nature of the lovely Lyiie, bis
pupil.
Sonia, the little serf-girl, ia the heroine, and
her grave and noble character is defined with
the utmost grace and reality.
Sonia, translated with the spirit and fidelity of Mrs. Sher
wood’s peo, loses nothing of the charm of the
original and may be thoroughly reoommended
to lovers of foreiga fiction.

ican,

and as ranch perhaps as an; European,
makes a calm and intelligent study of oar
railroad system, traces it from its earliest beginnings, andanalyzss its possible dangers and
certain benefits. He is not an
alarmist, and
does not entertain the dread that the .a “banded
are striving to enslave the
people,
which so many feel or profesa to feel; but he
does see that the question of government limitation or control of thos$ corporations is a

monopolies”

grave one which is
distant day for oar

certainly coming up at no
consideration, and he seeks
to state the question so fairly and clearly that
we can make up oar judgment
intslligently if
not impartially.
The first essay, giving the history of the
railroad, will doubtless be found the most entertaining by the general reader; for it is as interesting as a good story; bat the second, in which

the future of the railroad is discussed and its
probable relations with tho Government and
the people, is of greater value to all and of
special interest to the student of economical
AY.
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He bolds that the solution of the problem is
not to be found in government ownership, bat
ia the careful regulation, on the one hand, of
the railroads by government for the protection
of the people, and by the olose federation, on
the other hand, of the railroads for the protection of thoir interests. His views can best be
stated in the words with which he closes the
e3say:
"Owing to the extremely complicated character of the American railroad system, rendering anything like a territorial division among
corporations impossible, results here work
their way out slowly. When they do work
their way oat, however, it is apt to be oa a
large scale and in a way not easily susceptible
of change. So far as any progress has yet been
made, it Is obviously iu the directiou Indicated
—the development of government supervision
on the one side, and the concentration of
railroads to escape competition on the other. The
manner, indeed, in whicb, starting from different stand points of interest and opposite sections of the country, the Massachusetts commission and the Southern Railroad and steamship Association have uuconscionsly worked
toward a common ground, is noticeable. On
the one hand the whole effort of the commission has been to develop a tribunal whicb, in
all questions affecting the relations of the railroad system to the community, should secure
publicity ani that correct understanding of the
principles npon whicb only legislation of any
permanent value cau be based, and which is
reached through intelligent public investigation. That secured, ail else .might safely bo
left to take its own course. A sufficient responsibility would be secured to afford a guaranty against abuse. Uu the other haud, the
fundamental idea of the association, without
the realization of which it remains incomplete,
is to so confederate the railroad system that
the members of it should be amenable to control and that responsibility should attach to it.
Could the two results be brought about, the
machinery would bo complete. The confederate railroad system would confront the government tribunal, and be directly responsible to
public opinion. This is almost precisely the
result arrived at in France aud in Great Britain,
and is tbat contemplated iu Germany.
“It would be altogether premature to predict
with any confidence that this or a similar result will speedily be reached iu this country.
Jedging by experience,it is more probable that
thb development on tbo side of the railroad
system will far outstrip that on the side of the
government. The popular disbelief in the possibility of any parrn aneut combination of the
railroads, at once geueral and effective, is so
complete that do provision will be made for it.
Should one be brought about it will, however,
in all probab.ltty, ones it assames shape .assume it very rapidly.
Iu that case no great
degree of public injur? would necessarily be
but
tbe
sustained,
d-fficulty of thereafter restoring tho necessary equilibrium would he
materially increased. Another aud more persistent political movement of the
granger
character might and probably would bocome a
necessity. As opposed, however, to an overshadowing commercial interest, so concentrated that all eyes and passions could be brought
to baar uoou it, this is not likely to be a movement difficult to originate or easy to resist.”

*TheArab Wife (New York: D. Appleton &

Co.; Portland:

Dresser &

McBellan) is

an ex-

citing story of the Polynesian seas, quite different from the nsnal style of novel, and abound*
ing in adventure and incident.
Sibyl Spencer, by James Kent, author of The
Johnson Manor (New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons; Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon) is a
story of New England life, of manly and sincere quality and mneb quiet humor and fidelity
ia its characters and description* It
will remind the reader of Mrs. Stowo’s New

to nature

Eogland stories, although the tonch of
Den

is

annarent

throm-hont

It

ia

a

man’s

a

naval

which will help to keep alive the pleasant and
wholesome traditions of onr forefathers; and t
affords some of tbe best and most lifelike piotnrea of New England that have been presented

by fiction.

As a specimen of tbe quaint mixof tbe religious and secular life, tbe unconscious humor of the Yankee, may be quoted
tbe passage where the Deacon bids his daughture

ter, “Jist call the help; we'll read a chapter of
tbe blessed Book, and ask a favor of the Almighty on this poor, suffering, Dimmicratridden country of ours, before we say good-

night.’’

_

The latest addition to the Messrs. Harpers’s
excellent "Student's Series" is a manual of
ecclesiastical history by Philip Smith, the aa*hor of tbe old and new testament histories in
tbe same series. This volume (Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon) relates the history of the
Christian Church during the first ten centuries
of Us existonce, that is, up to the full establishment of tbe Holy Roman Empire and the recognition throoghout its exteDt of the paramount
authority of the Papacy. Tbe work ia iu
effect, so far as sacred history is concerned, a

continuation of the "New Testament History,"
but it also necessarily deals fully with profane
affairs and so becomes a chronicle of tbe civilized world during tbe centuries of which it
treats.
The work has been

admirably

done

and is a

real addition to a student’s library, putting him
in easy possession of foots for which otherwise,
he might be compelled to search long and fat'
and certainly mneb better fitted to his use than
Mosheim; for since the dato of that work not a
little history has bad to lie rewritten, and the
department of Christian antiquities has been
created.
This volume, we are promised, Is to be followed by another relating tbe history of tbe
Medieval Church and the Reformation.

Mr. Julian Hawthorne’s novelette, Mrs.
Gainsborough's Diamonds *(New York: D.
Appleton & Co.; Portland: Dresser & Meaati'.an/

'J
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thing after the
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of Wilkie Collins; bat
as well carried out as are the
manner

novels of that pbeuomenally iogenlons writer.
The interest of Mr Hawthorne’s story is held
throughout, and the rapidity of its motion
carries the reader over many weak places in
its construction—like the train of cars, when
Pbileas Pogg made the tour of the world in
eighty days, which, nuder great pressure of
steam,

jumped

a

broken

bridge.

Oa the con-

trary, Wilkie Collins' stories are told with a
sopub reconciliation of all impossible conditions, that cement the most brilliant deceptions
of fancy into a consistency which counterfeits
troth. It would be easy to point oat rnaoy
faults of various kinds in Mr. Hawthorne's

story—but it
a

is not necessary to do so—for it is
book to be read rapidly, to enjoy as an in-

genious and thrilling little display of literary
fireworks.

Villages and Village Life, by Nathaniel nillEgleston (Now York: Harper & lirothers-

yer
A Summer Idyl, by Christian Riid (New
York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Dresser
& McLellau) Is a charmingly ,told story, delicate and refined in style and of a wholesome,

Portland:

fresh, quality of toue throughout. Flora, tbe
heroine, is lovely enough to satisfy tbe most

book is devoted to the consideration of sanitary
reform, including ventilation of buusea aud of
public buildings, drainage &0. Mr. Kgleston's
ideas are practical and well considered, and be
combines very happily respect for old-'.ime
landmarks and traditions with the desire for
progress which modern thought aud discovery
stimulate. This is a valuable work, and

fastidious lover of tbe

ideal,

and sensible aud

enough for everyday life. There are none
of the unnecessary and wearing mysteries or
fantastic misunderstandings that delay tbe
action and exasperate the reader In many novels—tbe story moves on easily and with spirit,
in a sunny, opou air fashiou; aud although
swoet

tbs

denouement is left to be told iu a
sequel (which Christian Raid is hereby requested
to furnish as quickly as may be) little doubt
exists iu the reader’s mind as to tbe ultimate
happiness of tbe hero and heroino.
actual

Loring, Short & Harmon) is

a

aud interesting volume, advocating
the uses of beauty in the aspect of our rural
towns and villages. Much of the space of the

thoughtful

should be in the hands of some intelligent and
public spirited man in every one of our towns.
His Dear Little Wife (Philadelphia: J. M.
ritoJdart) in its pink binding and small type,
and gentle, lachrymose sentimentality is half
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pathetic and wholly provoking.

ing

written

by

As to its be-

publishers seem
to claim—that is simply impossible. No one
bat an exceptionally silly and selfish woman
a man—as

No

the

could write such utter nonsense, and her wiser
sisters will not read it. It is a book to do mnch
harm and cause much discontent by increasing

the tendency to tears and general incapability
of foolish women.
_

In Messrs. Harpers’ Franklin Sqnare Library
(Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is included an interestingisketch of the life of Disraeli. It is written with clearness and point*
and contains two likenesses of Earl Beacons'
field—one from a drawing made in 1837 by
Count D'Orsay, and one from a recent photohas little in common with the

Unfavorable

Fire in Levant.
Bangob, Sept. 20.—House in Levant owned
by C. H. Pickard, was destroyed by fire this
morning. Fire cangbt around the chimney,
loss $800; insurance $500.
Quick Work.
Ice Co.
of Philadelphia, to-day loaded into schooner
Alice Borden at their Farmingdale houses, 555
and three-quarters tons of ice in nine and a half
hours with one gang of 35 men. This is the

Maine.

400 cases and 162 deaths have occurred up to
date. The fever must abate soon for want of
material. There have been 22 deaths in the
last 24 hours.

in

Memphis, Sept. 20.— It Vegan raining at seven
this morning, which is unfavorable both to the
sick and the well. Up to neon there were 23
deaths. This, howsver, is not in full, as it is
very difficult to get the correct number. The
official report of deaths to the board of health
since the beginning of the epidemic and
ending
at noon today, gives the total at 2,240.
This
does not include any bnried by private individuals, who pnrehased coffins and interred their
own dead.
Au increase in deaths will follow

_

NEW YORK.

dandy

perhaps average interest, containing some well
drawn characters bat lacking the finer instincts
Some of the action seems on
tbe high road to caricatnre, while other passages are natnral and betoken observation and
care on the part of the anthor.

Another Defaulter,
Poughkeepsie, Sept. 20.—J. Benedict,
treasurer of Tarry town V iilage, wae arrested
today, charged with misappropriating public
funds. The exact loss to the village is not yet
knowo.

Lesley (Harpers’ Franklin Square
Loring, Short & Harmon)
beautifully written and very charming

Bonnie

Library;
is

a

Portland:

novel by Mrs. Herbert Martin. The plot is
slight, but has interest and movement, and the
dialogue is particularly easy and bright.
Old Slip Warehouse, by Mary A. Denison
(Harpers’Library of American Fiction; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is an agreeable and original novel. The writer tells a
story well and has brightness and skill in her
manner of telling it.

Books Received.
Roxy. By Edward Eggleston. Cloth, 432 pp., $1.50
New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.
Early Rome, from the foundation of the city to
its doslrnction by the Cauls. By W. Ihue. Epochs of Ancient History. Cloth, 217 pp., $1. New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. Portland: coring,

the change in weather.
Holly Springs, Sept. 20.—Deaths since last
report 14, new cases 21.

WASHINGTON.

of the novelist.

Grenville, Sept. 20.—There

thus far.
Grenada, Sept. 20.—There were no deaths
and but two new cases today. Up to date, 214

son

whites and 57 negroes have died.
Cairo, Sept. 20 —There were 12 new cases
and 3 deaths at Hickman in the 24 boars ending noon. There are no cases In Cairo.

Washington, Sept- 20.—Cohen with his men
this afternoon visited the brick-yards in the

Memphis, Sept 20.—Deaths to date, 2,250.
Number of siok over 4,000. Average deaths, 60
per cent, of the silk. We are feeding some
10,000 persons sick and destitute in camps and
iu the city. Our city is an hofpitai. 15 volunteer physicians have died, 20 others are sick.
13 Protestant and Catholic ministers have died.

southeastern portion of the oity and addressed
those engaged at work there. He advised
them to join bis strikers, but he met with no
success. This evening be held a meeting at
City Hall. The speeches by him and others
of a mild

character.

Attendance vory

slim, only about 150 strikers being present.

Short & Harmon.

History of music. For the use of students. By
H. G. Bonavia Hunt, B. Mus. New Edition, Revised. Cloth, 184 pp., $1.00. New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Bhort & Har-

REPRESENTATIVE

Magazine Notices.
The Ootober number of the North American
Review contains articles of more than ordinary
interest. Mr. Gladstone’s paper, “Kin beyond
Sea,” will attract the most attention, and, cer-

tainly on this side the water, command general
praise. Its delicate flattery of the American
people is not to be resisted, and its comparison
of the two forms of government, the American
Republic and the British Monarchy, is as enas it is instructive. Elsewhere wil1
be found a fuller discussion of the paper than
can be indulged within the scanty limits of
this notice.
The second article of the number is a paper

tertaining

on torpedo warfare by Admiral Porter. This
high naval authority is enthusiastic in his
praise of the torpedo and is disposed to regard

it as the most destructive implement of navalwarfare yet devised, lie gives a history of the
invention from the time of Bushnell to the
time of the Whitehead, and shows that it played
a far more important part in the war of the
Rebellion than it has generally received credit
for. Many will be surprised to learn that no
less than twenty vessels of our fleet were sunk
by rebel torpedos.
The Hod, George W. Julian, one of a band
of professional reformers which has done much
to bring the name of “reform” into disrepute,
asks “Is the Reformer any longer Needed?”
and goes on to answer the question in the
affirmative. He oertainly lays out work enough
to keep this generation busy. The despotism
of the caucus must be overthrown, the civil
service must be purified, the ballot must be
given to women, the currency question must be
settled, the old conflict between labor and capital must be fought out, the “land question”—
whatever that is—must be
decided, poli
tics must be secularized, and
the “cononbinage of Church and State” destroyed.
Mr. Julian, to use his own words, “nails the
independent voter as the annointed Messiah on
whom we are to bslieve” and who is to bring
all these things about.
Dr. William T. Harris has a thougtful paper

EUROPE.

HALE’S

YIEWS.
As Expressed to

mon.

a

Gainbetta’s Speech,
Pams, Sept. 20.—The following is the text of
a portion of Gainbetta’s speech against Uilramon taoism:
The clerical question, that is to sav the question of the relations between church and State,
keeps all other questions in suspense here. In
the church it is that spirit of the past which
takes refuge and gathers the strength, I deAn ever increasing danger to society
nounce.
rises from the Ultramontane spirit, the spirit
of the Vatican, of the syllabns which is nothing but the abuse of ignorance with the purThe clerical spirit enpose of enslaving it.
deavors to filtrate into everything, into the
into
the
army,
magistracy, and there is this
that is peculiar to it—it is always when the fortune of the country is falling that Jesuitism
rises. Far be it from me to wish to put shackles on liberty. I am aD obstinate partisan of
liberty of conscience. But ministirs of religion have duties to tho state and what we exaot
is the fulfilment of their duties.
Apply the
laws, all the laws, and abolish indulgences. If
the law is applied, order will bo restored in
Franco without persecution, by simply continuing the traditions which prevailed from the
aurora of tho revolution in 1789 till the last
glimmer of the revolution in 1848. They were
not abandoned till in December the mitrailleuse and those who blessed the mitraileuse
combined. Privileges form hall the power of
these men. They live on the public credulity
alone. Ves, every one must be subject to the
common law. Obligatory service must be made
a reality.
Vocation mast only be allowed after
the first of all vocations, tbat of serving the
fanberland, has been fulfilled.
The Republican papers of Paris generally
give unqualified adbesion'to Gambetta’s definition of the party’s programme.
The Catholic
press regard the speech as a deolaratiou of war
against Catholioism. The conservative journals generally criticize the speech keenly, and
several express the opinion that Gambetta is
trying to run with the Radicals and hold with
the Opportunists at the same time.
Tho
speech has created a profound impression in
all political circles.
Uneasy Peeling in England.
London, Sept, 20.—There is an nneasy feeling in England that Beaoonsfield’s Indian
policy will result in a war with Afghanistan
and re-opening the Eastern question. It is not
thought tbat the Russians will evacuate Bulgaria as stipulated, or that Greece will submit
peacefully to Turkey’s non-compliance with its

Washington Reporter*

Washington, Sept. 20.—Eugene Hale, chairman of the Republican Congressional
Campaign
Committee, in an interview with a Star report-

er, in answer to the question whether any
change was contemplated in the conduct of the
campaign, based on the election in Maine, says:
“We do not. I know there has been a good
deal of talk recently about a change of base by
the Republican party on financial issues, but
there is nothing in it. We will keep to our old
programme. Thejspeakers this committee are
sending out West to help in the canvass are

the same. All of them bold the same views as
those who made the fight for us in Maine. Mr.
Gorham and I have agreed upon this. They
are the kind of men to make onr fight out West
for sound money and redeemable currency.”
He denied that the Republicans would
go out of the way to make any overtures whatever to the Greenback party.
He deolared the
committee would not counsel the support of a
Greenback candidate in a district where they
oould beat the Democratic nominee by so doing,
and said “an honest financial policy is one upon
which we must make the fight. The standard
we upheld in Maine must not be lowered an
inch, by coalescing with any man unsound in
his financial views we would lose moral strength
and gain no votes. At that kind of a game
the Democrats oould always beat us. Oar only
path of safety is to keep right along.”
In regard to Mr. Gorham’s Newark speech,
he said he only represented his (Gorham’s) own
views. Mr. Gorham had never dictated to the
committee, and bad not tried to force his views
on the committee.
He (Hale) did not think it
would be the better plan to retire National bank
notes and substitute greenbacks for them. He
was totally opposed to such a course.
He expresses the opinion that Gen. Butler’s
chances for the Massachusetts Governorship are
good, and the only way of making his defeat
absolutely certain is for the hard money Democrats to unite with the Republicans.
He attributes the result in Maine to the very
hard times, the great prostration to most industries, and to the fact that on finances the people of the State have had no education. For
the past twenty-five years they have been fighting the battles of politics on other issues alto
gether. It is now the mission of the Republican party to educate them on the financial
question. This it will do. It may take one
year, two years, or ten years, but it will accomplish the mission. He denies that the attitude
of the Republican party toward the President
had anything to do with the defeat. The committee did not feel discourged on account of
that election. In conclusion he declares that
Jv„|uioiiLau
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many of them more than ever.

“The Readjustment of Vocations” made
necessary by changed economic conditions resulting from the wonderful increase in the use

uguti
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demands.
Tidings of a Sinking Ship.
London, Sept. 20.—A bottle has been found
on the Irish coast containing a
slip of paper
on which was written the following, viz:
“Amy
Turner, sinking May 29,b, lat. 50.7 north, Ion.
36
west.”
10,
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The Anti-Socialist Rill,

ALL FOE LOTE.

deklin, oept.

of machinery. The causes and consequences
A Young Woman Shot by a Would-be
of the change are fairly and wise set forth, but
laorer—Suicide of the HIurderer,
when we come to the remedy Dr. Harris’s preLowf.lt., Mass., Sept. 20—About 4 o’clock
this
afternoon, Frederick Sproat shot and inscription is found not to be novel. He in efstantly killed Lmra E Hunt.
He then disfect tells us that the way to readjust is to recharged a ballet into his own brain which readjust The great difficulty is to persuade sulted in death at 7 o’clock. Both worked in
people to follow the advice. The Hon. j Boott’s.cottoo mills in the same apartment.
Sproat occupying the position known as “secJohn
Jay, taking the changes in
the
tion hand.’’ He had for some months endeavNew York eastern house for a pretext preaches ored to wait on the
girl who repelled his
a sermon on Civil Service
advances. This noon he borrowed a 7-barr-led
referReform,making
revolver
o(
a frieud, saying he wished to
ence of coarse, to the Vienna
Commission
buy
ono liko it and wanted it as a
It is
sample.
Mr. T. S. Perry, who is acquiring a reputation
evident he had already found his murderous
as a critic quite as much by his knack of saypnrpose. At time stated he requested to see
ing undisputed things iu a solemn way as by her at the door of the mill. After considerable reluctance she went down and they were
any extraordinary powers of sympathy or analseen to converse several minutes.
Suddenly
ysis he possesses, writes of Alfred de Musset. he drew a revolver from his pocket and
erupted
The paper is entertaining, not certainly
by two barrels into her left temple. She dropped
dead at his feet when he followed up the terrireason of the fineness and delicacy of its critible deed
committing suicide. He was uncism, but because it tells us much that we like consciousbytill
his death and so could tnako no
to hear about de Musset. Most of it some of ns
statement nor did he leave any written exHe
has borne a good reputation for
have heard before; nevertheless it is pleasant to
planation.
sobriety, quietness and general good character.
hearjagain.
Miss Hunt was a member of the first
CongreThe concludiog paper of the number is one
gational church and borne an irreproachable
of those unsatisfying feasts that it is the fashname.
She.was not waited on by any rival of
whom Sproat conld be jealous. She was about
ion to call symposia. The subject under dis25 years old aa l he the same age. The Hunt’s
cussion this time is “What is Inspiration?”
lived in respectable style and came here 6ome
and the disputants are the Rev. Messrs. F. H.
years since from Maine.
The terrible affair
Hedge, E. A. Wasbbnrne, Channoey Giles and has produced great sensation here.

J, P. Newman, the most Rev. James Gibbons,
Archbishop of Baltimore, and Mr. John Fisbe.
MINOR

TELEGRAMS.

Theodore Tilton has returned from Europe.
Bismarck is confined to his bed by erysipelas.
Gen. Beauregard has declined the nomination

of the Louisiana Nationa's.
Adolph Hoffman, in New York yesterday,
pleaded guilty to having eight wives.
Myron Buell, aged 21, has been indicted at
Cooperstown, N. Y,, for the outrage and murder of Catherine Richards, aged 14.
J. Egan, recently of Halifax, N. S., committed snicido in Boston yesterday, lie was de-

spondent.

William

Kennedy

was

sentenced to State

prison for life in New York yesterday for

mur-

der.
The Johuson-Hosmer boat race which wa3 to
have taken place at Hamilton, Ont., yesterday,
was postponed on account of rough water.
Sir John H. McDonald has been elected by
acclamation to represent Manitoba iu the Dominion Parliament.
The damage to the WellaBd canal is
partially
repaired, and light draft vessels can go
throneh.
John Mclveon, Owen Lynch and James rvlcElroy were tatally injured at Flushing, L. I.,
yesterday, by the explosion ol an oil still.
The Secretary of War has ordered the distribution of 40,000 rations among the yellow
fever sufferers iu N*w Orleans.
Colonel Thomas B. Thorpe, a well known
journalist, is dying at a hospital in New York.
He was on Taylor’s staff in the Mexican war.
Sixty printers were dismissed from the government office at Washington,
Thursday, on
acconut of scarcity of work.
J. i’. Jones, a partner of Senator
Voorhees,
was shot and robbed at Terre
Haute, Wednesday morning, by two unknown men.
It is stated tbat the Vatican had determined
to send an apostolic delegate, or
charge d’affaires, to London, even though official relations
with Great Britain cannot be secured.
A rnmor that vessels cannot enter Pensacola
until a frost is erroueoos. The regulation
applies only to vessels from iufected ports. The
health of Pensacola is excellent.
Captain F,ford,of the bark Aberdeen at New
drugged, kidnapped and
robbed of SHOO and tarown into a gravovard
near Fort Washington,
Tuesday night.
An Omaha special says that no hostile Indians are now in the Yellowstone Park
The
raiding hand there was dispersed after a sharp
Lieut.
with
a
by
Bishop
light,
company of the
fifth cavalry.
A Paris despatch says it is rumored that M
Leon Say, the minister of finance, will
resign
became his views conflict with Gambetta’s
about the conversion of the per cent rentes. If
Say resigns, he probably will be appointed Governor of the bank of France.

General Sheridan says the Cheyennes

ran

away from their reservation on account of insufficient rations. They aro also
jealous of the
Arapahoes who were permitted to live out near
the Big Horn Mountains, and claim that
they
have as much right tuere as the
Arapahoe?.
—•
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Dkp't, Office Chief Skjhai, ,
Offices, Washington, O.O.,
>
Sept. 21, (1 A. M.iJ

Wab

EorNew Englnad
anil Middle Atlantic states,
falling followed by
rising barometer, warm, southerly veering to
cooler westerly winds,
increasing cloudiness
and in the interior possibly rain.

Rifle *liootiag nr Creedmoar.
New Jeksev, Sept. 20.—The
shooting for
the inter State long range trophy
occupied the
entire afternoon, and at the close of the 900
yards range it was evident that the Massachusetts men were to win.
The lead of three
points which the New York club had when the
800 yards range firing closed had been
swept
away and 7 points were gained to the advantage of the Boston team. At the 1000 yards
range the match was finely fought by both of
the leading teams, bat the superior system of
Massachusetts team enabled them to hold the
advantage they had secured and they came out
victors by a score of 845 poiuts against x.'iT. for
U18 amateurs,
xms loss was ascribed to
carelessness of Rithboue who put 2 bulls eves on
wrong targets ouce at 800 yards and a»ain at
900 yards. The scores stood as follows:
MASSACHUSETTS ItIFLE ASSOCIATION TEAM.
SOT- 900. 1100. Tola!
Tec,

J-S-Siumner.

N. H.
A. H.

Jackson.
Hibbard.

J.F. Brown.

71
74
72
63

75
74
69
64

74
-ja
71
70

218
9is

2 2
197

AMATEUR RIFLE CLUli OF TSVW YORK.

800. 000.
Isaac L.

Alien.

m'w\iChark...
It. Ratbbonc.,,..
Totals.

1000. Total

72
72
67

71
68
60

71

198

283

270

263

IcG

7a

09

011

»''3

COLUMBIA BIFLE

ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON.
800
8°0
1000 Total
T
T>
O. P. Burnside.
72
60
63
195
O. H. Laird
67
68
65
n-8
J. T. M. Pontello. 68
62
58
188
P. J. Larrington. 57
53
56
166
The champion’s maicb, fired at 200, 000 and
1000 yards, resulted in a victory for Wrn. F.
Farrow with 139 in a possible 150.
The chief
scores were as follows:
2C0

_

GOO

1000 Total

W. M. Farrow. 40
47
40
138
Isaac L. Allen... 42
45
47
133
H. F. Clark, Poughkeepsie. 40
50
45
135
A. H. Hubbard. Boston. 35
49
50
134
J. F. Brown, Bjston. 38
48
48
134
1\ H. Hollow. New York....
41
45
47
133
A. W. Denein, New York. 42
46
45
133
William Poland, Boston. 42
48
43
133
W. H. Jackson, Boston. 38 48
46
132
William Gerrisb, Boston. 3'J 47
40
132
At fanning deer Ool. Gildersleavo pat in at
bree different attempts, 3 bull’s eyes into a
Moving figure during its run of 88 feet bstween
be lines. This was done at a distance of 100
tards, the bull’s eyes being four inches in disorder.
Tne tramp target was well battered.
[Re Washington gray team made 129 points in
bo volley and file, firing at this figure, while a
’th R*giment team made scores of 123 and 111
...

in two

zu.—i fie
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Worcester Nominees
Butler.

DfHM-tM

Boston, Sept. 20.—D. N. Skillings,

the nomnee of the Butler Democratic state convention
or treasurer,
declines the candidacy as he does
lot approve of the methods of the
party. It is
ilso intimated that Hon. Caleb
Cushing will
lecline to allow the use of his name on a liutname of Thomas Riley
e/rV0
aD<!,
if
Boston, will be snbstitnted as candidate for
ittorney general. In response to an inquiry as
\ o whe her or pot he would accept the uominaI ion, Gen. Cushing said that he
wonld answer
1 he query by a letter which has not
yet ap1 leared.
Good Advice Irvin Bov, Hampton.:

New York, Sept. 20.—A Greenville, South
Carolina, despatch says that [Governor Hampon in a speech in
Pickens conutyl yesterday,
] idviscd the
mooushiners to fustaiu Lis promiso
0 the federal
aws should not

government that the revenue
1
be broken, and said that Presi< lent
Hayes had been vory lenient with them,
I or which he had thanked the President for
I hem,

parliamentary

com-

mittee on tbe anti-Socialist bill, adopted by a
vote of 13 to 8, tbe amendment proposed bv
Lasker that the Socialist societies
coming
nnder prohibition are such as to endanger
public peace the Nationals, Liberals and
Conservatives voting against tbe Ultra Montanea and progressists. Count VontEnleuburg,
minister of inferior during the discussions expressed a hope that an agreement would be
reached on a basis of the proposals of Herr

Lasker.
Quiet Partially Restored in Herzegovina.
Vienna, Sept. 20.—Gen. Jovauokich telegraphs that the pacification of Herzegovina is
virtually comoleted. Korgence and Khobnk,
which are still held by the insurgents, will
very shortly be cleared. The local authorities
have been appointed and a political administration has been organized throughout tbe

couutry.

Turkey's Concession to f.rcecc.
Constantinople, Sept. 20.—It is understood
tbe Grand Vizier is willing to cede eventually
several islands of the Archipelago to Greece,
bat nothing on main land.

ASIA.
The Chinese Famine Ended—A Disastrous
Inundation—Ulutinoaf
Outbreak
at
Tokio.
San Fkancisco, Sept. 20.—Hong Kong advices to August 23, say that rain h3s fallen
abundantly in the northern provinces of China,
and a good harvest isjexpected. No farther d evastations by the famine is anticipated.
Hostile demonstrations against English missionaries in the interior Fnkion provinces and
destruction of life and property are threatened.
The consular authorities are taking protective
measures.

A decree has been issued at Nanking, ordering the confiscation of every house rented for

opium smoking.

As inundation at Kinkiang causes great distress. Business is suspended iu the Chinese
quarters. Many houses were washed away and
several lives lost.
The Governor General of Manchuria is about
to be despatched on a special mission to Russia for the supposed purpose of remonstrating
against Rnssiau encroaenmeot on the extreme
north of China.
Yokohama advices to September 2 says there
was a mutinous outbreak of discontented soldiery in Tokio on the nights of August 23 and
A portion of a regiment of imperial
30.
guards, dissatitied with the awards of presents,
decorations, etc., for service during the rebellion of the last year, formed a conspiracy to
seize the arms and leave their barracks, probably wilh the purpose of demandiog explanations from tbe leading members of the government.
But their full intention remains unknown.
The plot was discovered and ample
At the same time a hunprecaution taken.
ired rioters succeeded iu forcing their way out
jf quarters. After murdering two officers they
were confronted by an overpowering force and
reduced to submission.
The second rising was less serious and was
» partially successful
attempt to set at liberty
;be mutineers arrested ou tbe first occasion.
lYboat twttlltv livrM W.'rP i<W. in hnt.V* rliuturh
incef,
Quiet has been restored and the Erule ror started on a
journey through the north-

provinces Aug 30, accompanied by memof the imperial family and a few of the
ninistry. He will be absent two mouths.
1). YY. Jones, au American, manager of tbe
tovernmeut sheep farm in Shimosa, 40 miles
rom Toaio,
was
attacked by three Japanese
vbile sleeping on (he night of August 30, and
vas severely cut with a sword.*
Au American
: tamed Hassell
was
slightly wonnded in the
1 itfray.
Two of tbe assailants woro captured,
rones’ recovery is hoped for.
Tbe uews of tbe reciprocal treaty between
1 be United States and Japan produces a ronarkable
!
sensation, especially io tbe Ilrit sh
i isgation, where it is felt that a great advance
n American interest had thus been
made, and
hat British intlueuce would correspondingly
ern

bers

lecline.

__
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attempts.

J*c «f

have been 18

deaths in the last 24 honrs.
Canton, Miss., Sept. 20 —The now cases today were 20, and the deaths 4.
New Orleans, Sept. 20.—From noon to 0
p. m 17 deaths and 46 new cases are reported.
The Howards forwarded by the steamer Blanche
Porter tc-day, Dr. Slater and 20 nurses, and
shipped a full cargo of ice, provisions, liquors
and medicines for the sick at Greenville.
Jackson, Sept. 20.—The general ontlook
shows but little abatement. The reports show
13 deaths for yesterday at Vicksburg. At the
Lake there are 3 Dew cases and 2 deaths, and
at Water Valley 17 cases and two deaths to
date. There is great suffering at Greenville.
There has been only one case of fever at Jack-

A mischievous Labor Agitator.
Washington, Sept. 20.—Cohen, the labor
agitator Is collecting the idle men around him
again. He made a speech to the effect that
they would march around the city to-day visiting every place where laborers were employed;
that no (avert act would be committed unless
resistance is offered; that all men working for
less than $1.50 per day must be persuaded to
stop, audif they refused force must be used.
The police have a large force on dnty. and ample arrangements have been made to quiet any
disorder in the beginning. By noon tbe Coben
crowd swelled to two or three hundred, mostly
negroes, many armed with heavy clnbs, and
began to march through the city, gathering recruits on the way.
This evening while police Sargent Joseph C.
Acton was arresting a negro for disorderly
conduct be was attacked by about 50 other
negroes and severely beaten.
Several arrests
have been made.

wore

Mem-

New Orleans, Sept. 20.—There were 09
deaths today and 165 new oases.
New York, Sept. 20.—The following despatch has been received from Grenada:
Out of 500 people who remained here, nearly

Gardiner, Sept. 20.—Knickerbocker

fastest work in the ice business ever known

Weather in
phis.

nonchalance of the earlier portrait.
Almost an Englishman, by M. L. Scndder
Jr. (New York: G. P. Pntnam’s Sons; Portland : Loring, 6hort & Harmon) is a novel of

Abatement of the Disease.

MAINE.

graph, of which the keen, inscrutable and wary

-expression

THE SOUTHERN PLAGUE.

BY TELEGRAPH.

COMMEUCIAL

ClenrioK House Transactions.
Portland, September 19.
Tbe Bleating Home of the Portland Banks report
1 lie transaction ot business as follows to-day:
iross Exchanges .$
72,491 73
S let
Balances... 13,219 18
Daily Domestic Receipts.
1f

By

water conveyance—1U00
True & Co.

bush

corn

meal

to G

Rostou block 15arket.
LSalcs of tho Broker’s Board, Sept. 20]
First Call.
2.000 Eastern Railroad 3js. 70
1 Eastern Railroad.... ....
jjj

New Vork block anti Homy market.
York, September 20—Evening.—Money easy
1] @ 2 per cent, on call; prime mercantile paper
a 4 @ 5 percent. Sterling Exchange is
steady at
4i I] ® 482 lor long and IsG @ 480] for short sight.
Gold strong at 100] throughout; loaus flat and 1
P ireent.. The clearings wore $9,681,000. The cu«ms receipts to-day ,wero $378,000.
Treasury ilis!' irsemonts $G5,0li0 for interest and $111,000 for
New

aids.

Imports of dry goods at

w sek ending
to-day
e ked $1,915,411.

tho port of New York for
wore $1,105,353; amount mar-

a

Norfolk, September 20.—Cotton very quiet ;|Midjl'ng uplands at lOJe.
Wilmington, September 20.—Cotton is quiet and

Governments firm. State bonds are dull. Hallway
mortgages firm.
The stock market was weak In early dealings and
The market was
prices declined i to 8 percent.
advanced 4 to 1| per
strong after mil-day and prices
round amounts
some
cent., but towards the close
were pressed for sale and ibe improvement was
feverish
with the
generally lost, the market closing
lowest figures of the day made in some shares.
Stock
Exchange to-day
The transactions at the
aggregated 119,400 shares, including 41.685 shares
shares
Northwestern, 25,900 shares Lake Shore,21,945
St Panl, 9200 shares Lackawanna, 54.5 shares Union
Ksick Isand, 1300
Pacific, 215 shares Ohios, 100 shares
shares Missouri, Kansas & ^®
-0 r *0 y
w,
Central, 1,000 Illinois Central, 2000 shares Western
Erie.
1760
shares
Union,
The following were the elosing quotations of Goyeniment securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.107J
United States 6s, 1881. coup.107i
United States 5-20S, 1865, new, reg..102j
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.102J
United States 1867, reg..
Uuitol States 1“67, coup..J05J
United States 1868, reg..
Uuiied States 1X68, coup.....107J
United States 10-4(18, reg...T..lotij
United States 10-40s,coup,.1061
United Slates new 5’s, reg..
United Statos new 5’s, coup......105J
United States new 4J’s, reg....1034
United States new 4J’s, coup,... 1031
994
United States 4 per eents, reg..
United States 4 per cents, coup.1004
-119*
Pacific (is 95s...
The following wore the closing quotations of
Stocks:
84
Morris & Essex.
Western Union Telegraph Co.*.. *m«.. 934
Pacific Mail.
174
New York Central & Hudson It It.. .113$

Bteady; Middlinglnplands at 10|o.
Charleston, September 20.—Cotton easy and in
moderate demand; Middling uplands at 10}o.
Cincinnati, September 20.—Cotton is quiet; Middliug uplauds lOJc.

SPECIAL

delivery

j

In this city, September 15, infant daughter of
O. P. and R. G. Martensen, aged 5 months and 10
days.
In this city, Sept. 20. Jeseie F„ wife of Ernest W.
Leonard, age'l 22 years.
[Funeral services Sunday aiternoon at 2J o’clock,
at rear of 81 Chestnut street.
In this city, Sept. 20, Elenor M., infant child of
Charles Verrill, aged 7 weeks.
[Funeral services Saturday aiternoon at 2 o’cl’k,
at No. 10 Deer street. Burial at convenience ot the
iamily.I
In Harpswell, Sept. 14, Mrs. Nancy A. Randall,

MABINE

5

J,

GUNS,
Sporting Goods and Fishing
mid

<3-.
48
6epl9

NEWS.

ably lower.

St Louis, September 20.—Flour is unchanged.

lt0,i FaU at 87 @ 87fic lor cash:
JS1^tQS?*ler.:.No„2
888 ®(88jc seller October, closing firmer: No 3 Red

80| @ 80gc. Corn is dull at 31 Jc cash; 35c (or
October; 35fc for November. Oats steady at 194 @
iygo cash; No 3 _20|c for October; 2IJc seller for
November. Rye is dull at 43§c. Bailey unchanged.
Whiskey steady at 1 07. Provisions very quiet with
only jobbing trade.
Receipts-S.SOO bbls flour, 76 000 bush wheat. 6,000 bush corn, 5,000 bush
oats, 2,000 bush rye, 4,000
bush
oats, 0,000 busb rye, 1,000

barley.
Cincinnati, September

20.—Pork in
dijinnn1! at J 00 @ 0 12J. Bard is in lair improved
demand
with light ofiermgs; current make at 6
40; kottle at 8
W 8j. Bulk Meats inactive; shoulders at 4 00; clear
rib at 6: clear sides at 6 25. Bacon is
quiet; shoulat
l clear' rib at GJ @ 6J; clear sides at 7 (® 74.
1
Whiskey firm at 100.
Hogs are quiet and firm; common at 3 00 ® 3 00
at
@ 4 00; packing at 3 75 @ 4 00; butchers
15; receipts 1042 head; shipments of 1368

Jo™

■

3JO

Toledo, September 20-Flour quiet. WUeat closed
steady; No 3 White Wabash at 08c; No 1 White
Michigan at 90c; extra White Michigan at 1 014Amber Michigan seller cash at 93}c; seller October

r.y, and

at J4c : No 2 Amber Michigan seller cash at
91Jc;
No Ned Winter cash at 93c; seller October at
91c;
No 3 Red Wabash at 90c; No 2
Dayton and
g.iu Red at 92}c; rejected Wabash at 85c; Amber
at 83f°! No 2 Amber Illinois at 98c. Corn
>
Mixed at39Jc; No 2 cash at 39Jc;No2
White cash at 42c; rejected at
38c; damaged seller
cash at 36c. Oats
dull; No 2 seller cash 2Uc; Michigan at 22e for cash; rejected 18o.

Micld!

o'1,11.-H’gh

bbls flout.
busb wheat, 20,000
bush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 50,000
bbls
flour, 17,000 buslt Wheat,
n
0,000 bush corn, l ,500 bush oats.
Milwaukee, September 20.—Fleur is nominal.
''lining and advanced Jc, closing
",a±eo b;,rd at 1 10: No 1 Milwaukee

nf>bl4,monts-oo,ooo

“5.'

spot; SeptemA,lf?ukeS,at
teller October
No 2 at 77Ac* No 4 Mil
65c. Com is Inactive; No 2 at 36c. Oats
2
'luiet ami steady; No 1
MieV,N?
at
46c. Barley af
steady; No 2 Spring at 1 044 seller
October 1 054.
Provisions are quiet
steady
Mess Pork at 8 G2 seller cash and for
September’
I lt nDerUlc

on

and*

Dard—prime

6|.
Receipts—6,500 bbls flour, 78,000 busb wheat
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 03,000 bush wheat.
September 20.—Wheat is steady; extra
...Pfno.'T,
IWute
Michigan at 1 02J; No 1 White Michigan
at
e
steam at

OOJc; seller October 100*.
Receipts—4,500 bnsb Wheat.
Sbipments-21,000 bush Wheat.
Mobile, September 29.—Cotton quiet and easy
Middling uplands at lOJc.
Nay, Voice, September 20,—Gotten is dull; Mida
dling uplands at 11 jc.
Galveston, September 20-Cotton is easy
Mill
1
a
Ming upands lOJc.

1pindsatAioc?PtCmber 2°-'C0tt0n-i8 ^Middiing
U?ng neater1'0' 2°-'COtt0“ ‘°WCr; Mii"

IhM°gPupaVidsFlbJmPtCml,0r

2a-C°tt0U

Midi8

\

i

t

sale

8616
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INSURANCE CO.
OF

—

-Assignees.’

The Best lirst-elass OlHee for a TAIL-

ORING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY
Second Story, Corner of Middle and
Temple Streets. Apply to
N, S. GARDINER.

sntf

OF

IT !

THE

HTML LIFE IIIIRMCE
NEW YORK,

CD,

$693,224

20

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and unadjusted.... .$ 35,213 90
Keiusur^pce reserve. 30*. 124 19
Surplus. 349,886 11

$093,224 20
E. W. CROWELL, 1 Resident
W. T. REEI),
j Managers.
40 «& 42 Pine St., New fork City.

APP1T TO

W.

i>.

LITTLE,

GENERAL AGENT,

se!6

Sntl

OPEN ALL NIGHT!
SCHLOTTE RllECK’S

l)BT«
anl3

City

STOKE!

501 CONGRESS ST.

31 EXCHANGE STRET,
clSww

latest

of Peru, Indiana,

3 per cent Bonds,

I

sailed for Water Works. Duo 18.98. Interest ’Jar.
1st, and July 1st, payable in New York.

TORONTO, CANADA,

July 1st,

BLACK GOODS.
4S-iuch MATELASSES iu new
patterns.
BOMBAZINES. IMPERIAL
SERGES, HENRIETTA CLOTHS,
CLOTH.
NUN’S
ALL WOOL CRAPE CLOTH.
BLACK CAMEL’S HAIR DRESS
GOODS.
BLACK CASHMERES in ALL
WIDTHS and PRICES, which we
can recommend au«l WARRANT
to be the BEST' makes now used.

FLAI3D8 !
New and beautiful styles, both
in single and double w idths.
We ofTer one lot oi MATTE*
LASSE NOVELTIES in all the de*
sirable colors. 48 inches wide, tor
These goods
$1.25
per
yard.
would be cheap at $2.00.
iu great
DRESS
GOODS
Cheap

variety.

VELVETS AND VELVETEENS!
VETS, comprising

all

the

new

suitable lor Trinimiiig
shades
Also a
line
line
ot
Dresses.
BLACK VELVETS.

Department!

We have the best assortment ot
WOOLENS for Men’s and Boys’
af

«a*w

rntnil

Imncn

in

llm

city.

FL1NNEL DEPARTMENT
0-4 INDIGO BLUE FLANNELS
lor Ladies’ Dresses. Also a large
assortment ot SHIRTING FLANNELS.
We have ONE LOT ot CHECK
SHIKTING FLANNELS which we
offer tor 10 cents per yard, worth
90 cents.

ALL GRADES in WHITE FLANNELS, and an elegant lot ot EMBROIDERED
WHITE
FEANNEES. such as arc used tor Infants’ Skirts, Ac.

SNOAV
FLAKE
CLOAKINGS.
HAIR
CLOAKINGS.
CAMEL'S
FANCY aud
PLAIN REPELLA NTS.
LADIES’ CLOTHS 111 every color.

LONG

1878.

INCORPORATED

1851.

ASSETS.
United States Bonds and Stocks deposited in the Insurance Departments ot
the United States.
$517,489 00
Cash in Bank, Bills Receivable, aud other accounts.
76,179 42
Cash in Bank, Canada.
33.391 88
Bank and other Stocks.
90 745 50
Government and Municipal Bonds.....
331'409 20
Mortgages on Real Estate.
53,85$ 73
Bills Receivable—Marine Premiums....
32.4J8 93
Agents* Balauces, interest, and other
Accounts
17.917 39
Company’s Otilces.
22,750 51

$1,176,321 61
LIABILITIES.
Losses under Adjustment_$ 45,695 61
Re-Insurance Reserve. 325,572 00
Cash Dividends aud other Accounts..
30,52 ) 30

Department!

and
CASHSQUARE
MERE, STRIPES aud KROCIIE
SHAWLS, AVOOLEN SIIAAVLS in
long and square, HIMALAYAN
and VELVET SHAWLS. BLACK
THIBET SHAWLS in long and
square, and Plaiu Black WOOLEN SHAWLS.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT J
Wc have constantly on haud a
full
line ot
and
BLEACHED
BROWN COTTONS in all widths,
which we offer
at the lowest
prices. Also a complete stock ol
HOUSEKEEPING GOODS, such
as TABLE DAMASKS. NACKINS.

TOWELS, QUILTS, BLANKETS,
Ac.

401,737 91

Surplus as regaids Policy Holders. $774,533

We respectfully invite the atten-

tion ot

purchasers

to

the

above

list, aud would solicit a continuance ol their patronage.

W. D. Little & Co..
AGENTS

Portland,
sepl6

Maine,

•

Isl3w

FALL STYLES.
*»

FDR SALE BIT

importations.

PLAIN CASHMERES and TUIThe best trades
BETS in colors.
that can be lound iu any market.

a, Shawl

vsn mmm

tall

]

(

CAMELS HAIR in all colors
INDIA CASHMERES in all colors
BROCADE
FIGURES, and
STRIPES, in Novelties from the

W. D. LITTLE! CO., MTS,
OF TI1E

Since its organization 1ms paid to
Its policy-holders the enormous
mui ol $121,146,339.
Organized
in 1843, this is at the rate
ot
$3,461,330 per year, or $288,444
or
month,
per
$66,364 per week.
i»r $9,309 per day,
Holidays and
Sundays included. Tliiuk of it,
£9.509 FE It DAY FOR THIRTYFIVE YEARS paid
to
policyholders’. Who says that Lite Inmrancc does not accomplish anything !

as-

viz.
Government Stocks and Bonds, market
value.
$541,625 00
Cash in Office and Banks.
55.839 78
Interest due and Aocured.
1,268 79
Premiums in course of collection• • •. 87,193 16
All other property belonging to tbo Company.••••.
6,997 47

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

$85,000,000,

now

are

complete

PLAIN BLACKS and
all the new shades—BKOCADES,
SATIN STKIPES and AKHI'KE
FIGFKF.S in BLACKS and COL'
OKS. Wc would call SPECIAL attention to THESE goods us being
for
out; of llic best fabrics used
tall and winter wear.

Woolen

$093,224.20.

eeplG

OVER

we
a

sortment;

lironr

Assetsin the United States,

FOR RENT.

ASSETS

Commercial
—

display

ONE CASE ol COLORED VEL*

Street, Representing $6,250,000.
sotf

OF

TUB

OF

GLASGOW. SCOTLAND,

WM.’I^LOWEEL, }

THINK

Scottish

at

PORTLAND.

au2G

investment will be

LITTLE,

STATEMENT

private

No. 247 Middle

me

icvuiwtu

227 Middle St.
»cl6

Utir

uiuuiiwiiy

Slyle Silk Hat lor Young men.
Also nil the

^

Woodbury & Moulton.
Peru is the county scat of Mirauii County, Indiana.
I ; was laid out In 1834, incorporated by act of tbo
h gislature in 1817. anil organized as a city under the
g Jneral law of tbe state in 1867. Since if* iarorv oration it* population lia* doubled. Tbo
n iterest on its bonds lias always been
promptly met.
J lie city Iiqm been steadily reducing it* debt
t >r year* past, and ha*anticipated the pnyai icm of about oue-fourth of it* total ind rbtedecN*, a very favorable showing w hen
c dibi pared with the loo prevalent
tendency
c f ciiicM lately to incscane rather than red uce their iudebtedur**.

LEAKING STYLES
iu Soft and Still' Hals, High and
low crown Derbys, SATIN LINED,
the little curl brim Derby, the nob*
biest Hat out.
Blue and Black
Soil Pocket Hats.

Clilldren’s

H. M.

J

PAYS0N&C07,

32 Exchange Street,

I

E. N.

Railroad

Formerly Darnell’s,

Bonds,

‘■Called’’ I" o vy mill cm HontN cashed or
exchanged for other security.
au7
dtf

Attention Grocers!
I am uow prepared to furui9h New
Pickles of my manufacture. Also the
celebrated West Gloucester
Shaker
Pickles.
E. D. PEPTENGILL.
8019

anlw

Otis

Place

School,

B O STON•
SCHOOL of the highest character for vonng
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Halyard Examinations lor Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
$300 per year. Address the Principal,

A

aug31

FOR

THE

Tlio

Street,

Walnut, Asli and Pine

PARLOR

BOOKS-

FALL

TRADE.

Harmonia,

This is an entirely new book, inn sic well-selected,
and with German and English words, the tatter
translated bv L G. Elson. a valuable acquisition
to the list cf Male Quaitet boobs.

Complete §#..10: Vocal parti, cnch 00
Togftlirr $2.00.

cl*.

Teachers, Ac., are invited to send lor Catalogues
Circulars, containing huge lists ot the best, most
useful and newest books for their use the comtog

and

SUITS,

AND ALL KINDS OF

eodtf

FOUR-PART SONGS FOR MALE VOICES.

Furniture.
We shall offer this week our entire stock ot Furniture at prices that cannot fail to guarantee a ready
sale. We have one of the largest and best stocks of
Furniture iu New England.

G.A.Whitney &Co.,
Sfaunfactnrers ef and Dealers in

FHITliRfi, BEDDING, &(!., 4F.,

season.

DITSOIV A CO’S MUSICAL RECORD.
A New Weekly Musical Paper, commence? Hept. 7•
A wide-awake paper for Music Teachers and tlicir
Pupils, Organists, Players ami Music-lovers generally. r> pages reading matter, G pages selected
music,(312 pages per year,)§2.t0^er year in advance*

40
8017

Exchange St.
dim

Teachers of Singing Classes will please examine
L. O. Emerson’s
Onward,*’ ($7.50 per dozen,)
similar to the •*Encore.” so widely known. Ur A.
N. dons SON’S “Method for Singing t ln*«c» *>
(§6.00 per dozen) or Emkhson’s Salutation'’*
($12 per dox ) for Choirs and binging Schools.
Al

l Books sent post free for Re!ail Price.

OUTER DITSOJf &

Ai.» KKTISINO

eodly&w
E. N. I KESantS .V
ADVERTISING

isti

T. C. EVANS,

CO., Boston.

“024

MBS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN
Jleferences—Key. F. II. Hedge, If. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longlellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
di&wcowlj*

IS

opp. foot of Free St.

MUSIC

Rank Stock, &c.

Bargain?

CHAMBER SETS

PERRY’S,

middle

345

DEALEOHIN

Government Bonds,
STATE, CITY & TOWN BONDS,

Hats

Great

in nil the leading Siyles.

snti

S

rOBEIBN POST#.
Newcastle, NSW, July 20th, snip Ivauhce,
Icrriniau, for San Francisco.
Sid tin Newcastle, NSW, Aug 9, barques MaryS
line.4, Crocker, Singapore ; J13ib, Ralph MjHay ward,
Joaue, Hong Hong.
In port Aug 15, barquo Abbio N Franklin, Howes,
rom Wallaroo, unc.
Arat Shanghae—, ship Anna Camp, Gardiner,
sew York, (Apl 12.)
At Penang Aug 5, brig H C Sibley, Conant, trorn
Sew York, disg.
Ar at Hong Kong Aug G, barque Hiram Emery,
Yemen, Newcastle, to load at Fooc-kow for Port
Slizabeth and Cai>e Town, CGII.
Ar at Mauritius July 21st, P B Cheney, Starkey,
lallao; barque Nipbon, I'reble, from Brown Island
or Hamburg, (put in to land crew of Br barque Cari.
on, and proceeded 24th.)
sid fm Tricsto 11th ioBt, bnrqu T F Whiton, Nich, is, New York.
Ar at Hamburg 13.li inst, seb JMaud, Robinson, fm
1 Jew York.
Sid tin Gravesend 19th inst, ship Ella S Thayer,
'niton, New York, or Tybee.
Slu fm Falmouth. E. about Gtb lust, sob Leander A
1 Cnnwles, Chase, Hamburg.
At Montevideo Aug 12, brig J C llazcitiuo, Perkins
rom Savaunab, ar 1st; and others.
•Cldat St John, NB, X8tu inst, eoh Lugano, Mu(own, Newcastle, Del.
Sid fm

a

D.

of

31 EXCHANGE STREET.

FRENCH CLOCKS,
BRONZES AND OPERA GLASSES

May Day, Carlo, Rondout; Lucy Hammond, I

Weebawken.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 10th, eebs D B Everett, llix,
Philadelphia; Cicero, Babbidge. llolioken.
Sid 19th, sehs Alfred Keen, Henderson, Rockland:
Polly, for Bangor.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 17th, sell City of Ellsworth,
Rant. Portland.
BATH Ar 18th, sob Grace Cushing, Mosher, New
Fork for Gardiner.

$85,000,000,

over

GENERAL AGENT,

THE ENTIRE STOCK OF

seplT

Leland,

Assets

ASSIGNEES* SALE.

md Store Furniture is offered
luction prices tor Sixty Days.

1843.

IN

Now offers to the pnblic a new and safe
mode of Investment in the form of An.
unities to persons of all Ages from 50
to 5)0 years of age, which will give to
the Applicant while living the largest
possible income on the money invested.

sep5sneod&wlm

met, sch C W Richardson, Richard-

Cld 2rtt.li. brier M.irv C Mnr nor. Collins. Portland
sell Koret, Babbidge, Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 18tb, Behb Julia, Perry, and Montezuma, Rich, Perth Amboy; Philanthropist, Haynes,
io; Kendrick Fish, Hupper, and L D Sargent, Sargent, Port Johnson.
NEWBURYPOKT-Ar 19th, eebs Anna
Homer, Weehawken; Dolly Varden, Eldridgc, from

UU.,

KST A I! I.IW1I i: 1*

W.

New York 20th, barque Investigator, from

Robinson, do.

liLoUldlLUc-

!

Jewelry, Watches, Silver Ware,

NEWPORT—Ar 18th, sch Soarsville.Hart, Georgetown for Fall River, (master sick; put in for medical
assistance.)
Sid 18th,|schs S E Woodbury, W H Sargent, Alice
Oakes, and Searsville.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, sch Sandy Point,
Grant, Bangor for Middletown, Gt.
Ar lstb, sch Starlight. Grant, Windsor, NS, for
Philadelphia.' (and both sailed.)
HYANNIS—Ar 18th, sch W H Rowe, Whittemore,
Philadelphia, (and sailed 19th for Boston.)
BOSTON—Ar 19th, schs Etta A Stimpson, Hart,
Baltimore; Nellie Scott, llurlbut, and Mary Stewart,
Coombs, Philadelphia; Cora Etta, Pendleton, and
Alpine, Haskell, Philadelphia; S I) Hart, Burgess,
and Maggie Todd, Norwood, Weebawken; C Matthews, Miller, and Jane, Haskell, do; A E Willard,
Vatnum, and Pavilion. Knowles, fm Port Johnson;
Sea Foam, Scott, do; Charlotte Jameson. Jameson,
Rondout; Wm Penn, Hart, and Geo W Glover, Morton, do; Sarah P, Beal, Calais; May Wymau. Dyer,
Fremont; Yankee, Brown, and Wm Brood, Ilerriman, Bangor; Henrietta, Bassett, Bangor; Lewis H
Smith, Leach, Bucksport; Pulaski, Wilson, Thomaston; M C Rowe, Perkins, Ipswich.
Ar 20th, ship Magellan, Johnson, Talcabuano; schs
Spartel, Ilallowell, New York; Ned Sumpter, Coua- I

barley.
Sbipments-lO.OOO bbls flour, 15,000 bush wheat, 2,.
000 bush

ber at 92u,
vvaukee at

diw'sn

Bangor.

Fall

n

CHRIST ADORO’S HAIR DYE
Full particulars of this plan
is pronounced both by tbe World op Science and
tarnished on application to
tho World op Fasuion, the finest preparation ever
invented by art to rectify the shortcomings of Nature
Manufactured by J. CR1STADORO, No. 93
Willian^
St., New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by

BALTIMORE-Ar 19tb, ecb S J Gilmore, Sylvester, Bangor.
Cld 19tn, sch S E Bird, Hall. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cid 18th, sch E R Emerson,
Sears, Bath.
Below 20tb, fchs Kit Carson, Lawrence, and Wm
Wilson. Ward, from Matanzas.
Ar 19tb, eels Oriole, Baker, Kennebec; Georgie
Clark, Bartlett, Boston.
Arat Cht3ter IStli. ech H W Race, ZelufT, from

D'TI«

T_
OF NEW FORK.

beautifying results—enduring.
tendency—preservative.
In its popularity—uuequalled.

—

ior October; 88|c for No 1. Com dull and a shade
lower. Oats .easier. Provisions easier but not
quot*

STREET.

In its
In its

New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 18th, sclis Sarah M Bird, from
Windsor. NS; Mercy T Trundy. from Georgetown.
Ar 18tb, barque Acldie E
GEORGETOWN. DC
Sleeper, Wiley, New York, to load for Aspinwall.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 18th inst, brig
Rocky Glen, Higgins, from Richmond for Rio Janeiro
Passed out 19th, brig Mary E Pennell, tm Norfolk
for Port Spain.

ot the board the market closed
Af ® aftc.rnoonicall
With VVIlfinr.
fair

U11U

Bailey,

In all its ingredients—vegetable.
In its operation—natural.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 16tb, ship Bombay, Feterson, Rockport.
KEY WEST—Ar 5tb, sch G M Porter, Cnrtip, from

barley.

XL*.

EXCHANGE

IJratwn

MUTUAL
T'L

all Hair Dressers.

NEW YORK—Ar 19tb, brig L F Munson, Huntley,
Ro3tock; schs BeDj Reed, Reed, Georgetown, DU;
W E Lee, Lee, Richmond, Me; H J Holway, Thompson, Windsor, NS; Jas H Deputy, McMahon, Bath;
America, Truewortby, and Nautilus. Toluian, Rockland; J R Bodwell, Spaulding; S J Lindsey, Crockett; Telegraph, Stevens, and Canie L Hix, Hix, do;
Geo E Prescott, Gaptill, do for Philadelphia: Silver
Spray, Russell, Thomaston; Maty Sands, Roberts,
and A H Brown, Crowell, Gardiner; Adriana, Siowman, and Saratoga, Nickerson, do; AT Rowland,
Rowland, do; Star, Caruaan, Bangor; J P Amos,
Gould, Rockport.
Ar 20th, baiqne Investigator, Carver, Uteres; sch
Wm Douglass, Mclndoe. baracoa.
Cld 19th, barque J L Hasbrouck, Cobb, Marseilles;
brig Daisy Boynton, Appleby, Rochefort; sobg Julia
E Gamage, Jurgens, Port Spain; E & G W Hinds,
*
Hill, Calais.
Passed through Hell Gate 19th, brig Wauban, from
New York for Cape Town, CGH, (and anchored at
Hart Island); schs Nellie, do for|Gjjon, do do; Gem,
do for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19(h, sch M K Rawley, Delay,
Pensacola, (a seaman named Jas Crocker, or Savaunah, fell Irom the crosstree 11th and was killed )
Also ar 19th, sch Sarah A Reed, Guptiil, Calais.
Sid 19th, schs Susan, Stanley, for New Yoric or
Philadelphia; Paladium, Ryder; Agricola, Whitmore, and S P Hall, Smith, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 17tb, sch Express, Rich, Perth
Amboy.
Sid 19th, sch Express, Rich, Perth. Amboy.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 19th, sch Express, Emery,

dlwis

WhAlunila and

to

•

THE

In its effect—instantaneous.
In its coloring power—matchless.

MEMORANDA.
Ship Anna Camp, Gardiner, from New York tor
Shanghae, which was supposed to have been burned
or wrecked on the coast of Brazil, arrived at Shanghae previous to 15th inet.
Sen Hattie Ross, from Old Harbor for New York,
has been wrecked twelve miles South of Cape Carnerel. One man lost. The Hattie Ross registered 182
tons, was built at Falmouth in 1358, and was lately
sold by Portland owners to parties east from here.
Sch Ocean Pearl, from San Bias for Baltimore, has
bean lost 30 miles North of Cape Cameverei. Crew
saved.
The dismasted brig recently spoken and reported
to be the “Atlantic,** of Bangor, was undoubtedly
the Atlas, Capt Gray, which hasl put into St Thomas
dismasted. There is no brig by the name “Atlantic’*
owned at Bangor.
Sch Wm Fredericks, of Belfast, before reported
damaged by collision, was run into Aug 28, about
three miles from Cape Spartel. She was struck on
her starboard bow and cut down twelve streaks, including plank shear, broke in twelve timbers and
tore up several deck planks, split main rail, broke
main and mlzzen channels, strained bow. &c.
London, Sept 19—Brig Ernestine, from Portland,
which went ashore in Clew Bay, had been damaged
by tbo gale.

n

in thorn

A New Thing: Under the Sun

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.

m

nan

tail.

bbls mackerel.
Sch Reaper, Teel, St George.
Sch Mountain Laurel, Thorp, Bristol—dry fish to
E G Willard.
Sch Nautilus. Orne, Southport.
Sch John H Kennedy, Webber, Bremen.
Sch Henry Clay, Grant, Sullivan for Salem.
Sch Virginia, Abbott, Sullivan lor Boston.
CLEARED.
Sch Henry D May, May, Philadelphia—D W Clark
& Co.
Sch Lexington, Shaw, Kennebec River—J Nickerson & Son.

Chicago, September 20.—Elour is quiet ami unchanged. Wheat unsettled, but generally lower aud
S5#Jri
go2 Ked Winter at 89Jc hid cash;
904 @ 90Jc for October; No 2 Chicago SDring at 863c
bidcash; 88° bid for October; 88| bid November;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 76 @
764c; rejected at 60c.
Corn steady with tairidemand at 35fcc for
cash; 362c
bid lor October; 363c bid lor
November;
rejected at
334c. Oats dull and shade lower at 19c bid cash;
204c for October; 21Jc for November. Rye is steady
a?a unchanged. Barley tinner at 1 05 for cash; 1 06
bid tor October. Pork is in
light demand, but holders are firm and prices are a shade
higher; 8 60 @
8 65 for cash; 8 574 @ 8 60 for
October; 8 60 @ 8 674
tor November.
Lard quiet but firm and a shade
higher at 6 58 @6 65 cash; 6 674 @ 6 70 seller for
November. Bulk Meats are steady and firm at 4*
for shoulders, 6 for clear rib and clear sides. Whiskey steady and unchanged at 1 07.
Receipts-7,000 bbls flour, 127,000 bush wheat, 162,000 bush corn, 65,000 bush
oats, 15,000 bush rye, 7600
bush barley.
8hipments-6f500 bbls flour,101,COO bush wheat, 282,C7>000 kush °atB, 28,000 bush rye, 2,700 kU811
bush .cofn’

In

.'i minimi Hun tn

The American Silks!
Of THESE goods

CORNER OF ELM.

BEST FORM

FANCY SILKS IN ALL COLORS!

BROS.,

eepI7

Tackle,
Long Range Rifles,

McAllister.
Sch Rose, Fanning, Perth Ambov—iron to order.
Sch Kendueskeag, Trask, Perth Amboy—coal {to
Sargent, Dennison <& Co.
Sch David Brown, Cooper, Bay Chaleur, viith 300

No 2 Winter Ked seller for September,
24,000 busb at 1 06}, closing 1 06} bid, 1 07 asked; do
October, 11,000 busb at 1 07} @ 1 07}, closing at 1 07}
bid, 1 07} asked; seller November 32,000 buao at 1 08
@ 1 08}, closing at l 08 bid, 1 08} asked; No 2 Amber
for September, 24,000 busb at 1
03}, closing at 1 05
bid,106 asked. Rye is steady; 8,000 Ousn Western
at tiOJcc; 8000 bush State deliverable next week at
C4c. Barley Malt quiet and firm.
Corn-receipts 138,870 bush; market }o lower and moderately
active; sales 353,000 busb: 47} @ 50}c lor ungraded;
4!'} ® 50c for steamer; £0}c for No 2; 55c for No 2
White; steamer lor Sepember at 491c, closing at
49}cbid, 50e asked: No 2 tor September at 60}®
50}c, closing 50} bid, 50jc asked; October at 50}®
5ic, closing at 5U}c bid, 51c 'asked. Oafs—receipts
02,953 bush; market more active and a shade,Urmer;
sales 201,OOObusb; rejected at 25»c; No3 at 26}c;
No 3 White at 28}c; No 2 at 30c; No 2 White at
30ic;
No 1 at 32 @ 32}e; No 1 White at
37c; Mixed Western at 28 @ 35c; White Western at 28 ®
38c; Mixed
Slate at 28}®34}c; White State at 30®
39c, including 120,010 bush No 2 for export at 29} ® 31c.
tlatfee firm; 8000 bags Rio on p t.
Nngnr is firm
and in fair demand; 700 bbds Cuba at 71®
71c;
lair to good refining 7|@
75c; prime at 7|; refined
in good inquiry.
Molussea quiet and firm. Rice
steady. Beirolwaai dull; united at 80}® 863;
crude at 5}; refined at 10}. Nayal Store«-Roma
dull at 137} @142}. 'turpentine
quiet at 27}.
i*«rk firmer and quiet; 270 bbls mess on
spot at
9 25M 9 50 ; 250 bbls seller Octolier at 9
10; 1000 bbls
tor November at 9 20. Reef
steady. Cut Meats
firm; pickled bellies at 6}; do shoulders 3}; do
hams at 10} @10}; middles
steady; Western loDg
clear 64; city do 64. JLnrd more active and firmer
I5»0 tes prime steam on spot at 6 97* @ 7 02*; 250
tes for September at C 93; 2250 tes October at C
93}
@ 6 95; 3000 tes seller tor November at 6 90(a>6 95;
120 tes city steam 6 93. Kutier is
steady. Whiskey is quiet at 1 08J,
Freights to Liverpool—market shade lower;1 Wheat
per steam 5J

2 sets reeds, 8 stops,
D. CHENEY & CO.

octave;

Department.

prepared

Bloclt.
Clapp’s
$65.
451 Congress Street,

258 MIDDLE STREET,
orer B. H. H»j>. Drag Store.
CE^First premium for best Organ at Maine Stale
Fair now bolding,
Bel7snlw

Sch Lookout, Sprague, Port Johnson via New London, where she put in for new mainmast after having
been struck by lightning. Cargo coal to Randall &

asked;

i

TURNER

$65 ORGANS $65.

Morse & Co.

Ar at Vigo 6th
son, New York.

Portland.

%Voel simn u at Low Prices.
The * Pearl Shirt” sold by Us Only, h acknowledged to be the .Most
Popular and Desirable to bo
Found. Itistlio Best Unlauudried Shirt for the
Money in America. Mystic Rubber Goods a Spec
ialty. Agency for Mme. Demurest Patterns. A full
Line of Fall and Winter Patterns, Portfolios, What
To Wear, etc., now ready.

—

Ar at

Cashmeres,

In the Different. Shades, 40-inch wide and counting
Ten Twills, at SO cents per yard, a very Extra Bargain. A Large Line ot Cashmere and Fancy

ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St Joan. NB.
Brig Proteus, Whittier, So Amboy—coal to Randall
& McAllister.
Brig Mansanilla, Rich, So Amboy—coal to Orlando
Leighton.
Scb John E Dailey, Long, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
nails to
Sch Nellie Chase, Randall, New York
Emery & Waterhouse.
Sch Como, Bunker, Rondout—cement to C A B

Hyerea.

from

ALL WOOL MERINOES

Friday) Sept. 40.

Domestic Markets.
New Yoitk, September 20—Evening—Colton is
dull and 1-16 lower; sales 388 bales; Middling
uplands at Ilf; New Orleans at 114; forward deliveries arc more active and 8 @ 13 points lower. Flour
—receipts 15,330 bbls; the market is without decided
change; Spring Wheats very firm; Winter Wheats
dull and in buyers favor; sales 22,500 bbls: No
2, 2 55
@ 3 40; Superfine Western and State 3 50 @ 4 00; extra Western and State 4 00 @ 4 25: choice Western
and State at 4 30 @ 4 85: White wheat Western extra at 4 90 @ 5 75; Fancy White Wheat Western
extra at 5 80 @ 7 00; common to good extra Ohio
at 4 00 @ 5 50; common to choico extra St Lonis at
4 00 @ 6,75; Patent Minnesota extra good to
prime at
6 25 (a! 7 25; choice to double extra 7 25 @8 50,including 3300 bbls City Mills extra at 5 00; 5700 bbls low
grade extra at 4 00 @ 4 25; 4800 hhls Winter Wheat
extra at 4 10 @ 5 75; 5600 bbls Minnesota extra at
4 00 @ 8 15, market closing qutet and
steady. Southern flour unchanged; sales 1100
bbls; extra at 4 25
@5 40; choice do at 5 45 @6 25. Rye Flour is
steady. Cornmeal is quiet; Yellow at 2 35®
@ 2 65: Brandywine at 2 90 @ 2 95.
Wheal—receipts 660,692 bush; market heavy and 4c lower with
moderate business at rhe decline; sales 767,000 bush,
including 551.000 bush on snot and special delivery ;
96 @ 974 for No 3 Milwaukee; 1
044 for No 2 Chicago;
95c@ 1 0?4 for unlgraded Winter Red; 1 034@104
for No 3 do; 1 064 @ 1 07 for No 2 do; 1 074 for No 1
do; 1 01 @ 1 03 tor steamer No 3 do ;,1 014 for steamer
No 2 do; it 01 @ 1 08 for ungraded Amber; 105@
1 f54 tor No 2 do; 104@t04J for Amber No2 do;
105 @1144 for uugraued White; 106
@ 1064 lor
No3 do; 111 @ 111J for No2 do; 112(3113 for
No 1 do; 1 08 @ 1 094 for steamer No 2
do; 1 It @
1 114for steamer No 1 do; 113@114.4 for White
State; 2400 bush No 1 White seller October at 1134;
16,000 ousb last halt October at 113 @1134; 20,000
bush first ten days October,at 1134; 40,000 bush No 2
Amber deliverable from September 25th to October
15th at 1 054; No 2 Spring for September at 1 04

imiui^4

gntf

Silk

VELVETS,

COLORED

A Full lino of Velvet$1 to $3.
eens, All Colors. We have the finest line ot

Very Cheap,

Lowest prices to be found ia

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Sheep—receipts790head; market is unimproved;

4,000

St,

...

sales at 3 SO @4 00.

bush

Congress

and Satins. Also

AND

BLACK

We nre now prepared lo show a
COMPLETE stock ol seasonable
and desirable Fabrics in every department ol our htisiuess, namely:

In this department we offer all
the best makes in BLACK SILKS
such as we have lind so large a
run on dtiriug the past summer,
and which have given such GOOD
satisfaction.

in

Black and Colored Silks

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

Stockers are fairl4 active at 2 40 @ 3 00; butchers are
dull and dragging on; common at unchanged rates;
Cows at 1 75 @ 3 00; Bulls at 1 75 @ 2 40; Steers at
2 90 @ 3 80; good Western Cattle firm at 3 00 @ 3 30;
Texas quiet and easy at 2 GO @ 2 90.

bneh

Special Bargains

Black

Circassian..[Quebec.Liverpool....Sept 21
Erin..New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 21
.New York. .Liverpool_Sept 21
C’tyof Berlin
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow ....Sept 21
City of Vera Crux-New York-Havana..Sept 21

CiucAgo, September 20.—Hoes—receipts of 13.000
head; shipments 7,000 head; market strong and a
shade higher; choice heavy at 4 20 @ 4 50; light at
3 90 @ 4 00; mixed at 3 40 @ 3 80.
Cattle—receipts2000 head; shipments 3100 head;
good grades are a Bhade firmer at 4 40 @4 75; medium are slow and easy at 3 90 @ 4 10; feeders and

corn,

Wednesday, Sept, 18.

sel7

_

...

--i.

NOW C32»JEJBflr
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TURNER BROS.,

aged 81 years 7 months.
In Brunswick, Sept. 11, Mr. Wm. A, Campbell,
aged 77 years.
In Brunswick, Sept. 12, Mr. Joseph W. Stront,
aged 66 years.
In Bath. Sept. 19, Carrie P., daughter ot Herbert
F. and Annie E. Sampson, aged 5 months.

Chicago Cuttle Market.

—

lutuinn Dress Goods

EASTMAN BROS.,

DIED.

_

Goods,
AT

—

AT

Hadji.New York. .Porto Rico.. Sept 21
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.. -Sept 21
California Mining Slock*.
Santiago do Cuba.. .New York. .Havana.Sept 25
San Francisco, September 20 —The following are
Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool... .Sept 25
Caninia... .New York.. Bermuda... .Sept 26
the closing official prices of mining stocks to-day:
Alpha................. 144 Kentuck..
7$ City of Brussels... .New York..Liverpool!. .Sept 26
Belcher,....
9$ Leopard.....
1$ Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg_sept 26
Best & Belcher.33
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept 28
Mexican..70
Bullion... .*.... 124 Northern Belle.104
Germanic.New York. .Lverpool.Sept 28
Consolidated Va......154 Overman.18$ 1 Egypt.-New York-Liverpool_Sept 2g
California...14
Opliir....,-...C7 I Bahama...New York. .St Thomas)..Sept 28
Chollar...484 Raymond & Ely. 53 Carondelet.New York. .Havana.Sept 28
Confidence.-**........ 9
Silver Hill. 3 | Bolivia.New York. .Glasgow.Sept 28
Andes.-New York...Aapm wall. ...Sept 28
Caledonia...4 Savage...19$
Crown.Point.91 Beg Belcher.. 4i Samaria.Boston.Liverpool... .Sept 28
Exchequer.. 64 Sierra Nevada.205 Gleuiogan.New York.. Peru &|Bahla Sept 30
Gould &’Curry. .I84 Union con.139
Hale & Norcrosa...,. .18$ Yellow Jacket
.24
Hlaatare Almanac..September 21.
Imperial...— Eureka, con.. .-***....37
Julia consorkPtd.6| Grand Prize. 5|
Sun rises.. ... 5.46 I High water...— 6.45 PM
AM
Sun sets. .—..6,06 I Moon rises.—.—,
Justice.10 Alta..174
Kossuth.-.5-16

ilmnur.l

DRY GOODS.

—

:

In Bethel, Sept. 9, Hiram A. Batchelder and .Miss
Viola J. Peaslee.i
In Augusta, Sept. 18, Frank Ridley of Boston and
Miss alary F. Cargill of Augusta.
At Swan’s Island, Sept. 7, Eugene S. Trask and
Miss Caroline A. Stanley,
In North Sedgwick, Sept. 12. Horace J. Batchelder
and Miss Ella A. Carter, both of Brooklin.

66$

Dress

i

MARRIED.

*Ex-div.

in

DISPLAY

And AH the Desirable Styles ot

“Congress,” the oldest and largest selling baking
powder in New England, owes its success to its purity, and the good luck that every cook has when
using Congress in baking.
Dyspeptics can eat warm biscuits made from Congress Yeast Powder without distressing them.

66|

1 mi

FALL OPENING!

Choice Novelties

anil export; receipts 100 bales American.
Futures pari ially 1-32 cheaper; September delivand October
6 5-16d.
September
ery 6§d;

Pacific.-.106$

tin fnr Orlnlmr

OPENING !
OF

speculation

Land Grants...
10G4
Sinking Funds,.1004
Bar silver, currency.113$
Bar silver, gold...
112$
Do Coin.....$@1 discount

0;i ftskci!

MISCELLANEOUS.

GRAND

September 20—12.30 P.M.—Cotton is
dull; Middling uplands at 6 7-16d; do Orleans at
6 9-16d; sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 bales for

Illinois Central.....811
Pittsburg ..81
3G|
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred...68|
New Jersey Central...37
Rock Island........118
St Paul.
29$
St Paul preferred.
68$
Fort Wayne.
98$
Chicago & Alton. 834
Chicago & Alton preferred..... .101*
Ohio & Mississippi.— 7$
Delaware & Lackawanna...63
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.284
The follow ing were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartlord & Erie 1st.....
28$
Guaranteed.
27^
Central Pacific Bonds.
106$

I>1(1 1
1 01}

NOTICES,
i

124

..

MISCELLANEOUS.
:

Liverpool.

Michigan Central...-.70$
Panama....
Union Paciiic.Stock.
Lake Shore.

Boston.

r

European market*.
London, September 20—12.30 P. M.—Consols at
95 3-16 for money and account.

Erie.
13$
Erie preferred...28

Union

SPOKEN.
Sept 10, lat 35 07, Ion 50 17, ech Clyde, from Cadiz

fc

w.

I'onrth

Hired,

l£ftia ates furuiahoj free.

HHOmT.

AGENTS,
So

Clnciunaii,
for a Cfrrular.

o

ADENCV

A

FKINT

WAISKIlOrMK,
106 WASH tN'OXON 3TKKJS J BOSTUa
Dealer In Wood ami Metal Type ami a I kni;
KISS’

Printers’ Materials. Advertisements: sorted in
paper in the United States or Canadas at publisher
rest prices. Send for estimates.

t>

■

to last July she never knew of his drinking;
that Williams and he came to her house in Windham, at which time she saw in Williams’possession
the pistol and in tho wagon the bludgeon, spoken ol
SATURDAY MORNING, SEPT. 21.
in yesterday’s testimony.
She agreod with the
m
previous witness as to the general character of PresTHE PRESS
cott.
Ha j be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fs
Cyrus D. Parker corroborated the testimony of
Kenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andre. 1(
N.
B.
Wentworth, Moses,
Kendrick, and Chlsbol n Clark, as did Huldah W. Kennard, who further
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city.
stated that she saw Prescott last on Monday night
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
subsequent to tho finding oi tho body.
At Lewiston, of Stevens & Co.
Annie E. Morrill, sister of Prescott, identified the
pistol and club, substantially corroborating Emma
E. Ricker.
CITY
David Mains of Windham testified to having employed Prescott for about four months’, paying him
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DA1 •
sums of money amounting to from $50 to $1000,
exposing these amonnts to him; and also as to genMISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
eral good conduct.
The Health Lilt—Gardner Ludwig, M. D.
E. H. Morrill corroborated the testimony of Annie
Those who are guttering.
E. Morril.
A Cantion to our Headers.
The New Smoking Tobacco.
Cliftord W. Dyer testified to the coming of PresMerry—2.
cott and another man whom he did not know to his
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
store to soil poultry, on which occasion the companFor Sale—A. K. Shurllett.
ion of Prescott exhibited a knife to Dyer, which ho
To Let—Booms.
81000 Reward—E. H. Bowers.
described as being eight inches in length ot blade.
Hosiery—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
Joseph Kennedy testified to having known Pres$50—C. D. B. Fisk & Co.
cott at the Temple street eofteo house, also to having
Cumberland Farmers’ Club.
seen Williams there; he testified to the excitable
disposition ot Williams.
RENEFACTORH.
Susan Hamilton testified that Williams and PrcsWhen a board 'of eminent physicians am 1
cott were at her house on Fore street on Monday
chemists announced the discovery that by com
previous to the murder; that they both drank there
bining some well known valuable remedies
and that they assisted her in moving on to Erankthe most wonderful medicine was produced
lm street, which was the last she saw ef them.
which would cure such a wide range of dis
Wm. Manchester, farmer, of Windham, testified
that he had employed Prescott previous to the mureases that most all other remedies conld b ,
der, corroborating previous testimony as to hi
dispensed with, many were sceptical; bn
peaceable disposition. He said that in the ovening
proof of its merits by actual trial has dispellet
he and Prescott went up to Morrill’s store, where
all doubt, and to-day the discoverers of tha
shortly afterwards Prescott left him and returned to
great medicine, Hop Bitters, are honored am l the house; that he was not present at his arrest.
blessed by all as benefactors.
se21d2t
Robert Pennell, formerly turnkey at Portland
jail, testified to the tact that Williams’ conduct
The Best Hat Foe the Money is at
while in jail under his care was not ot the best deMerry’s.
scription, he having been at one time compelled to
use violence in order to induce him to return to his
A Caution to our Reader*.
cell.
The almost invariable fruit of a snccessful
Edward P. Nash corroborated testimony as reinvention is a host of inferior imitations. The
gards Prescott’s peaceable disposition.
patent Linoleum; floor cloth is no exception tc
Jacob P. Remick, turnkey of Portland jail, rethis rale. Its durability and beauty is
provoc
called corroborated the testimony of Pennell.
teyond controversy. Be sure in purchasing tin
John Gallagher, who has served a sentence in
goods that you look on the back of the clotl
Portland Jail, testified to having Been Prescott and
for “Linoleum” ; none other is genuine. A1
Williams in a shop on Fore street and that tho two
carpet dealers keep it.
men had both been drinking.
Also corroborated
testimony of Pennell aB to Williams’ general insubThose who are suffering as those withoul
ordination while in in jail.
hope from the errors of youth—those whose
Richmond Sweotsir testified in regard to Williams’
vitality has been impaired by exposures or by character, that he had seen him engaged in a fight
intense application to business, should not fail
with another party, had seen him drunk often and
to peruse “The Science of
corroborated previous testimony in regard to trading
Life, or Self-Preser
vatiou,” written by the Chief Consulting of horses.
Cliftord W. Dyer corroborated testimony in regard
j-uymuiau of me
petDOdy institute,” Boston.
to Prescott’s peaceable disposition.
See advertisement in another column.
8f21
municipal Court.

THE

up

PRESS.

THE STATE FAIR.

A (Successful Exhibition

thirdfqnarter, when Anodyne passed him. Tom
B. passed Ripley and gained on Anodyne until
the last quarter, when he took the lead and won
in 2.31}, with Anodyne second, Ripley third,
and Palmer Knox fourth.
Fourth Heat—Tom B. took the lead with Anodyne and Joe Ripley in the rear. On the
second quarter they all gained a little on Tom
B. On the third Anodyne went ahead of Ripley and started lively after Tom B., whom he
caught aud passed on the hemestretcb, and
won in 2.29.
In thisiheat Tom B. fouled Ripley on the homestretch and was t sent to the
stable.
Fifth Heal—Ripley shot to the front, taking
the pole, with Anodyne next and Palmer Knox
behind. On the second quarter Palmer Knox
passed Anodyne, but lost again. On the third
and fourth quarters Anodyne gained upon and
passed Ripley and won in 2 34.
Sixth Ikat—Palmer Knox having been ruled
oat as not haviug won a heat, only Anodyne
and Joe Ripley appeared this time. At the
start Anodyne went ahead a length, and Ripley
breaking, was left farther behind. At the end
of tlie half, Anodyne still led, bat on the foarth
quarter broke, lettiug Ripley win in 2.35J.
Owing to the darkness the remaining beat

Closed.

City Ilnll Resumes its

Wonted

Appearance.

AND VICINITY.

■

And the Park Looks Lonesome.

The Fair of 1878 is

It is the fashion to
speak of every annual exhibition as an im1
provement on all that have preceded it. Truthfulness is often disregarded in doing so.
Without comparing the merits of the exhibition
just closed with those of previous years, it can
be said that in one point it has excelled most
others—it has paid its bills and has produced a

__d&wlt

JUDGK KNIGHT PRESIDING.

ture and

crockery, &c.,

Friday.—Anthony C. Miles.
-*-*»*»

&c.

Parties visiting the city during fair week
should not fail to call at H. L Nelson’s & Co.’s
in Farrington Block, under Odd Fellows’

They make

specialty
Worsteds,
Yarns, Germantown aud Shetland Wools,
Fringes, Buttons, Hosiery and Baches.
Baying at their store yon are sure of bottom
a

of

Brief Jottings.
A col’ection in behalf of the yellow fever
sufferers will be taken at the High St. church
to-morrow morning.
The fair of the Soarboro and Capa Elizabeth
Farmers Association opens at Pleasant Hall,

Silk

Prices.

__septlS it.

Changes

of

and olimate
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger.
food

Periodicals.

—

has

Harper’s

safe

for

with

Scarboro, on Tuesday, Sept. 21th and will continue two days.
In Driscoll’s walk with O’Toole, one of the
leading jewelers of Bangor, will present the
winning man with a silver cap lined withhold.
Driscoll will try hard to win.
A lad aged sixteen died of consumption at
the lieform School on Tnursdiy morning. This
is the first death which has taken place in the
institution lor the last three years.
This fact
Bpeaks something in its favor.
The annual meeting of the Woman’s Temperance Society will be held this Saturday
afternoon at 3 o’clock in Library of the Y. M.
C. A., Congress street. A fall attendance is
hoped for.

October

been
received
and
is
for
sale
tho
following news dealers:
Went
worth’s, No. 553 Congress street, corner of
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancast er Hall
Also at the newspaper and periodicaldepot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the book, periodical and
newspaper establishments ot C. B. Chisholm & Bro., in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

by

$300 REWARD !
They care all diseases of the stomach, bowels, blood, livor, nerves, kidneys and urinary
organs, and $500 will be paid for a case they
will not care or help, or for anything impure or
injurious found in them—Hop Bitters.
Test
it ‘‘See "Truths” or "Proverbs," another
column.
seplO-dlw

Capt.

Religious Notices.
St.
State St.—lit. Hev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ol the Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. in., 3 and 7 jp. m. Daily services at
a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats tree to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10i a. m., 3 and 71 p
m.
also Monday and Thursday evenings at 71 p,
m.
All from sea aud land are invited. Seats free,
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
Young Men’s Christain Association-Op-

Luke’sCathedral,

Suicide of Dexter Jordan.

father.

CCUUW*

ainn

7}

p. m.
Deerino Bridge Mission Sadbatu School.—
A Union Sabbath School will be held iu the chapel
at the bridge at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.

West Church-Congress St. J. F. Morgan, acting pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. Seats frto.
All are cordially welcomed.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbce pastor. Preaching at ioi a. m. and 21 p.
Sabbath School at 1 p. m. Prayer Meetings at 6
m.
and 7 p. m.
Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Rev. E, W. Hutchinson, Pastor. Preaching at 101 a. ni. and 7 p. m.
Sabbath School immediately after morning sermon.
Seats free. AH are invited.
B3r"Rev. F. Pember will preach at Bradley’s Corner church at 101a m; Reform School at 21 p m.
S3?“’Advent Chi istian Church will hold meetings
at
Christian Association Hall,
Young Men’s
Sunday, at 101 and 3. Preaching by Rev. I. C. Welcomb of Yarmouth. Prayer meeting Thursday and
Sunday evening. Ailaie invited.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. A. S.
Ladd, pastor. Preaching at 10J a. m. and 3 p. in.
Sunday School at 11 p m. Prayer meetings at C and

Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. O. .J. Clarkpastor. Preaching at 101 a. m. by Rev. E. W. Hutchinson, and 3 p. m. by the pastor.
Sunday School at
1.30 p. m. Young Peoples meeting at 6, prayer
meeting 7 p. m.
Plymouth Church —Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
pastor. Preaching at 101 a m by Kev. F. E. Clark.
Evening Sermon to Sabbath School teachers in the
vestry at 7J. Young peoples’ meeting 61 o’clock.
Williston Church, Cor. Thomas and Carroll Sts.
—ltev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10 30
a. m. by Kev. 11. W. Latbe. Sabbath School at 3 p.

bling

m.

around and he fell with a heavy thud to the
platform, two feet below. He dragged the desk
down with him, wrenching it from its fasten-

CnESTNUT St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day
pastor. Preaching at 101 a m. and 3 p m. Sunday
School at 11 p m. Young people’s meeting at 6} and
general prayer meeting at 7J p m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Services to-morrow
morniDg at 10.30 o'clock. Preaching by tbe Pastoi
on
Laboring in the Harvest.” Sabbath School al
the usual time alter tbe morning service.
Reunion
of the Sunday School, with exercises, at 7 30 p .m.
Prf.ble Ch ai-el, corner Preble and Cumberlani

ings, and it fell upon him. His Illness was said
to bo caussd by an attack of indigestion.
He
has since apparently recovered.

at 3 p. m. by Rev. Dr. Hill. The evening service ai
7.30 p. m. at which D. W. Hunt, 8upt. or the Friend
Jy Inn. will give a scientific lecture on the adultera

lion of liquors.
First Universalist Church, Congress Square
Rev. Wm. E. Uibbs, pastor. Services at 104 a. m
and 7£ p. m. by Rev. VV. T. Stowe, of Rockland
Sunday School at 3 p. in,
First Baptist Church-Congress St, opposite >
the Park. Rev. Thos. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor
Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m b, 1
tlie pastor. Social ineetiug at 7 p. m.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. Me
Whinuio, Pastor. Preaching at 11 £ a. m. Sunda, ;
School at 12. Praper ineetiug at 7.
Free Meeting.—There will be a liberal iueetiuj :
at the Sons of Temperance Hall, on Congress St. *
at2&pm. Subject: “Resolved, that it is uot irn
moral to doubt the divine inspiration ot the bible, oi
to discuss it.
Arcana Hall.—Services commemorative of ou r
friend and lamented Brother, Dr.
Perry.
Uuitcd SiaieH Circuit Court.

Burglary.—Several boys secreted themselves in Burgess & Fohea’s store in the
Thomas Block on Commercial street and dnring the night went through the money-drawer,
getting what scrip was left. They then went
up to the attic, pried off the scuttle, and descended into W. S. Jordan’s.
Thence they
went through the whole clock in the same
way, taking the stores of W. S. Aden, Elias
Thomas & Co Charles’McLaaghlin & Co., J.
B. Matthews, and Smith & Gage.
Some of
the money-drawers they cat out, and some were
pried off. No goods were taken, but they got
considerable scrip. They probably got away
through Burgess, Fobsa & Co.’s hack d our.
Fire at Liuonia—Tue alirrn of fire about
5 o’clock yesterday morning, was caused by the
burning of a two and a half story tenement at
Ligonia, owned by the Bolling Mills corporation. The house was burned to the ground.

the com

ing in of the court to-morrow morning at 10 a. m.
in the following cases:
Oliver P. Cummings vs. Grand Trunk R iilway 0 r
Canada.
The Manhattan Medicine Company vs. Natliai 1
Wood, ct al.
Patiiek Kellehor, et al., vs. Joa»ph j. Darliug.

’’

PRESIDING.

Friday.—State vs. Charles E.ias Prescot
Murder. At the coming in of court this momii g
Mr. Scribner, counsel in the case lor the defeudan t,
made the opening, occupying about an hour.
Mr. Sciibncr admitted the killing, but claicut il
that it was a ease of excusable homicide.
First witucss called for the defence was E. 1
Clark, hostler, who testified to the generr.l good coi
duct aud peaceable disposition of Prescott.
Emma F. Kicker, mother of respondent, testifi* «1
that Prescott at eight years ot ago had rlieumal ic
fever, which had an effect ou mind aud body; tb it
he was unable to write, hut could read some; th it

Messrs. John

J. Hennings. The people had to escape by the
windows, and their furniture was only partial.
)y saved. Mr. Hennings lost all of his. The

building was

valued at $2,590, and insured in
the Hartford, with Dow & Palmer, for $1,200.
AFree Show.—The Windham Agricultural
and Horticultural Society will hold their thirteenth anuual cattle show and fair at Windham
Center, on Wednesday, Oot. 2d. The distinguished feature of the Windham fair is, that
there is no admittance fee demanded. Free to
t0 1,0111 kail and
grounds, and glad to see
yon.
__

Death of Dr. Jewett.—Dr.
Theodore H.
Jewett of South Berwick, a former
president oi
ike Maine Medical
Society and one of the best
known physicians of the state, died
suddenly al

the Crawford House yesterday.
out of health for some time.
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The List Account of the Display.

Yesterday being the last day of the fair,
vannofow anrlaonnvad

Fourth aud Lati Hay.

threatening aspect of the weathei on
Friday morning caused the citizens and visitors to delay their attendance at the Park, but
towards noon t he sun found its way through
the clouds and the visitors began to pour in in
great numbers. The entries for the trots in the
afternoon included some of the finest and best
known horses in this part of the country; as a
natural consequence the crowd was much
larger than on any previous day.
The managers of the exhibition may well be
satis ueu with the

resalts as shown by the
far as can be ascertained at
this early date, show an increase over the expenditures. This fact reflects great credit to
the people of Portland and demonstrates the
fact that Portland is by far the best place for
the exhibition. The exhibition has, in every
respect, been fully up to the standard and the
thanks of the public are due to the officers in
charge of the Park for the admirable manner
in which the programme has been carried out
and for the general good order which has been
observed on the grounds.
At 9 a. m. Gentlemen’s Driving Horses were

receipts which

so

called on to the track for exhibition and examination. There were twelve horses entered for

competition but only eight appeared. The follow
ing are the horsos as entered and driven by their
owners. Toma Chief by G. W. Hawkes, Mare
June by J.'E. Noyes, blk. G. Peter by Col. L.
D. M. Sweat, grey G. Grey Jack by J. L.
Tukey, blk. S. Dom Pedro by E. H. C. Bucknam, sorrel mare, Flora, by Geo. F. Hitchens;
bay mare Heloise by B. F. Adams and Chas.

Varrey,

and brown

Whoa

mare,

Emma, by

John H. May. Tue committee of awards was
S. T. Holbrook of Oxford, J. W. Thompson of
Canton aud James Dingley of Auburn.
The

action, style, speed, endurance, etc., of the
horses were considered and the first prize was
given to Peter, second to Flora, and third to
June. The horses made a fine appearance on
the track and in the trial of speed excited a
good deal of interest. Pater was the favorite
from the start and without much exertion held
held the second place at the finish with H’Soise
well at the front.
\ At the close of
the trial the horses were
dismissed and Gentlomen’s Walking Horses
were called. There were but four entries in this
class and but two horses appeared on the track:
Nat Webb, owned by J. F. Morton and Mr.
Whitney, and Knox Chief owned by E. H.

McKenney.

The horses were walked once
round the track and the style as well as speed
was considered in making the awards.
The
Judges for this class were the same as for the
previous class and after some deliberation the
first prize was awarded to Nat Webb and the
second to Knox Chief.

During

the exhibition of walking horses Mr.
Alfred Weymouth of Clinton, exhibited a
matched pair of sorrel, two year old horses.
These horses were sired by the McCarthy horse
who was sired by Gen. Knox. The pair were

splendidly matched in height, build aud color
and to an observer it was hard to tell them
Mr. Weymouth has been offered 8300
for the colts during the past week but declinod
the offer.
In the trial of trained steers driven by a boy

apart.

under 15 years of age there was but one contestursf

A 1

nnto

Rrnnlru

arrnd

exhibited at the

11

ffria

nAnaa

drag

and

at

the

cattle ware awarded
ium ribbon.
The

a

dip’oma and

first prem-

plowing

match which took place Thursfinished until 6 o’clock in the
afternoon and it was impossible to obtain the
was not

decision ofjthe'committee in|»ine for yesterday's
issue.

Below will be found the result as announced by the committee: For double teams,
J. J. Frye of Portland, diploma; \Y. F. Cameron of Portland, §5. For single teams, W. F.
Cameron of Portland, diploma, and J. J. Frye,
§5. For Swivel Plows Everett and Small of
Boston exhibiting tbe Matchless Plow, diploma, and \V. F. Cameron $5.
The display of dairy products in Agricultural Hall is pronounced by tbe
tbe finest ever made in tbe state,

judges

to be
and the ex-

hibition of fruits and vegetables is fully equal
to if uot superior to any former exhibition.

There was a great variety of plows made by
diiferent manufacturers on exhibition. They
all did excellent work. Tbe bteel plow made
by Frye and the Steel Cameron plow (so-called)
was somewhat difficult
for the committee to
decide to the depth of six inches, but when

they put the plows down to plow from 7 to 9i
the committee were unanimously agreed
that for all purposes the Frye plow excels the
others, therefore wo recommend for it the
first premium.

inches,

THE

RACES,

Yesterday afteraoou there were two races advertised, but owing to darkness the second one
could not be finished. In the first race twelve
horses were entered, but oDly five started, Forest Girl, Capitola, Frank B,, Charles H , and

Abbot.
First Heat— After considerable scoring, which
was very promiueut all the
afternoon, Forest
Girl took the lead, followed by Abbot and
Frank B. who closely pressed her, but she kept

Wnvuui flivl

tt

Uft._

had a fine

Among their exhibits

noticed some china decorating work by
Miss M. E. Weston of this city. This work is
not done very extensively as yet, and Miss
was

Weston

is

the

teaches the art.
rated.

only person in the city who
The china is beautifully deco-

SPORTING GOODS.

Mr. T. B. Davis displayed a show case filled
with some of the best articles from bis stock.

Here

shot-gun, some elegant revolvers, powder flasks, cartridges, and
outfits for the angler. Next was G. L, Bailey’s
case.

found the Parker

were

In this case was one of the famous Peaof long range. He displayed

body-Martini rifles

fine lot of revolvers and an air-gun. There
split bamboo fishing rod, every section
being made of six separate pieces of bamboo,
a

was a

and a number of

reels, together

with the patent

fly-hook.
THE FURNITURE.

Special mention should again be made of the
fine exhibition of furniture which attracted so
much attention. The largest and finest of the
exhibits was that of Walter Corey & Co. upou
the stage. Here were found sets of olegant furniture, of the best workmanship, parts of sets,
and most everything in the shape of furniture
that reflected great credit upon the establishment. There were light and dark colored sets
and although none at the exhibition were cheap
sets, yet the piices of their furniture are very
low.

They had also some fine samples of upholstery goods, from which anyone could be
suited. In front of the stage, Enoch Lord exhibited some of his new patent recliniog chairs
which are indispensable to the smoker. He
had also a parlor set without cover. On the
other sido Mr. Thomas P. Beals had a couple
of fine looking chamber sets, which were fine
samples of the work from his well known
house. On one of the bedsteads was one of the
axiuviiuiiu

ojiiiug wuuo|

nuivu

aiu

no

uico

NO

anything in that line oau be.
The camly man at the head of the stairs in
the hall received 1st promium and silver medal
for his manufactures.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Hon. Fred Atwood of Winterport, exhibited
some lino specimens of ornamental castings,
which of coarse took the premium. Hatch’s
tank at the head of the stairs
was looked
upon as first class. The oil is
pumped from the barrel to the tank by means

self-measuring oil

suction pump and not a drop can be wastare a number of faucets, each mark"
ed with the number of quarts that can be
obtained from them. If a person wants one

ol

a

ed. There

quart, turn the faucet with that mark and he
gets a quart and no more nor less. It is so
with the other faucets. The measnre is exact
and anyone can be as sore in the dark as in the
light. Many are used in this city.
The Telephone and Phonograph have been
in the Deception Hall during the exhibition
and have occasioned a good deal of fun and
over their workings.
James Bobinson exhibited an inlaid table
made of 20,000 pieces, which was perfectly immense.
Another fancy table was shown by H.
James, which was of a less number of pieces.
Chas. W. Lucy had a case of flue fruit, citron,
pound and wedding cake, and jellies.

laughter

C. H. Lemon exhibited some of his new celluloid collars, cuffs and ties, together with some
nice jewelry of the same article.

Geo. W. H. Brooks had a case of fine bakers’
goods which certainly were very tempting look,
ing.
The Dry Foot was soaked in water under the
back gallery and still was not wet.
W. H, Pennell exhibited some patent injectors, ejectors, oil cups, and lubricators,which
excellent articles.
There was an elegant looking easeful of
breads, cakes and table luxuries from Dearing’s
are

bakery.
C. 0. Hudson made a display of some fine
candies which were almost enough to make the
mouth water.
Chas. H. Blake
show

PilApq

exhibited

some
whiph lnnlrnrl oTPhllont,.

of

hie best

looking of coopers’
and carpenters' tools and some large archery
J. Bradford had

a

line

These tools reflect great credit upon the
maker.
The Evans Rifle Co. had a splendid case of
rifles. Their rifles are known all over the
country and are callod by good judges as good
as anything made. They were displayed in

bows.

of E. G. Peterson’s best show cases,which
are equal to any cases ever made.
The joints
are perfect, no putty can be found about the
case anywhere to All up a crack.
One of the cases has the patent eliding doors,

l. .l

some

which are an excellent invention. In another
case he has some of the finest looking sections
ever in a Maine fair.
J. W. Stockwell has some building blocks

which received a premium, and
wheels that took a medal.

FRUIT.

Alfred Smith, 5 varieties apples, $3; seedlings, $2;
JO varieties pears, $5; Buerre d’Anjou, $1; llemish

heautv, $i;
B

Mario Inmisa, $1.
F Lewis, 6 varieties grapes, $5; 3bunchosdo,

$2.
Jos Taylor, 6 species apples, $0; Hubbardston, $2;
best variety pear. $3; 12 species Bartlett, $1; best
dish, $i.
A Chipman and son, 20-ounce apples,|$2; Duchess
a
$1.
Angonlem,
C S Robbins, northern spy, $2; porter, $2.
Granville Hall, pumpkin sweet, $2.
b R Sweetsir, R island
greenings, $2; benoni, $2;
gravenstein, $2.
Femald, pears—Louis Bonne d* Jersey, $1;
Beurre Diel, $L; Hartford prohtic, $1; Merrimac
Bogers, $l; Concord, $1.
J Henry Moore, exhibit for
grange premium, $3.
R Prince, So. Turner, Baldwin, 12
species, $2.
Chas W Fcss, 12 species duchess, $2.
It Prince, Clapp’s favorite, $1;
Muscadine, 81:
Wilder, $1; Delaware, $1.
Chas W Foss, collection crab apoles, $1.
Turner Grange, best grape exhibit, $7.
C Chipman and son, apple Jelly, $1.
Jos Taylor, preserved plums, $1; raspberries, $1:
cherries, $ l; blackberries, $ 1.
CHEESE.

Factory, 1st prem, $10, W inthrop factory; 2d do
17, Nickerson do; 3d do, $0, South Paris da; 4th do
North Turner do.
Factory sage, 1st prem, $5, North Turner factory;
2d do, $2, Winthrop do.
Domestic, 1st prem, $5, Mrs J H Chaplin, Naples;
2d do, $3, Mrs Rufus Prince, South Turner.
Domestic sage, 1st prem, $2, Mrs L W Monk, Turner; 2d do, $1, no competition.
Best exhibit Grange, 1st prem, $10, Winthrop
Grange; 2d do, $5, North Turner Grange,
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS.
Best display, O G Robinson, $15.
Best top buggy, do. $ 10.
Second do do Lewis Pray, $5.
WORKING

OXEN.

Four years old and under 5,1st prem, $8, Edgar,
Hilton & Son; no 2d prem awarded.
IMPLEMENTS.

Kendall & Whitney, display of implements, 1st
prem, $15, John J Frye, 2d uo do, $10.
WhiUemore <& Bros, cider mill, $2.
Kendall & Whitney, weather vane; diploma.
Whitely Jordan, lift; and force pump, $2.
Kendall & Whitney, hay fork, $2; corn sheller, $1.
Fred Atwocd, lawn mower, $1.
E Norton, seed sower, $1.
Whittemore Bros, vegetable [cutter, $1; hay cutter,

$1.

Kendall & Whitney, dozen hoes, $2; do shovels,
$2; do rakes, $1: track, $2; grindstone, $1; barrows,
$1; dozen hay forks, $2; do manure do, $2; grain
cradle, $2; dozen scythes, $2: do axes, $2.
II W Caswell, farm wagon, $3.
cjuuu y

I’ijo, uiubivatui,

Everett & Small, pulverizer, $3.
This completes the awards at the Park with
the exception of 3-year old stallions the committee as yet having failed to return the book
with their report to the Secretary.

some

ornery

12 species sweet corn, Alfred Smitli; 10D|Hnbbard
squasb, long orange carrots,table beets, Swedish turnips, City Farm, Jfortland.
Best 2 qts. beaus, Wm. Woodworth, $1.
Best call, vegetables, W. 8. Tilton, $5.
Best stock beets, D. Spaulding, $1. Best peck onBest Irish peppers, D.
ions, D. Spaulding, $1.
Spaulding, 31.
Best sugar beets, Althen Millikon, 32Best egg plants, R. S. Torrey, $1.
Best 5 var. potatoes, S. R. SweetBlr, $51 best
musbmellon, S. R. Sweetsir, 81; best turbau squash,
S. It. Sweetsir, $l; bsst dish tomatoes, S. R. Sweetsir, 31.
Best peck cranberries, Seward Dill, 82.
>

BUTTEU, CHEESE ASD DAIRY IMPLEMENTS.
Best 5 lbs. print butter, 1st premium, 85, Mrs.
Howard Murphy; 2d premium, $!. U, A. Pike; 3d
premium, $2, J. Henry Moore; 1th premium, $1,
P. H. Snell.
Best 15 lbs September butter; 1st premium, 86,
Mrs. Howard Murphy; 2d premium 81. U. A. Pike;
3d premium 82, J. Henry Moore.
For Blanchard churn
with
statement, Mrs.
Howard Murphy.
Best method of raising cream, J. C. Bickford, 83.
Complete apparatus for butter dairy, Howard
Murphy, 85.
Churn with gear, J. W. North, Jr., $3; thermoneter, J. W. North, Jr., 31.
Best churn without gear. J. C. Bickford, 33.
Butter worker, Keuuall & Whitney, 83.
Best butter mould, Jas. Herbert, 32; 2d best
butter mould, Jas. Herbert, 31; best butter package. J, H. Moore. Wintbrp; best butter package for
solid butter, J, W. North, Jr.
Best C rennetts, J. R. Nelson 82.
Ashtons factory filled salt, J, W. North, Jr.,

STATE NEWS.
ANDB0SC0GC1IN COUNTY.
Mrs. Benj. Davis of Livermore, who, together
with her daughter and Miss Smith of Auburn,
were thrown from a carriage in
Auburn, a few
days since, in consequence of the horse falling
and breaking its neck, died Tuesday night from
injuries reoeived. Her daughter who resides in
Washington, lies in a critical condition.
CUMBEELAND

Alvinza Green of Naples, who was bound
in the sum of 8300 to answer to the charge
of laroeny of between two and three hundred
dollars from John Jackson, last summer, has
been freed from his liabilities, the Grand Jury,
at its recent session, failing to find a bill against

HALL AWARDS.

diploma.
Androscoggin Mills, best display bleached sheeting,
diploma; bleached and brown cambric muslin, do;
do, sheeting 1, do; grain bags, do.
Horse and Carriage Mart, display horse blankets,
diploma.
Sanford Mills, display lap robes, diploma.
Lockwood Co., beBtsatteen jeans, diploma; display
fine brown shootings, do.
Dennison Manat ’g Co., display of paper, diploma.
A Linn, display of woolen shawls, diploma.
Miss Mary Quinn, cotton embroidery, 83.
This completes the list of awards at the Fair.
On the whole very little fault has been found
with the committees, who have attended to

their arduous duties to the satisfaction of nearly
everybody.
ISvangcline.
“Evangeline” drew a paoked house at Music
Hall last evening. All the seats were taken,
many chairs wore brought in, and there was

standing

him.
The Fall term of Bowdoin College begins
next

Friday.

KNOX

room.

“Evangeline” grows wearisome by much repThe performance last nigbt, though
good, was tedious. Much of the music has
reached that stage of familiarity in which contempt is bred, and people perceive how thin
and trivial it is. Even the best airs are no
longer so pleasing as they were. The “bust
ness,” too, has become tiresome. Le Blanc's
eternal “Sit still my heart” was never very
funny, and has ceased to bo evon amusing. The
frolicsome heifer is more than a trifle stnpid.
uuiy one unng, me one winy conception
opera, the Lone Fisherman, retains its
ness and fan.
Tbe company, tbongh not so strong as
that have been here, apparently gave

in me

freshothers

great
Miss Alice Harrison

pleasure to the andieDce.
was a pretty and petite “Gabriel,” showing
Miss Lonise
great talent for bnrlesqe acting.

was

murdered

Kain,

was pleasiog and modest as “EvangeMiss Alice Atherton was an excellent
“Catherine,” very pleasant to see after the
burlesques of tnat burlesque with which we
have been afflicted.
Miss Jennie Yeamans

looking

and very pretty
“Enlalie.” Mr, Mestayer did his best to make
“Le Blanc” a fanny part.
The heifer should
be tamed out to grass, if it be not too late in
As for that taciturn toiler of the
the season.
sea, tbe “Lone Fisherman,” it was of course
made very fanny by Willie Edouin.
His Is a
wonderful face for comedy, and the “business”
was as

amusing

it conld

as

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Mr. Edouin on the contrary watches the members of the troupe with great interest, and appears like one of the an lienee got on the stage
by mistake.
This evening “Hiawatha,” highly spoken of
by Boston critics, will be giveD, and wo are led
to expect great things jof Miss Harrison and
It will at least possess the merit
Mr. Edouin.
of novelty. “Evangeline” will be repeated at

By

A. E. Stevens:
FD Ellis.
Captain Charles Meriill.
Cash.
Total.

st
5
1

taining

Official I.ist a! Premiums Awarded.
STALLIONS, GELDINGS AND FILLIES.
2 years old and under 3,1st prom $10, W S Tilton
stallion Almout Benton; 2d do, $3, Henry Taylor,
stallion John; 1st prem. $10. Chas Hunnewcll, mare
Lady Knox; 2d do. $5, A Weymouth, maro 2 years

Presumfscot Park—state Fair-Friday, Sept,
$150, for 2.15 class—*75, S10.
harness.
A. M. Brown, Bowdoiu, ns. b. m. Forest
Girl.
12 11
Fred H, Berry, ltcckland.
ns. cl), g.
Hilaries H... 2 1 2 2
S. William, Waterviile, us. ch g. Frank B 3 3 4 3
J. E. Harriiuau, Bangor, n». b. s. Abbot.. 5 4 3 4
S. K. Bridgbam, West Minot, ns. blk. in.
4 5 5 5
Uapitola...

old.
Gents’ driving horses, 1st prem $21, L D M Sweat.
Pete; 2d (lo® 15, Geo F llkch'mgs, Flora; 3d do $8, J
S Noyes, Jans.
Walking Horsos, 1st prem 1813, E II McKenney,
Knox Chief; 2d uo $lu, Morton & Whituey, Natt
Webb.
Draft Stallion, 1st prem and honorable mention, C

-0.—Race for purse of
*70, *15, best 3 iu 5 to

Crosby Knowlton of Liberty, was aocidently
shot the other day by a sportsman mistaking
the waving of Mr. K.’s hair for a squirrel moving about. His injuries are not serious.

YORK COUNTY.

GRAND

attempt was made
to bnrn the dwelling house occupied by Joanna
and Lydia Wells, on the sea road, Kennebunk.
A keg or half barrel filled with shavings and
saturated with kerosene was place against the
an

P. Maltocks. Boland.
2 years and under 4.1st prom $5,12 H PettoDgill:
21 do $4, A J Libby.
2 years and under 3,1st prem $4. Francis Tilton;
21 do $3, no award.
1 year oil aud under 2,1st prem
Noah G San-

2 40.

TUB FREE FOE ALL.

In this race there were ten horses eutered,
but only five appeared, Joe ltipley, Tom B.

$3,

born,
1st

Patchen, Anodyno,

prem $0,

TRAINED STEERS.
Win Brooks.
FLOWING MATCH.

First Ileat

8 to 9 inches, 1st prem, J J Fryo, diploma; 2d do,
W ¥ Cameron, $5.
0 inches, 1st prem, W F Camerou, diploma; 2d do
J J Frye, do.
Swivel, 1st prem, Matchless plow; 21 do, J J Frye
HEHEFORDS.

J S Hawes, 1st prem for herd $21.
Balls 3 years aud over, 1st prem $12, C A McKenWaldo Champion; sweepslakes for same; 20
$8, Geo H Lord, Duke of Vom.
Cows 4 years old and upward*, 1st prem $10, II C
Burleigh, Verbena 5th; sweepstakes tor same; 2c
prem SO, C A McKenney, Bertie.
3 years old aud under 4,1st prem $7, J S Hawes
2 years auu 3,1st prem $5, do; 1 year old uuler 2;

ney,
prem

1st prem

$3,

do.

Calves, heifer, 1st prem $2, HC Burleigh; 2d d<
$1. JS Hawes.
Bull calves, 1st prem $3, C A McKouney; 2d di
$2, J S Hawes.
merino sheep.

1

Buck 3 years old, 1st prem $15, Columbus Hilton
2d do $ 10, Hilton Bros.
2 years, 1st prem $13, Hilton Bros; 2d do $10
Francis Hilton.

a

backward step.

He

Boston Advertiser.

Tbe citizens of Naples will hold a cattlo show
and fair at Naples village, on Thursday, Oct.
10th, unless the weather Is stormy, in which
case it will be held the next lair day.

AND

Music

Owning and operating numerlarge stores. The extensive

ous

business

we do enables
times to control

CERTAIN LINES OF

GOODS,

thereby guaranteeing

BOTTOM PRICES.
We name

by the Band!

HEN’S

a

lew below:

si/ir,

uiiu

PANTALOONS,

From 1.25 to 7.00.

Alter the correct number [of pills
that the bottle contains has been
ascertained

All Wool Vest, $1.001

FALL OVERCOATS,
$7.00. $8,50 and $10.00.

NOBBY YOUNG OB OLD

MEN!
Wc have a most beautilnl line ol
Dress Suits on our counters.

The Creedmoor Suit

P-R-I-Z-E-S-l

AUCTION SALES

2d,

15.00

“

3d,

10.00

“

—

5«

Sslwmsu 39 ut IT Exchange Si.
e. W, ALLIX.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m,
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

—

already

place

won a
prominent
as THE LEADING STYLE.

“

h

u

CHILDRENS
I zx Groat

it

6“

1-6

“

«

«

“

1-12

“

“

«

7

Farnitnre, Carpets, Crockery and
Glass Ware at Auction.

14

FOR

$20.00
has

“

4th, 1-2 doz. hot. Liniment & Pills

Auctioneer* and Comndaalon ■•rdunts,

Variety.

Visit our store and examine onr
extensive assortment ol
these

goods.

SUITS FROM $2.25 UP !

Wc reserve the right to add more

prizes previous

SATURDAY, Sept. 21st, at 10 a. m., at 35
Exchange Street, will be sold new and second
hand Farnitnre, Carpets, Marble Top Tables, Bed
Lounges, new Crookery and Glass Ware, Plated
Ware, &c.
F. O. HAILEY & GO., Auctioneer*.

ON

to

C.D.B.Fisk&Co.

November 15th, 78.

THE

FJSK & GO.

wo

shall sell a Btock of Groceries, consisting of
Tea, Tobacco, Cigars, Wheat Meal, Rice, Split Peas,
Beans, Canned Goods, Shell Goods, Dried Currants,

GREAT

CLOTHIERS,

Under Preble

d2t

House;

Congress Street, Portland.
wpZliUl
^

~

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Sardines, Blacking, Spices, a small stock of Crockery
Glass Ware, i&c Store Fixtures, Desk, Stove,

and

Scales,

■Mlparl, Calai., St. Jafca, N. B., Aaaap•lia, Wiad.ar and Halifax. N. 8.,
Charlottetowa, P. B. I.

Auctioneers.
d3t

IMPORTANT SALE OF

FALL

im.
TRADE,

On and after Monday, Septernjfmmmam
E her 23d, Ibe Steamers New
JBwiyajlL^Hl Brunswick. CaDt. D. S. Hall.

w

MSSBSn^ESSSmand City of Portland, Capt. 8.
H. Pike, will leave Railroad |Wharf, foot of State
street, every Monday, and Thursday, at 6 P. M., for
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eaftport on
same days, and Portland the next morning at 3 A,
M. for Boston.
Connections made At Eastport for Robhlmton, It.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. 8., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Suminerside, Charlottetown, P. K,
I. Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the In-

We have'noio ready for inspection our new line of Fall and
Winter Hosiery. Many of the
styles are our own having been
ordered, in the Summer direct of
the manufacturers, and therefore
■will not be as common as goods

BY AUCTION.
sliall sell on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 25th, at 21
P. M.. at salesroom, 35 Exchange street, an invoice of Thomas Fnrneiai’s fine White Granite
Crockery; also a large lot of Glass Ware, &c.
Catalogues will be ready and goods on exhibition
Tuesday, Sept. 21th.
F. O. HA1I.EV & CO., Auctioneers.
solo
dot

WE

that other dealers have.
We
have studied to have our hosiery
durable as well as stylish. In-

Valuable Heal Estate

ARuTnGKMKNT.

TWA TRIPS PER WRK.

K

tercolonial

Railway.

OTFreight received on day of sailing uatll 4
O'clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any farther information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean in-

spection solicited,

Co.,) or of
scp2ldtf A. R. STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

surance

AT AUCTION
o’clock P. M.,
Sept. 26th,
shall sell the valuable property No. 3 Mayo
ON THURSDAY,
Street. House contains 17
at 3

Bt21

we

OWEN,! E& BilLEV.

$1000 REWARD 1

dtf

rooms, arranged for three
Seba?o? Gas, Water Closets, &c. This
house was built in 1867, is in good repair, and will
rent for $459. Terms easy and made known at sale.

families,

Portland, Sept. 21. 1878.
WILL give 81000 to any one who wiil prove that
X common cream candy is London
Do not be humbugged.
Buy the Genuine Bower*'
London Taffy, made onlv at the model candy kitchalso
made
fresh.
en;
chewing candy
E. 11. BOWERS.
554 tsoKrcw Street.
sep2tdlw*

f

F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
(16t

SC20

THE

Sale of Public Lands

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

STATE OF MAINE.
Land Offce,

Two houses on Cumberland
HH
••••Land 418. One house on

St.—No. 4fg
Spring St —No. 51;
price to compare with the times and terms
^of payment eat-y. Enquire of A. B. STEVENS. 27 Brown St. or A. K. SUURTLEFF, at
National Traders’Bank.
>cp:ildlw

Augusta, Sept. 13,1878,
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the provisions of “An Act additionol to chapter live of the
Revised Statutes, relating to the public lands,” approved February 19, 1878, sale will be made at Public
Auction, at the City Hall in Bangor, on

will koM its Tenth Annual Exhibition

Thursday the 21st day

of Nor. next,
of all lands belonging to the

To Let.

o’clock a. m.,
State. Terms Cash.
A schedule of these lands will bo published in tho
Bruigor Daily Whig and Courier, on or before the
iweuiy-ursb u.ij

all

at

—

1st. $25.00 HOLD COIN.

at 10

us

SUITS,
$7.00, $8.00 & $10.00

land.

TO THE

are

we

MENS

will be siren to snch persons who
shall make the nearest suess to
the
actual
number ot PILLS
THAT
THE
BOTTLE
CONTAINS.

Show Cases, Damns. <ftc.
F. O. HAILEY & GO.,
se2i)

BE

MANUFACTURERS,

OP

circulation of the blood. Of its merits I can
speak from personal experience, having practiced on the Health Lilt abont eight months.
Commencing with lifting 180 lbs., which was
a fail lift for me at that time, at the end of the
eight months I could lift 370 lbs. with as much
ease as I could the 180 lbs. at the commencement. I cheerfully recommend the nse of tho
Health Lift.
Mann’s Reactionary Lifter is
the only reliable machine lor exercise.
Gardner Ludwig, M. D.
Health Lift rooms, 237 Middle street, Port-

WEBM.IV .11

Board,
WITH
also
attic

largo sunny front chamber;
chamber in nleasant and coavenlnt location. References exchanged.
Address
st2ldlw»
ROOMS,” Press office.
one

TBW1V,

one

01 vciuuer next.

SEPT. 35 and 36, ’78.

EDWIN C. BUKLEIGH,
Land Agent.

sepl6dtnov21

"Nrr^

who go to West Cumberland to the Fair have
a good time!’* is the universal
exclamation ever
since the club held its exhibitions on its present
grounds. The facilities lor offering a first class show
“All

were never so good as now. so a
may bo expected. I>o not forgot

Quality
The

Test tor

Only

IF

superior

dioririy.

exhibition

the date.

STORTIF TIIE FIRST FAIR DA If.
An

Music will be furnished by the Gray Band.

sep2l

Cheapness I

Entirely

d3t3(lp

Bay

S> «3

RACE !

a

line quality late style Hat

FIFTY

Leading

Still

for the same price that others ask
for poorer grades. All the New
Fall Styles now upon oar counters.

in

Selling HATS,
TRAVELING BAGS,

Men’s $2.00 Hats for
$1.00, Boys* Hats |40
cents. All colors and

styles.

Gents* Imported Kid Gloves, every
pair warranted. Opera and Dark
Shades. Also a large line
of Driving Gloves at
prices very low.

197

MIDDLE

237 MIDDLE ST. Sign of Gold Hat

ST.

IMPORTANT TO tVEBT HOUSEKEEPER.

codtt

A^ucw article which lias no equal for cleaning
Paint, Window Glass, Marble. Gold Frame.--, Oil
Carpets &c; will also remove Ink Stains and Grease
Spots from Clotting and Carpets, is cheaoer than
soap. No lady after she has once used Coaliue will
be .without it. For sale by all Grocers at 40 ccnm
per gallon. Call for circular.

NEW
HOSIERY

MICAH SAMPSON & CO.,

AND

102

UNDER FLANNELS

8cpl2

STREET,

UFO. F. NFLSON.

se20

dll

COMMERCIAL STREET,

Proprietor, for Ihe

for Ladies and Children opening this week at

MIDDLE

Sign of Gold Hat

861)19dtf

BURT’S

€0 ALIKE.

3G3

237 MIDDLE ST.

|

New York Boots.

codtf

6617

FALL

Hatter,

The

Tlio Hatter,

THE .HATTER,
ecpll

MERRY,
"THE KITCHEN.”

coe,

Merry,

SI O

■

selling at that
and has been for some years.
Examine our $3 50 new Stock
Hat Knox Broadway style.

$3.50

All the fine Nobby Stiff and Salt
Hats lor Fall.

lint l«r

piico

i

same as
exchange, for

eel!

Silk

Will buy pomebody’s old Hat made
over, for that is just what is

Buy the Broadway
Silk Hat for $3.00 in
otners

NtocU

$8.00.

TRUNKS,
&c., LOWEST.

DOZEN

New

And V«nr Old Bilk IIat In Exekang..

Poor Goods are Higli at any Price.

thinks that

tee will not conduct tbe campaign on tbe issue
Gorham has made; neither will aorham, while
inojaiming the right to his personal opinions,Hale
sist that tbe party shall adopt them. Mr.
thinks there are six Southern districts which
can be carried by the republicans.—Ifosft. Cor.

that

*»wuu

the constant use of the Health Lift will prove
a great blessing.
Unlike all other physical
exercises, it does not exaggerate the strength
of one part of the body at the ox Dense of the
other parts, bat it brings every mascle into
prompt service at the same moment, cansing
a healthy action and a renewed and
lively

ON

our

FACT MUST
NOT
LOST SIGHT OF

moreover, durable.

The Health Lift.—Raad what Dr. Lad-

the committee, and Secretary Sherman’s recent
alleged greenback interview. Mr. Hale found

Gorham indorses tbe Ohio idea in part, but
does not believe that the majority of the republican congressional executive committee agree
with him, and says that tbe republican commit-

DISPLAY

—

wig says of tho Health Lift exercise:
“To a person engaged in sedentary pursuits

Personal.

has taken

THE

FIREWORKS

front door and eet on fire. Tho smell of the
kerosene awoke some of the inmateB of the
house, and the fire wr.s extinguished without
mnch damage, except to the door which was
partially burned. The same folks have had a
boose and a barn Darned within a few years.
This last fire is to be investigated officially.

Groceries and Store Fixtures.
MONDAY, Sept. 231, at 21 o’clock P. M.,

only regarding

OUB VERY LOW PRICES !

The bottle will be opened and the
contents counted by a committee
selected lor that purpose; during
tbe counting there will be a

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Mr. Smith of Calais, mate of schooner Charlie
Morton, fell overboard from that vessel on a recent voyage and was drowned.

se20

not

but also concerning

November 15th, ’TS,

WALDO COUNTY.

Hon. Thomas 1’. Cleaves of Washington, D.
C., is in tbe city.

nothing in the Maine campaign to indace tbe
republican party to take any backward steps ;
on the contrary, he thought the greenback parwonld break up, and that throughout New England, particularly in Maine and Massachusetts,
the sound money democrats wonld unite with
the republicans. The green backers in Maino
have entirely absorbed the democracy. The
Western advices to the republican committee
show the leaden will not surrender to greenback notions. Any wavering wonld hurt the
party in Ohio and Indiana. Today, in accordance with the request of the chairman of the
Indiana republican committee, Mr. Hale has
telegraphed for Messrs. Heed and Frye of
Maiue, and Joyce of Vermont, to make sound
money speoobeB in Ohio and Indiana. Mr.
Hale does not think that Secretary Sherman

heard,

and common CANDY BALLS.
Each customer who shall purchase clothing to the amount ot
92.50 or more, shall be entitled to
ONE GUESS as to the number ot
PILLS, (not including the CANDY
BALLS; that the Glass Bottle contains.

$7

republican congressional committee (Eugene
Hale),returned here today. In an interview
this evening Mr. Hale gave expression to the
following opinions, particularly with respect to
the greenback speech of Gorham, secretary of

mixture ol

(HE RIM PILLS

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

F. 0. BAILRT.

Bargains.

Extensive and Beautiful Stock

The store of J. K. Edes of Guilford, was entered last Wednesday night and robbed of goods
to the amount of 8100. They consisted of paisley shawls, CMhmeres and ready-made clothing.
ud Monday, tbe Ptb inst., at
Georgetown,
Mrs. Nellie Steadman, wife of the Lev. C. M.
Steadman of Dover, was thrown from a carriage, receiving injuries which resulted in her
death on Tuesday evening.

Wednesday morning

a

R

We have had oar "FALL OPENINGS and from the numerous people who favored us with a visit
nothing but words of praise were

In our corner window will be
seen n large G1LASS BOTTLE con-

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
At the annual meeting of the lGth Maine
Regiment Association in Bangor, Thursday, the
following officers were chosen:—President, A.
W. Wildes; Vice Presidents, George W. Patten, David P. Phillips; Secretary and Treasurer, George H. Fisher; Directors, A. W. Wildes,
W. H. Waldron, C. F. Lotbrop, Jas. U. Childs,
W. E. Lombard; Committee of Arrangements,
S. C. Belcher, George D. Bisbee, Geo. EL Fisher, W. H. Fennely, Dwight Maxfield.

Previously reported...$3,598 05
Grand total.$3,005 05

These Great

rest.

today.

Yellow Fever.—Tbe following additional
subscription has been received:

CONSID

THE FOLLOWING !

_

possibly be made—

fannier indeed than ever before here. Bat In
one and the essential point the characterization was not so good as that by Harry Hnnter.
Tbe entire unconsciousness of tbe existence of
tbe rest of the company was the distinguishing
and wittiest feature of Mr. Hunter’s rendition.

the matinee

READ

sailor named John

Enoch Hopkins, city marshal of Morris,
111., formerly of Jefferson, was killed in that
city last week by a rough he was trying to ar-

line.”

infantile

by a drunken

while the vessel was lying at Kingston,
Jamaica. The deed was done on Sunday, Aug.
25th. Mr. Burton belonged in Rockland.

Searle

an

COUNTY,

Mr. Geo. R. Burton, mate of schooner Seguin,

ltition.

was

GOLD COIN 0 R CLOTHING

F. O, BAILEY 4k CO.,

Maine Corporation Manufacture. Continental Mills,
best display brown sheeting, diploma; best print
elotb, do; best standard drills, do.
Vickery & Leighton, best display domestic shirts,

for

.ars^50

was

over

Butter color, D. C. Perrin, preferred,

competition

WONDERFUL BUT TRUE !

COUNTY.

House of Freeman Lombard in Gorham,
burned Tuesday.

diploma.

even

NEWADVER USEMENTS

Mb. Hale’s Views.—The chairman of the

SUMMARY.

Palmer Knox, aud Uamors.
Anodyne had the polo with Joe
ltipley outsido. ltipley shot ahead with Palmoi
Knox second, Tom B. third, Anodyne fourth,
and Uamors behind. On the second quarter
Tom B. passed Palmer Knox. On the third
Auodyne gained on Palmer Knox, aud on ths
fourth passed him, getting third place, ltipley
kept the lead throughout and wou iu 2 31, with
Tom B. second, Anodyne third, Palmer Knox
fourth, and Uamors distanced.
hiecond Ileat—Anodyne took the lead, bat on
the second quarter ltipley got ahead of him ant!
Tom B. also gaiued on him. On the thin!
quarter ltipley was still ahead aud Auodyne
gained a little on Tom B. On the fourth Anodyne gained a little on ltipley, bat Tom B.
passing Anodyne, came under the wire precisely with ltipley, thus making a dead heat, it
2 2!% with Palmer Kuox fourth.
Third Heat—Kipley at first shot to the front
but was immediately passed by Anodyne, win
broke on the second quarter, lotting ltipley
ahead again, which position he held until th<

CORN.

Best trace of corn, 1st prem $3, A. B. Chapman &
Co*»2d ilo $2, Albro Smith.

VEGETABLES.

display of all kinds of artists’ brushpalettes, and everything, in fact,

needed by the artist.

Bros; 2d Ido $10,

Waugh.
Lambs lBt prem $10, Hilton Bros; 2d do $5, E. &
Waugh.
Brooding Ewes 1st prem $15 Hilton Bros; 2d do.
*W 8. & C. D. Waugh.

ROESEL & BENSON

es, paints,

Lawrance & Bnter

L. E.

__!a!_—

that fiery Jamaica ginger and some cologne.
They had also, in alcohol, that Bengal water
snake, the bydrophida gracilis, six and a quarter feet long. Next came H. H. Hay’s display.
They had a Taft’s cologne fountain in running
order, and some large and small bottles containing bay rum, fluid extract of cocoa, some
distilled and Sebago water, and many other extracts. Their goods are all first-class.

and Abbot gaiued on Ulus. H. and managed to
get even with him, but ou the third quarter
broke, and let Forest Girl to second place, but
Ubas. H. held the first aud wou in 2 35, with
Forest Girl seooDd, and Frank I}, third.
Third Ileal—Abbot shot ahead and took the
pole, with Ubas. H. right behind. Abbot continued to gain until the third quarter aud then
broke, letting Unas. H., followed by Forest Girl
ahead. Uhas. II. bold his own until the fourth
quarter, but breaking, Forest Gi.l went ahead
aud won in 2.3G.
Fourth Heat—Forest Girl having the pole,
shot forward, closely followed by Uapiiola. On
the second quarter Uhas. II. weut to second
place and Abbot to third. On the third quarter
Forest Girl gained and Cap’tula took third
place from Abbot. Forest Girl continued to
gain and wou in 2.10.
The following is the

Tirno—2.35, 2.35, 2.30,

ALI-

every one, but it must be remembered that it is
exceedingly difficult for a reporter to expatiate
upon the merits of an article unless the exhibitor is present to explain the merits to him.
apothecaries’ goods.
There was a fine display of apothecaries’
goods. b\ T. Meaher & Co. had a case of fine
looking portmonnaies that took the first prize.
In another there were innumerable bottles of

the lead and won the heat iu 2 35.
Second Heat—Forest Girl again took the lead,
but ou the first quarter broke and Chas. H.
CDonf. ulinarl

frt

rence St Bntlor.
Ewes 2 years old, 1st prem $15,
2d do $10, E. & C. D. wauiiti.
1 year old 1st
prem $15, Hilton
K. & c. D.

our

about tbe hall so that they would be satisfactory to everybody. Perhaps he has not pleased

The

There were four families

occupying the house,
Mallison, Lloyds, Camoron and

2

S. D. Marsh, Blddeford, ns. b. s.
Palmer Knox. 4 4 3 3 3r,0
Walter G. Morrill, Dexter, us. b. g.
Camos.distanced.

AT THE PARK.

day

falter, sway back and forth for an instant, and
the palpit desk, he tried to hold
himself erect.
His body, however, swung

B. Patchen
S. Jennings, Bangor,

10 4

CITI HALL.

teen years, and previous to that time was in
business with John Larabee.
The firm of
Jordan & Blake failed and they made an effort
to settle with their creditors but were unsuccessful. It is thought that this was what
caused Mr. Jordan to take tha rash step which
caused his death. He used a common horse

then, catching

ness,
C. E, Mosber. Lawrence, Mass., ns.
b. g. Joe ltipley.
H. B. Shaw, Portland, ns. br s. Tom

in vogue.

was

steers were

gregational Council last April, suddenly foil
oat of the pulpit while in the midst of his sermon on Sunday uight.
He had been noticed to

sommaev:

Pberumpscot Pauk—Same day, purse of 8500.
Free for all—$250, $125, $75, $50, best 3 iu 5 to har-

been honest contests of speed which was frequently not the case when this mode of gam-

cart, in backward and forward palliug and in
manner of coming to the cart.
Young Brooks
showed that he understood his business and
had the cattle under complete control.
The

—

The following is the

How large that surplus is cannot be
definitely ascertained until the books are balanced. That there is a surplus, however, is
certain. One feature of the fair has been noticably good, and that is the one that draws the
crowd, viz: the borse racing. The races have
been freed from the disreputable concomitant
of pool selling, and in consequence they have

Mr. Jordan’s mind, and led to tha commission
of the deed. As the relatives considered an
inquest unnecessary, under tha circumstances,
none was held.
Mr. Jordan was a man 57 years of age, and
leaves a wife and two daughters. He has been
in business with Mr. 131abe for the last eigh-

Illness of Du. Carpenter.—The Rav. Dr.
Hugh Smith Carpenter, lately pastor of State
street church in this city, and now pastor of
the Bedford Congregational church, Brooklyn,
in which he was installed as pastor by a Con-

Augusta will preach to-morrow.

J

_

“The concert given by the Hughes Brothers
one of those delightful entertainments
which everybody is the better for attending.
Tbeir singiDg was every way worthy of the
highest commendation. Tbeir voices blended
most harmoniously, and in some of tbeir classic
pieces they gave most unusual and charming
interpretations of the musical themes; while in
the compositions of a higher order they showed
very tine dramatic talent.”

m.

Superior Court.
TERM, 1878, SYMOND8,

t.

was

ST. UniveesalistChurch—Rev. Geo. W.
Bickncll, pastor. Pleaching lot a. m. and 7 30
m.
p.
Sunday School at 12 m. lt;v. Dr. Quinby of

SEPTEMKER CRIMINAL

Vnafn/vax

They are endorsed by the best singers in this
city. Thct press, wherever they have sung,
speak in the highest terms of their performances.
The following is a specimen from the
Franklin, Mass., Register:

India

BEFORE JUDGE CLIFFORD.
Wednesday.—Opinions will be read on

mnanil K r.

Those who
Monday evening, Sept, 23.
heard them at temperance meeting last Sunday
evening will he delighted at this announcement.

Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenu, Pastor.
Preaching at 101 a m. Sabbath school at 12 m. Pray-

p

a

ou

High St.

71

upon

Delightful Entertainment.
The
Hughes Brothers, the Welsh vocalists, will give
a concert at the Congress street M. E. church

and at 9 a. m., 3 and 71 p. m. to morrow.
Sunday
Ail are cordially invited.
School at 101 a-

at

called

A

Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Rev. J.
Pollard, pastor. Services at lul a. m., 3 and 71 p. m
Revival Meetings.—Meetings will ho held as
follows in the Abyssinian Church, Newbury street, at
71 o’clock this evening, and at 10 a. m. and 71 p. m.
Services conducted by S. F. Pearson.
to-morrow.
All are invited.
Gospel Mission.—Meetings will he held in the
rooms, Mechanic’s Building Ibis evening at 71 o’clock

Prayer meeting

immediately

halter to accomplish the deed.

7 pm.

in.

She

neighbor, Mr. Chase, who cut down the body
Mr. Jordan was breathing, but life was extinct
before the body reached the honse. Coroner
Gould was notifitd. It is thought that depres-

ship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
ST. Lawrence St, CncncH.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Sunday school at 1J p. m. Preaching at 3
p. m. Social meeting at 7J p. m. 101a.m. service
omitted lor tbe summer.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 101 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday schoo 1
at 2 p. m. Seats tree to all.
Bayside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pritchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10,30 a. m., 2 and 6 p. m. Sabbath
School at 11.45 a, m. and 1 p. in. Social Meeting at

meeting at 7| p

for

Dexter Jordan, senior partner of the firm of
Jordan & Blake of this city, was fonnd hanging to a tree near his residence in Deering yesterday morning. Mr. Jordan left his home
early in the morning, bidding his wife goodbye. Sbe supposed he was going to the city.
Later his daughter happened to stroll down to
the shore, and to her horror discovered her

pnsile Preble House, Congress Street, open day
aulevonlng. Union Gospel Meetiug every Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 7 3-4 o’clock.
53TThe Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
3
Sreet,
every
m.
Day at
p.

er

Skowhegan and
prominent ship master

and
years a
builder, has retired from that business and is
with Jordan, Marsh & Co., the largest dry
goods house in New England.
The Cumberland Farmers Club will hold its
tenth annual exhibition on Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 25th and 26th, at West Cumberland. If stormy it will commence on the
first fair day.

The New Smoking Tobacco, “Bull’s Eye”
and "Nigger Head” Cat Cavendish, will cause
a smile that will illumine
the blackest of
crowding cares. See that your dealer has them.
Manufactured by Wm. S. Kimball & Co.

tuumni;, w IUU

W. H. Cabal of

many

_

nj'UDbiba

VUUlIUlllVUi

Frank K. Watson, James Hickey aui Edward W.
Fogg. Intoxication. Fined S3 each with costs.
John Tierney. Riot. Probable causo. Order to
recognize with sureties in the sum of 3500.
Millville G. Blanchard. Search and seiznro. Fined
350 with costs. Appealed.
Frank.

Look at Merry’s, (the Hatter) advertisement.

IlalL

Common drunkard.

postponed to this forenoon at 10 o’clock.

was

surplus.

__

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 a. m,
to-day, at their rooms, a large stock of furni-

over.

1 year 1st prom
$15, Hilton Bros; 2d do $10, Ellhn
Lawrence & Butler.
Lambs 1st prem $10, Hilton Bros; 2d do $5, Law-

Siute

of
J3m

The very be*, clo«. of people •re potrooiting the model Cody KlfCUKPI, 334
fovgrrn Hirttl, where i. con.tanlly being manufactured Bower.’ fuutou. ■.Sudan Tatty and Hot Cream Cnudy. Wo
selCdlw
cheap good, unde*

III. U. PAL1UEK, 2M Middle Street, baa a
complete line In all widths aud is the Only Authorised Agent for My <-«d. in the cit, ol
Portland, Maine.
EDWIN V. BIIIT,
New Anrk.
Aug. IS, ININ.
In

addition to tho aboro I have the EXCI,IJ*I V E
MA1.E ef

Banister & Tichenor’s Newark Boots;
for men,

WOODMANSEE & GARSIDE’S
Ladies' hand sewed, anil several other superior minulactures for men, women aud children, together
with a large stock of medium aud

LOW PRICED RELIABLE
so that every

if],
auj30

customer

G.

can

be suited for

GOODS;
a

reasonable

price.

PALMER.
tlU

POETRY.
In a

Lonely Hour.

A slender shape in that old chair,
If 1 could see you bore to-night
Between me and the twilight pale,
So slight and frail;

Bowed like a flowcr-cup dashed with
The darkness crossing half your face,
Aud just tho glimmer of a smile
For ouo to trace;

rain;

If I could sec your eyos, that roach
Far out into the furthest sky,
Where, past the trail of dying suns,
Tho old years lie;

Or touch your silent lips to-night,
And steal tho sadness from their smile,
And Unit the last kiss they have kept
This weary while 1

mercy.

“My people,” he says

If it could ho—oh. all in vain,
Tho restloas trouble ot my soul
Sets, as the groat tides to tho moon,
Toward your control 1

“are taxed
to be

In vain the longing of the lips.
The eje’s desire, and the pain;
Tho hunger of the heart—oh, lovo,
Is it in vain?

[From Sunday Afternoon.]

St. Matthew’s and St.
Mark’s.
moral.

REBECCA HARDIKO

BY

DAVIS.

St. Mark’s and St. Matthew’s are two
churches in an inland city, whose biographies may interest some ol the readers of
Sunday Afternoon.
Why should not
churches have their biographies as well as individuals? They have their characters, even
to idiosyucracies and hobbies; they diffuse an
influence about them, wholesome or unwholesome, precisely like an exaggerated
type of human being.
These two churches were born in the same
religious^family, at the same time; they held
the same creed and possessed about the same
resources of property and social influence and
culture. They should have been as alike as
twins.
But they were totally unlike.
St. Mark’s was an offshoot from the old
There was
congregation of St. Peter’s.
really no reason in any difference between
the creeds or opinions of the mother church
and the seceding body for any separation.
The real reason lay in the mciits of a certain
Rev. Jacob Suppleo, who had won the younger portion of the congregation to be his disPl'nlpQ

TTa

woq

a

wdpm.hlnnrlAfl

irnnnff

man

with

a talent for assault.
Every Sunday he
attacked some heresy or heterodoxy, from
the date of Kant to Strauss and Darwin, with
an airy dash and bravado that swept his

hearers along with him.
On Friday he
“crammed” with the dogmas of the infidel
whether
selected,
Gnostic, Positivist or Scientist, on Saturday he demolished them in
a thirty minutes sermon, and on
Sunday
hurled it at them, while his disciples triumphed victoriously as one host of Pharaoh
after another went down beneath the waves
of his rushing eloquence.
Feeling themselves hampered by the old
conservative members of St. Peter’s they resolved on a separation. For six months they
worshipped in a hired hall. As we before
stated, there was much wealth and culture in
the new church. The majority of them lived
in houses built and decorated in accordance
with what their owners considered artistic
truth. Many of them had been in Europe
and had brought back statues, pictures, Persian carpets and bric-a-brac for their homes.
Naturally when these people, on Sunday
mornings, went out of the beauty and soft-

and color of their own houses into the
square hall of the church, with its whitewashed walls, hemp carpeting and wooden
ness

chilled and disgusted.
chairs, they
Their consciences grew uneasy. What right
had they to lavish money on their own dwellings and build no house for God? How did
this hired hall pay Him honor ? Besides, the
new congregations of the Presbyterians and
Baptists were each building magnificent
temples to his glory. The organ in the Baptist church cost double the price of the whole
building in which they worshipped; and the
Baptist brethren had not one half the solid
wealth of which they could boast. There
was Dove, the Baptist banker, who had put
down a round ten thousand—Dove was very
were

shaky indeed, etc.,

etc.

The matter was talked ahout in private at
first among the members; the ladies were all,

Wlthnnh

a

rfiacontinrr

woina

rolinmontltr

favor of building. Then vague
dropped in reference to it by Mr.
A good deal was said
favor of it about carnal-minded

sermons.

hints

In

were

Supplee
by those

in
in
devotion to

worldly things (meaning pictures, Persian
rugs, etc. at home) and neglect of the service
and glory of God (meaning anew church,
organ, etc,). Some visiting clergymen openly
expressed their surprise at the lack of energy
In spiritual affairs in so young and vigorous a
church.
At last the St. Mark’s people found it impossible to worship in their plain hall without sharp compunctions, and when they
knelt on the hemp carpet felt one moment
that their Maker was insulted by it, and the
next wondered whether the dissenters who
were in the back seats were laughing at it
secretly.

Of course a fire smouldering so hotly as
this is soon kindled into flame. A meeting
of the vestry was called on Monday. Sub-

scription

round on

went

papers

Sanford;S

Tuesday.

Without any difficulty thirty thousand dollars were raised. In the course of a week,
a dozen eligible lots were offered to the committee for sale. But a wealthy grocer, (not
a communicant) relieved them of all difficulty in decision by presenting them with a
corner lot in one of the most fashionable
quarters of the city. The gift was received
with enthusiasm. But it insensibly altered
the plans of the committee and the ideas of
the congregation. The thirty thousand dollar house would look shabby in the neighborhood of the most magnificent private dwellings in the city; or, though they did not put
it into words, they felt that the house which
could be built to the glory of God oh Sixth
street would not
redound to his glory
at all on Franklin Avenue.
The architect in offering his plans submitted first
one which would “suit the location,” and
afterwards one in accordance with the price
nam<d. A most meager, paltry allair it
seemed. Both the committee and the congregation felt themselves roused to generous
emulation. They were convinced that this
was the Lord’s
work. The subscription
papers went round again, but .only twenty
thousand were added.
“But I am confident,” said Mr. Supplee to
the committee, “that the church will do better than that when warmed up to the work.
I will make appeals from time to time; stir
up their consciences. As the building progresses, their zeal will increase. Nothing
will draw forth fervor in money or love like

as

far

as

their

For CATARRH

HENRY WELLS,

to be gener-

ous.”
Meanwhile the contractor who holds the
mortgage has threatened again and again to
foreclose. The man needs the money which
is justly his due. For the lack of it he was
forced last winter to limit his work, and thus
from two to three hundred laborers were
thrown out of employment. They cast black
looks at tbe stately pile as they go by and call
it a gigantic swindle. But the members are
certain they built it to the glory of God, and
doubtless many of them were sincere in that
endeavor.
St Matthew’s congregation has had a much
shorter and simpler history. It was in tbe
beginning a body of men and women who
gathered around a young minister in the
poorer part of the city. George Paton was
from the country; an exceptionally clear
minded, dowright young fellow, with a natural quick, womanish tenderness towards ail
the weak and helpless of God’s creatures.
Coming from the country, he was moved uncontrollably by tbe misery and vice which
met him at every turn on the crowded street.
The lad, like old Robert Barrow, thought he
heard a voice bidding him to go out and compel these people to come in. Many young
men hear such a voice in the beginning of
their ministry, but in the routine of church
management, the dulling noises of their commonplace lives, it dies out and is almost forgotten. How many clergymen leave their
regular “beat” of church duties to visit a

pawnbroker’s neighborhood,
‘‘pfimnpl

thpm

to

romp

in

gin shop

9’*

has cured

IT Buffering.
GEO.
I

cure

Each package of Sanford’s Radical Cure contains
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, and fall directions lor its use in all cases. Prico, $ 1.00. For sale by
all wholesale and retail druggists and dealers throughout the United States and Canadas. WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.
•

men, what do you say ?

the generosity of

Shall

we

count up-

people or not?”
The master-builder interrupted the answer
by a suggestion that the estimate of cost for
fllO finni- rlnoimi
HUnMn 1
rrrna

hastily,—that,

no

the

noun

doubt, by shaving

in cor-

ners, he could bring it down considerably.
That was decisive. The committee with
$50,000 to build a church, began to build one
which would cost

$150,000. Every man or
congregation that has built a house knows
the result. The edifice, when handed over
by the builder, had cost, in round numbers,
$200,000, with one tower left unfinished un-

der a wooden cap. To be sure it was considered a perfect work o( art by the congregation.
The carved gargoyles were the most hideous
to be had for money. The wood even iu the
cellar was genuine black walnut. The frescoing was bold iu design aud delicate in finish. For two or three months the congregation worshiped in the new temple with a de-

lighted complacency, which,
was so

close an

if not

devotion,

imitation that it deceived

themselves.

Every pew was crowded. The
floating religious population, which has as
keen a palate for novelties as had the Athenians, came to see tho building and to hear
the new organ. At first, nothing but applause was heard; then the visitors began to

hint doubts and hesitate dislike.
“There was no ventilation, The air was
like that from a bake oven.”
“The air was good enough, but the accoustic properties were bad. In certain angles
you could not hear Mr. Supplee at all.”
“The coloring was too gaudy. The building lacked shadow. It looked like a gilt bonbon box. Why had they trusted the painting to that fellow Sprout! There was the great

Italian”—etc.,
“The color

etc.

very nice, but what mongrel architecture was this? It was a perfect
was

,0^

m

m
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VOLTAIC PLASTER

Electro-Galvanic Battery combined with
highly Medicated Strengthening Plaster,
forming the best Plaster for pains and aches
in the World of Medicine.
An

by one,

A MORBID SWELLING.

—

_

w

Price, S5 Cents.
Be careful to call for COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
lest you get some worthless imitation. Sold by all
Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the United
States and Canadas, and by WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

DR. C. I. CHENEY,

MRS. W. T. HOLT, Oak Hill, Maine.

Girl Wanted.
To do general house work at
320 DANFOBTH ST.
dtf

aug24__
LOST AND FOUND.
Lo$t-$50 Reward.
Park

Presumpscnt
Wednesday Hunter Case
GOLD WATCH with independent second hand
AT
attachment and
chain attached.
a

ATWednesday,
The finder will be
to

suitably rewarded

on

the TRESS OFFICE,

Lost.

LOST:

JLost.
Decring St, and Spring and Thomas
St., a black ana white striped shawl. The
by leaving the

at 95

same

eepl9d3t*

—^^———»

TO LET.
No. 37

Fraai

Boston direct every TCE9DAV
and SATURDAY.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamor Lady of the Lake, Freight

on Wilmofc St. (between Congress and
Oxford Sts.) a ladies’ steel purse centaining
about $15 in currency, gold and silver, a small Key
and a State Fair Excursion ticket from Waterville
and return. A suitable reward will bo paid if left at
TRESS Office.sep!9d3t*

BETWEENrewarded

forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Rich
mond, and Ya. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in the
South, G. P. Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Boston.

To al! points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daiy, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to ail points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
B. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Washington street,

Boston.

Through bill! ol lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk,Baltimore, Wellington, or other inlormatien apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
nov2dti

To Let.
High St. To responsible
exchanged.

be ob-

may

se20dtf

83

STEAMSHIP

To Let.
STREET,
ON lyCUMBERLAND
frescoed parlor with bay
reasonable. Address

large handsomewindow. Terms
box 1517.seplOiltf.

338 mid,lie 81..

over

H. U.

nished or unfurnished, with or without
board at 247 Cumberland St. Reference
se!8dl w
K. E. UPH AM, Esq, 7 Exchange St.

To Let.
PLEASANT, sunny, front room, furnished
unfurnished, at 217 Cumberland Street.

A
au26

or

d4w*

se!7d3w

CORNS!

the hoot

bo
immediately. 411 op
erations performed without pain.
Examination

INSURANCE.
33c3L

Desirablo for

THSAR.

or

Boarding

THREE storied Brick House, 264 Cumberland
Street, in good repair. Gas and Sebago. Partially furnished or unfurnished. Fourteen rooms.
au26dtf

To Let.
Brick house, No. 299 Cumberland street,—12 rooms, hard aud soft water,
batht ub, gas Ac. Will be let on reasonable terms.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 191 Middle St. auStf

ATHREE-STORY

Offices to liCt
fIVWO good counting-rooms, over 151 Commercial
A street. Kent moderate. Will let one or both.
je28dtfAUG. E. STEVENS A CQ.

PLEASANT BOOMS TO LET.

S

second floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air ami water. Heat aud gas furnished.
Also
third floor. References

THE

of

on

sun-

exchanged.
Stable To Let.
Situated in the western central part of city. Address L. E. T., Daily Press Office,
one room on

Mutual Benefit

j eiz

Life Insurance Co
of

Lodging

A

of rooms

—

a

House. Rout reasonable. Apply at No. 286 Congress Street.my7eodtt

can

free and prices low. lJeopie can bo treated a t their
mylleod6m

residence when desired

No. 0 Free Street Block, (14) fourteen

To Let.

DB. CARLTON is permanently located at Itt market 8quare. for the
treatment of all diseases of tho
feet.
Corns. Bunions, Ingrowing Nails cured
so that
wom

For Rent.
rooms.

—

uu

REAL ESTATE.
Jlf JA
17 IT to lean on first class Real Estate
ItJLVei-S Hi i Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Kents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission, Apply to F. Cl. PATTERSOln, Dealer In

Real Estate. 37j)j CougresB Street.nolSdtf

Desirable House Kents.

NEWARK, 1ST. J.

genteel, first floor rent in the brick house No.
764 Congress street, 7 rooms, gas, Sebago, bath
room, hot and cold water, furnace, &c. Former rent
$376, reduced to $300,

THE

Assets, Jau.l, 1878,
Surplus, Jan 1, 1878,

$33,181,828.49
2,414,092.59

Policies in force, 42,796.
Insuring,

-----

Disbursed to
Policy
Holders in 1877,

$126,193,045.00
4,673,972.95

Also second floor

$326,

now

$276.

rent, same block.

The record ol this Company
proves that, tor security aud economy, no other lias superior claims
to public confidence.

St. Matthew’s was always ready with its help,
the Judge always ready with his subscription.
The rose-window is not yet ordered. “I
wanted to put it there,” the Judge said in his
last ilness. “It was a favorite fancy of mine.
I thought the Lord would be glad to see His
temple glorious. But there were always so
many ot the hungry to feed and the naked to
clothe 1 I intended to devise money for it in
my will, but I have endowed instead beds in
our Children’s Hospital and Orphans’ Home.
I think the sight of the little children there,
well cared-for, happy, learning to be Christian men and women, will be fairer in His
eyes than any pretty mixture of colored

LEWIS C,

GROVER, President.

JAMES B. PEARSON, Vico President,

LINE.

1878,

Alder street.

B.

B.

someone.
good bargain
Apply
TERSON, No. 379J Congress street.

glass.”

district Agent,

The Judge had the reputation amongSt.
Mark’s people of being “a good, well-meaning

man, but with no capability of high emotional feeling, or the devotion which grows out
of the cultivation of aesthetic sensibilities.
The Judge heard this opinion and looked

No. 28

Exchange St..

PORTLAND. ME.
TTU&S2W
sell_

Clark’s Patent

With

!

Trapeze Attachment.

!

ALLA^LIJSE.

BEING

for sale tbe brick bouse No. 130 Free street.
Ground floor 30x63 feet; fifteen rooms besides bath
room; very convenient and pleasant, and sunny all
daylong. Lot ample, containing about 7000 feet.
Also a good stable.
Pleasant for any family.
use.
Specially adapted tor a
Apply on premises, which will be open for inspection daily from 3 30 to 4.30 p. m. for tbe present week.
sel7dlw
ISRAEL T. DANA.

Small Farm lor Sale,
at Walnut Hill, No. Yarmouth, 12
miles from Portland, and known as the Sam’J
Cbadboum property, consisting ot about 20 acres of
land, with 2 story house and barn. The house contains 8 finished rooms well arranged, good well of
water, &c. This property is very pleasant I y located
within 5 minutes walk of Walnut Hill station on the
M. C. R. R., and school house, and is in an excellent
Will be sold at a bargain, on easy
neighborhood.
terms. For lurther particulars enquire of J. S.
No.
Stanwood,
Yarmouth, or ot F. O. HAILEY &•
sel2dtf
CO., 35 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

THE

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleas*
antly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply an the premises.
J.K. AVERILL.
Inly3*dtf

FOR SALE.
both ot tho elegant Brick Dwelling

on tho corner ol Pine and Carlton
Streets, in this city.
are now being finished and are open for
inspection.
For particulars apply to
F. II. FASHETT, Architect,
Centennial Block, Exchange Street.
Portland, Aug. B, 1818.
auBdtf

The Houses

|
!

noble music.
“But St. Matthew’s is not in debt!” cried
his hearers. “We do not owe a dollar 1”
“My friends,” said tho old man, “we are in
debt as long as there is a human being on the
eartli poorer in body or soul than we. We i
owe him education, civilization, the Gospel—
j
that help, in short, which is to make a man
of him instead of a brute. Until we have
met this great and terrible obligation which
rests upon us, every dollar spent in luxury in
our place of worship is simply
defrauding our !
creditors. Beauty is a help to devotion, eh ?
tbe
Ob, children,
sight of a single man whom
we have helped out of misery and vice to a
honest
life, is a belter help to devotion
dean,
than all the red glass and velvet carpeting in
Will 155 siny door without screws
the city I”
or nails. and
But Mr. Baton by most people is looked up
on as an extremest in Lis views.
WILL NOT MAR IN THE LEAST.
So St. Mark’s and St. Matthew’s work,
each in its own way, for the honor of their
Descriptive Circular and Price
Master. Each is a type of a large class of Cist furnished on application to
churches throughout this country.

Photographic Establishment

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Lise,
—

FBOM

—

connection

with OLD COLONY
UOAD.

OF

It AII.-

—

Congress St.*

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

night.

{(^“Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle St.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
as usual.
J. R. tovu: Jr.,

General Agent.
dtf

dec30-76

EXCURSIONS.

nr BATES TO

—

Arriving in Bangor about 10.30 next morning.

Also with Portland and

Boston steamers.

For Mt. Desert and Machias.
week,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Ciias. Deering, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Tuesdn
’and Friday evenings, at
11.15 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Mach in* port.
Returning, will leave Machlasport every
Monday and Thursday mornings at 4.30
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, usually connecting with Pullman train
and early morning traius for Boston and the West.
The Steamer Lewiston has a large capacity for
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 largo airy State
Rooms, including 10 Family Rooms.
For mrther particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger*
Portland. May 15, 1878.
myWtf

0

IS B

s.

including Transfer

across

stable,

1 RANH LIN

STREET.

it a $ b

.

tf

©
H.

© gisc&sscssgjpistfsswsssc&s© ps

Boston.

York

$8

BAIL,

including: transfer

across Boston.

Tickets to all points West at Lowest Rates
Staterooms on steamers and chairs m Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston Sc Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices, Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. Sc M. R. R,

Jy

dtf

All Brands and Price., lor sale by

WAT
Cor.

decll

in)i-lle

A

Cto

Oo..

Cumberland Nls.

eoaly
Vault!, domed
short notice, liom
ic $ii
$3 a load, by addressing
A. UBIli: & cy., Fortlaad, i\ 0.

taken oat at

cord
AND
noY-’ldU

or

Boston and Return

85.00 !
NO CHANGE OF CAMS
BETWEEN

PORTLAND

Tourist,

ON and after Sept. 9th, will leave the
Wharf tor

12.20 p.

ds»~i®Sr .Jones and Trefethen’s and Hog Island
Landings at 0.30, 8.45,10.45 a. m., 2.00, 3.15. 4.30, 0.10

Trunk
7.30 a. m. and 1.C0 p. m.,
m.
and
6.33 p. m.
p.

RETURNING,

TB¥ THE NEW ROUTE !
J. M. LUNT. Snnt.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
iy2Uut t

ANNUAL MEETING.

TIIE Stockholders of
Doilroa.l

die Street, Portland.

Pnrtlanil

tho

Iw.

....

1878.

promptly attended to,

obtained for mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
oinpouuds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etC
nventions that have been,

by the Patent Office may
sail, iu most cases, be

PAS8EN6BB TKAINB leave Portland
for Ncarboro', Saco, Biddeford, lirancbuuk, Wells, North Berwick, Noatb
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Kiio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth, New bury port,
Nalem, Lynn, Chelnea and Boaun at
S.43

a.

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent inbee, we ((an make closer
searches, and secure Pat*
promptly and with broader claims than

touts moro
those who are remote from

m.

taco, Biddeford, Kennrbunh, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hampton*, Newburyport,
Nalem. I,ynn, Chelsea and Boston at
1.10. 3.30 p.m.
I tight Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at *4.‘4t> a, m., every day (except
Mondavs.)
l Sunday Express Train will leave Portland at
2.15 p. in. arriving in Boston at 6.30, connecting
wirh All Rail and Sound Steamers tor New
York. Passengers by this train will arrive in
New York early Monday morning.

d

at

M.3U

a.

m„

respondence strictly
NO I'll A Kit K
BBOIJKED.

or

Wrought

Iron —Suitable for

Coal

or

Wood

itadson, Boynton & Co,

COAL.
MOONEY&
No. 180

Manufacturers,

Apply direct

to

the Manufacturers.

aul0eod3m

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
United States Patent Office, we arc able to at taut to all
Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
less cost, than other patent attorneys, who are, at a
stance from Washington, and who hare, therefore,
to employ
associate attorneys.” We make prdim'nary examinations and furnish opinions as to pair
entability, free, of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are invited to tend for
a copy of our
Guido, for obtaining Patents,” which
is sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patent*, and other valuable
matter.
We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington, J). (.*; the Royal Swedish, Norand
Banish Legations, at Washington; lion.
wegian,
Josejth Casey, late. Chief Justice U. S. Courlof Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to Menal
and Members of Congressfrom every State.
Aadress: EOUIS RAGCaEK A Co.,Solicitor^
yf Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building
Washing*on, I>. €.

Lift

237 middle

Rooms,

Jaffidtl

PUOFBUroK.

purchase your Coal is at
*
MCALLISTER'S
78 Exchange St.,
new office, Mo
opposite the Post Office,

PRUSSING’S

1

Pure

J
a

j
t

Leave Canton at 9.25 a in., arrive at Mechanic
alls at 10.55 a. iu., Lewiston at 12.10 p. m., and

ortland at 12.35p.

m.

Returning, leave Portland

t 1.39 p. m., Uwiston 2.30 p. m Mechanic Falls
t 3.15 p. m., arrive at Canton at 4.45
p. in.
Arrive at and leave G raud Trunk Railway Station
Lewiston and Portland. Passengers by morning
rain from Canton may spend 6 hours in Lewiston or
hours in Portland ami return the same day.

Close stage connections for W. Sumner, Peru, Dixeld, Mexico, &c.
I. WASUBUfiN, JB., Preeldent.
jySJUU

Jersey

Milk

undersigned having increase*!

rHEprepared
.to routs

itv at

It:, r stock are
to lurnisli customers with puie milk
per *]*i:ait, Uelivoro-I iu any part et the
time. Parties desirous of obtaut-ieg *putu

any
address

can

OLIDDEN & LIBBY,
Woodtord's Corner, Decticg, Mo.

l=>«g-r___

dint

STATE OF MAINE.
1

Jcmbebland,

ss.

iny wife, Susie
WllhltEAS
bed and board without

'WW'^tollows:

Leave Canton at 5 a. m., arrive at
fecbanic Falls at G.40 a. m., Lewiston at 7 50 a. m.
nd Portland at 8.30 a. m. Returning, leave Metallic Fulls at 7.15 a. in., arrive at Canton at 8.55 a.

0.7m

_

Bncklleld 11. It.

Oil and after MONDAY'. JULY
passenger trains will be run as

VINEGAR

SPLENDID ARTICLE,
Made from pure Juice of armies. Celebrated for u
partly, strength twdjlaror. W arrunteil u> keep pickles.
Housekeepers wishing an absolutely pure vinegar
rhouitl not lull to try this. Eor Sale by aliUfocors.
E. I- PRUHIMOIU Jk *«>.. ClilcaRw.
A

RECEIVER.
._-

dtl

ocl9

udk
1j tumford Falls and

to

RAMDALL

PAVSUN TUORKK. Sup't
Portland July 1,1*S78
Je28Jtf

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.
J. II. GAUBERT,

Tie most convenient place in the

city

—

i.

Bealth

July 16, 1878.Jyl7dtf

'wifngff

Junction with a Mixed Train for I.ewiaton, Auburn, Wintbrop and Waterville. ’The 12.55
p. m. tram is the day train and the 11.15 p. m.
tiain is the Night Express Train with Pullman
Sleeping Ear attached; both make close connection
at Hangar lor ail stations on the £. & N, a.
Railway, and for St. John nnd Halifax. The
11.15 p. m. train makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on Bangor A Piscntnqui. B. It Uoulton, Woodstock. Ml. An<irew«. Ml. Mtephen,
Fredericton, For,
Fairtlf Id and Caribon.
The 6.15 a. m. train
from Portland connects at Kocklaud, Tuesdays, Thnr.day. and Naiiirilays with Ntr.
uousuiou, iorming a day lino toffftt.
Mencrl.
l ’Him ugcr Trains arrive in Psnland ae
follows: The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston ut 8.35 and
8. M» h. m. The day trains from Bangor,
Dexter,
Belfast, Skowbegan, Farmington, K. Sc L. K. K.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.56 ami 12.58 p.
m. The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath,
K, Sc
L, H. R. at 5.25 p. m The night Pullman Express
traiu at 2.10 a. m.

[

Commercial, corCenter Street,

ner

« ’auenger Trains leave at 12.50 p.m. and 5.10
p.m. The train leaving at 11.15 p. m, also Las a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland

j

MEANS,

:iave for sale Coal of all the best giaues for doinesdc
ind other purposes, at the lowcnt market prim,
llso OAK, KftfttiTJ und PINE WOOD
for kindling.

'or Lewiston and Auburn.

234 Water Street, Ifew fork.

iu

to

Train leave Fonhtud for Baagov, Dexter. Belfast and Watervillc at
12.50, 12.55 ana 11.15 p. m.
'or Mkowhegna ai 12.50,12.55, 11.15 p. m.
i 'or Augusta, HaKavrell. iiaiditie. and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 12.55, 5.15, 11.15 p. m.
> 'or Rockland ana ail atariona on Knox
& Lincoln K. 1£., and for Ijewision ?ia Brunswick at
6.15 a. m. and 12.55 p. in,
'or Rath at 6.15 a. m.. 12.55 and 5.15 p. m.
'or Farmington, illoamontb, M imhrop
Read tie Id, West Ua<millr and WaterTitle via Lewiston at 12.50 p. m,

j

from game#.
Thousand# have had constant and severe use for
>ver 18 year#, and in good condition to-day,
vithout repair# or expense.
The most durable Fa inner, the chonpc*! to
)uy. Fitted with clinker cleaning anti-friction
crate#; ash*#hifting grate# and n#h-pan#;
ined toed doors, draft regulator, etc.
Have
uany attractive and practical improvement#

inations fTte of charge
and advise as to paAll corconfidential. Prices low, AND
fJfVJLBtftt* l* A TAINT H

tentability.

the Patent Office.' *n-l to
n the Union.
C. A. SNOW <& CO.,
Opposite Patent Office Washington, D. C*

no24

MONDAY, JULY I, 1878.

Are Powerful Heater#; Remarkably «lnrible; economical i» fuel; gives uni vernal
iati#faction; have do bolted joiitu, are tree

or

14.(to, 3.13

Central
RAILROAD.

BRICK SET* AND PORTABLE.

mode

We refer to officials in
every Slate

attached.

3ast

a

Inventors.!*

and 7.00 p. m., connecting witb Maine
Central and E. A N, A. Kailway tar Ml.
Johu and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Oar

FURNACES,

us

sketch or your device; we make exam-

RETURNING,
heave Boston

BOYNTON’S

Washington.

1

Street.

at..

Clerk.

Street.

Beal Estate Agents,
JOHN C. PUOCTEB, .1*. 03 Evcknng.

.V...

legally come before them.
WM. H. CONANT,
Portland, Sept. 16, 1878.

QUINCIT, Room It, Printers’
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SIIACKFOBD, No, 33 Pimm

by
Slioere. JO Pearl 8«.

Rochester

ael8d2w

nov2Cdlyf,ui*

Horse Shoeing.
YOl’IYG dr CO., Practical Horae

A

may

A.

8.

nl.„

animal meeting will be held at the office of the Company on Commeicial Street, on Wednesday, the no
end (lay of October next at ten o’clock in the forenoon to act upon the following busiuets, viz:
Article 1st—To hear the rei»ort of the Directors.
Article 2d—To choose eleven directors lor the onsuing year.
Article 3d—To act upon any other business that

Railroad,

JULY 1,

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. OOBJIAN,-Office No. 184 Mid-

MEETINGS^"

ANNUAL

J. M. LUNT, Bnpt.

Eastern

DIRECTORyT

R. R. Station, Portland, at
arriving in Boston at 1.13

Leavo Boston, Lowell and Nashua K. R. Station,
Boston, at 6.00 a. m. and 5.33 p m.f arriving in Portland at 1.20 p. ni. and 11.00 p. m.

se9dt(

P-111

UOSTON.

Daily.

Leaving Grand

m.

Je29dtf

AND

Two Through Trains each Way

SUNDAY TRAINS— Leave Preble Street Station at tl.OO P. WE., arriving at Rochester at
4.00 p. m. and at Worcester 7,25 p. in., connecting with Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
and the West. Lcavo SVorcester at 7 00 a. m.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street

CAPT. C. II. KNOWLTOH,

ulp***^ East side of Custom House

UNTASHIJA. !

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car for Boston via Nashua and Lowell
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroad!.) At Nashua 11.47 a. in., Lowell
12.15 p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and
IVoreestcr at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
train! South and West.
1,00 P. HI. meant boat fix pres* with Drawing
Room Car attached, through to New London without change and through Car
for Lowell and Boston. Connects &t
Rochester for Dover and Great Falls,
at fipping for
xTEauchester and Concord
at
Nashua tor
Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer Junction for Fitchand
the
West
via
lloosac
Tunnel
burg
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad for New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line** for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier
40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a, m.
3.13 p. m.—From Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester and Way Stations.
rrains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. m., Drawing
Room Car attached, and 8.50 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 9.35 a. in., 1.15 and 11.00 p. m.
Rose connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, aud at
Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. K.

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes incident to
other lines.

Steamer

TO

fallawi

7.30 A. HI.

z

cr.

O.

IST $2.50

m.

Trains leaving Portland at 1.10 p. m. connect
the Mound Lines lor Mew York.
Passengers by this route are landed an board
Mound Steamers in season for Supper* and
enjoy

VIA ALL

rai ai

1.00 p. an.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.10 a. m., 1.12 and 6.15 p.

SIX DOLLARS !

New

dtf

Lowell and Boston

Leave Grand Trank Depot.
Portland at- 7.30 a. aa. and

TO SEW YORK

11

© ©©©©©“©©©©ffi©©©©
am
>
>■ >■
!*» ilm

eodlm

Train will

Including Transfers across Boston both ways.

$8

Gen. Pass. Agent.

Fare Reduced!!

JULY 19 1878.

lever before adopted.
Also, RANGED f r family or hotel use;
Fireplace Heater# etc.
Send for circulars before purchasing others.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

tbifTFeb

Gen. Managor.
sepl3

iaine

Returning, leave Haogor every Monday
Wednesday and Friday morning at 6
o’clock, arriving in Portland at 5 p. m., connecting
with 5.30and 6.30 p. m. Express Trains, arriving in

two

xuiuuuw,

Portland & Rochester R.R.

—

—

Staterooms at usual prices. Berths free. Supper
50 cents.
Trains leave depot foot ot Snmmer street, Boston,
at G P. M. Boats leave Pier 40 North River, N. Y.,
at 5.T. M.
Tickcla nolil only at 403 Washington a,
and nl the depot. Connecting train make*
no stop at aay station between ISoMou and
the boat. No stop. over.
Tickets good only on
day of sale for continuous passage, and by the con
neetiog boat.
CHARLES P. CLARK,
A. C. KENDALL,

all Points South and West at
Jwest rates. Pullmau Car Tickets for Neat* and
Berths at Ticket Ollice.
A. P. RoCK'WEi.L. President.
iuy27dK

JBangor, touching
Rockland, Camden,
lAncotnville, ftSelfast, Mearnport, Snnrfy
Point, Bncksport, M iuterport and Hamp-

mt

I

OB

fBK

New York & New Esglaud Railroad.
TICKETM EITHER WAY

—

EASTERN RAILROAD
For Eleven Dollars,

at

©~©©©©©©©©©©n©©©

Superior work;atTavorable;prices.

—

BY

—

YORK!

NEW

RAILWAY. PORTLAND & UOCUGSTBR R.«.

TRIM

Through Ttckots

The Fast Steamer CITY OF
Capt. Kilby, will
leave Railroad Wharf, .Portland,
every Monday, Wednesday
Evening. at lu o’clock, lor

ai’ill

This popular saloon having been
refilled and painted, is again open
to tlic public.
The pn sent proprietors will cudeavor to merit the
liberal patronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

VIA

BOSTON & MAINE

RICHMOND,

10.30,

AND

STOP.

A

BETWEEN

“NEW I.INE”

R0ST0N

New York & Return PORTMND &WORGRSTRR MNB $2.50

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK,

Boston at 9.30 and

xvuouib

WITHOUT

ANOTHER

ON

SUiTOIER ABRAIVGBIEAT.

den.

in ia.lt/

S3 MILES

NOTICE.

FOR UAAGOR.

it u r us

(FORM KRI,Y JOHNSON'S.)

uianv

l«nibH«M

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W. J.'SPIUKK. Superintendent,

and after MONDAY, Sept. 16th, the Day
Train, leaving Montreal at 8.10 a. m. for
Portland, will be discontinued, and the train leaving
Protland at 8 a. m. will run only as far as Gorham.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Gen. Manager.
Montreal, Sept. 13, 1878.
eepildlOt

STEAMBOAT CO.

Friday

Norltiwril, Wect and

Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
JA8. X. FUKKEK, Gen. Mnpt.
S. H, STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
je29

dtf

*1

eo(12w

ruei

Dicuie.

Great Reduction

PORTLAND, BIWOM MlfflliS

and

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates ?
Ts Canada, Ocfrslt, Chicago, tlllwas
free, Ciocinnati, Ml. Loxia, Omaha
Maginuw, Ml. Paul, Mall Lake C’ilv,
Denver, Man Fraatiars,
and all points in tha

m. train from Portland docs not stop at
Beach or Pine Point
xcepi to take
passengers toiog west of Biddeford.
Morning Trains will leave Reunebunk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
The 1.10 p. m.
train from Portland connects at Boston with
all Bound Line Steamers for Now York, and all Rati
Lines for New York and tbe South and West.
Through Ticket* to ail Points Sonth
and West r< lowest rates.
Trains on Boston (ft Maine road connect with
all xteamers running between Portland and BanMac.las, Kastpcrt,
gor, Rockland, Mt. Desert,
Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with
Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and
Maine Central and Portland Sc Ogdensbarg trains at

comfortable night's rest ami avoid tho ejand iucouvience of arriving in Boston lato at

Freight taken

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Scarborougti

se-

cure a

peuse

—,»—

ar
m.

8.45 a. m.
The 1.10 p.

5 o’clock, (Sundays excepted.)

Managers, Philadelphia,

I.eurral

sale:

swU

and

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
WOT. P. CLYDE & CO.,

i

Mo.

is hereby given that I .have revoked all
agencies established by me, and that no person
popularity by generally reducing
has any power to act for me as my agent in any manthe cost ol food, while lully mainner
from and after this date, either as a
whatsoever,
general or special agent.
11. 0. REAN.
taining tlic quality and quantity.
Witnesses: F. R. Fay, I&aiah Roan.
m 49
EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 18,.1378.
se20O3t*
| £oiar5
dtf

o’clock,

to

___

4781-2

as

Portland,

Passengers by this Hue arc reminded that they

Win.

((nick Time, Lew Kate*, Frequent Depar turea.
Freight received at New and Spacions Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Clyde HteRmem, .ailing
eyery MONDAY, WEDNESDAYand SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Phil,
adelplda with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. O.,
Norlolk, Va., Portsmouth, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, I>. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod voided.
Insurance at lowest ratCB.
For Rates of Freight, or other iufonuation, apply

Janll

trains will LEAVE
FOR BOSTON

Boob Binders.

BOSTON,
!n

■

—

nt

BUSINESS

CLYDE’S

WHITNEY,

Portland,
sell

VOYAGE.

The first-class iron mail steamline sail from Quebec
every Saturday A. 111. lor
Liverpool via Londonderry
Tbe Summer Route through
Helle 1.1c is amidst the magnificent scenery of the
Gull of St. Lawrence. One-third tbe passage being
inland navigation, it shortens the actual sea passage
to about five days from land to land.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.30 p. m. train
Fridays to connect. Cattle aro not carried on tbe
mail steamers.
The Rultimore Mail Line sails from Halifax every alternate Tuesday tor Liverpool viu
Queenstown.
Cabin Passengers *80 and *70 gold; Intermediate
*40, or its equivalent. Steerage *28 currency. Return and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
from all parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
£Sf*£tght sterling Checks issued in sums
«» suit for JC1 and upwards.
feb!2
dly

Can be examined any day after 10 o’clock a. m
For further particulars call on
J. F. RANDALL & CO.,
sedlOtf
126 Commercial St.

or

evening

every

nt 7

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

After Monday, July

Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. in., 12.30 3.30, 6 00
p. m.. arriviLg at Portland 12.30,5.00, 8.00,10.00 p. in.
For Scarborough Bench and Pine Point,
5.15,' 8.45, 10.00, ar m., 5.30, 6.30 p. m. Old
Orchard Beach, *!aco and Mldueford 6.15,
8.45, 10.00 a. m., 1.10, 5.30, 6.30 p.m. For Ren
uebunk, at 0 15, 8.45 a. m. 5.30, G.30 p. m.
For Welt*, No. Berwick, Salmon Full*,
ftrcat Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 1.10,
5.30 p. in. For Rochester, Fitruiinuion, Al>
ton Bay and Wolf borough at 8.45 a. m., 1.10
p. m. For Center Harbor at 8.45 a. m. For
Manchester ant! i’oncord (via Newmarket
Junction,) at 6.15a. m., 1.10 p. m. (via Lawrence) at

WHARF, BOSTON.

ers of this

For Sale or lo Let,
Three Story Brick House No. 6 Gray Street

mOnc

j

OCEAN

Speed, Comfort and Safety Combined.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.

House on Free Street For Sale.
about to move into another house, I ofier

Houses

KENDALL &

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. During the Summer months
these steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on
their passage to and irom New York. Passage, including Slate Room, *4. Meals extra. Goods destined beyond Portland or Now York forwarded to
destination at once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Poitland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excb vugs street,
decl6tf

Portland,

inor Sale !

.1

Nursery Swing

Seml-Weeklj Line to Sew York.
Steamers Eleanors & Franconia

eepltdtf

SITUATED

PECK,

Maine Steamship Company

Six

BENJAMIN C. MILLER, Treasurer,
B. J, MILLER, Actuary.

evening

ARRIVALS.
a. ru. from Lewiston and Anborn.
10.C0 a. m. from Gorham (Mixed).
12.35 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.05 p. m, from Lewiston, and Auburn.

8.30

IlALLItOAD.

.^PORTLAND

GRIND

Tho Steamers of the company will sail ever Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot ot Third St„ Hoboken.
Rates ot Passage—From New York to Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first cabin,
$100; second cabin, $60, gold; steerage, $30, curOELKICHS & CO.,
rency. Apply to
2 Bowling Green, New York.
WM. ALLEN, 2S Exchange St., Agent for
no28
Portland.
dly

SHORTEST

Exchange

h-BJL—“-it 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 1.10, 6.30 p. m.,
riving at Boston 10.45 a. m., 1.30, 5.10, 10.30 p.

Havre and Bremen.

House and Laud for $1,200,
one-story house,
THElarge
rooms, Sebago, good cellar and drainage.
A
for
to F. G. PAT-

On and

___

dtf

0n »nd *,ter MONDAY, Sept 16, l«C,
passenger trains will ran as follow*;
7.00 a. ra. ioi Auburn and Lewiston,
8 a. m for Gorham.
12.C0 p. m. tor Auburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. tor iBlaud Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.20 p, m. tor Anburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

New York, Southampton, London,

street.sep!2-2w

physician’s

EDWARD A. STRONG, Secretory,

BOSTON & MAINE

HAMILTON, Supt.

SfiBPjSHI

Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh-

Former rent

Two rents, five rooms each on Temple street. Kent
7 rooms, No. 18 Parris street.
Kent 7 rooms No. 165
Franklin street. Small house, 8 rooms, 8 Monument
street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 379fc Congress

No. 55

State Rooms secured in advance at 28

a. m.

Grand Trunk R. K. Co. of Canada.

Street and at Grand Trunk Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.,
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
dtt
jy1

STEAMERS.

FRANKLIN WHARF,

J.

Portland June 28, 1878.

there connecting early same evening with tbe Pant
wul Reliable Mtenmcr* of ike Norwich line,
arriving at New York uext morning at G.OO a. in., allowing passengers a whole night’s rust and making
sure connections South and West.

AXiRANGEMENT.

THE FIRST-CLASS STAMERS
John Brooks and Forest City will run alternately
follows: Leave

Trains Arrive in Portland:
From Fabyan’s and intermediate stations 8.40
and 1.00 p. m
From Vermont and the West 6.30 p. m.

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS,

BETWEEN

Rooms to let-Fur-

4

HOUSE

The «»!VI.V LINE rnnnmi THROWn
CABS from Portland to Sound Sioauien
thereby avoiding the expense and annoyance of a
hurried and vexatious transfer through Boston incilent to all other routes.
Steamboat Express Train with superb Drawing
Room Car attacked, leaves (>r*and Trunk
K. R. Depot, Portland, at 1.00 p. in., and
runs directly through via Nashua and Worcester to New London

apr2__T.Th&SCm

BOSTON

m.

m. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
at that point with through tram via Montpelier
and St. Albans for .'Ylontreal. Ogd«-u*bii m.
Wiiurlowu, Myracune, llutr.lo, Chicago, and all points Went. sleeping t am
from Fabyall’s.

ZjIuos !

Norwich

MASSACHUSETTS

a

Booms to Let.
CUMBERLAND St.

an’s 5.00 p.

idence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. EICIIAKDSON, Agent, Boston,
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. <Xt P. It. K.

every

7.15 a. m. runs through to Burlington and 8wan
ton, connecting at Wing Road, tor all points on
B. 0. & M. R. K.; at 8t. Johusbury with Pam.
R. R. for Newport and Montreal; at East Swanton with Cen. Vt. K. R. for 8t. John and Montreal; at Swanton with Cent’l. Vt, for Odgensburg via O. & L. C. R. K.
14.45 p. in. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
at Glen Station with stages for Jackson and Qkn
House, and arrives at Grawtord’s 4.18, Faby5.J15 p.

Arrivng in New York at 6 A. M. This is tho only
line affording a delightful sail through Narragnnsett Ray by daylight.
Ketnrning leave Pier 29, North Elver, at 5 P.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. M.
No intermediate landing* between Prov-

INDIA

7.13 a.m.,

AND

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND,

FALL

trains leave Portland for
ntermediate stations,
14.45, and 5..‘S3 p.

Fabyan’s and

POM!) k WORCESTER

and the well known and popular

Central Wharf. Boston.

NORTH UN LLOYD

one

tained at next door.

cyA *7

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

on

spiral.
bringing it
se20d3t

KAIL.

ccnt

STEAMER

WAV, J.l, 1 ,!!>»«.

--Passenger

VIA.

RTEAM8HIF LINE
First Class Ntcamships
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

DIAMOND STUD with

a

Faint Judith.

OF

MILES

IRON

m.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washingtoa

Whoever
will return the
to the Secretary’s office at tie
Park or to 27 Preble Street, Portland, will receive
the above reward and no questions asked.
se20d3t

the

Rome

Steamboa Express trains leave Boston from Botton & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting atstouiugton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tueey, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance ol all •thcr lines. Baggage chocked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,andW. D. Little|& Co.’s, 49J Exchange^
L.W. FILKINS,
D.S.BABCOOlC
Gen. Passongor Ag’.t, Kew York.
President,
ocl 7?
dtf

a
same

Lost.
Fair Grounds, Presnmpscot Park,

ONLY 43

Ent

NICE rent of six (6) rooms, ready about Sept.
corner State and Sherman streets, with
improvements. Call at 260 State street.
au29dtf

All operations In dentistry performed at prices to
suit the tunes and warranted first-class. Nitrous oxde gas and ether administered to extract teeth.
We have the most improved apparatus for the
manufacture and inhalation of nitrous oxide gas.

church fed and clothed hundreds.
In the spring there was a great city burned
to the ground, and thousands of poor wretches
were turned out homeless; in the autumn
came the story of famine in another country.

NOTICE

address

aug30-tt‘

A
1st,
modern

Surgeon Dentist,

asylum.
In the spring there was a freshet which destroyed the houses of half the mill hands living 'down by the river, and St. Matthew’s

Revocation of Agency.

or

o’clock,

O T 11 E K S.

the Only Inside

Avoiding

a

on

Tuesdays

This is

OF ALL

CemmcuciiK

PROVIDENCE.

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M. Counoct at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the £nftirely New and iflugnifl-

MWJf:

FOR NEW YORK.
iHBAD

VIA

To Let.

to an

Sold by druggists.

of

care

young
Call at No. 603 Congross street
AN child.
and Thursdays, between 2 and 4

8

Gentlemen, Enclosed you will find $2.25, and I wish
you would send me another dozen of your COLLINS'
VOLTAIC PLASTERS. By the above you will see that
I can do something to help others in some way eveu if
I am not able to be up and around. There are a number who have tried your plasters who had given out
that all plasters were good for nothing, and now Join
with me that they are the best they have ever tried. I
have got along this winter better than I have before in
three years. "Wished 1 could have heard of your plasters before.
Yours, &c.,
LORETTA M. CROSS.
Ballston Spa, N. Y., March 27, 1877.

“Now we have that burden off our minds,”
Mr, Paton said to his flock; “you have here
a church free to all, with money set aside to
Whatevwarm, light, and keep it in repair.
er money you have to give hereafter will go
straight to the work of preaching the gospel
or feeding the hungry.”
A certain Judge Simms in the church, had
a secret desire to see a rose-window in the
church, similar to that in St. Mark’s, or a
little finer if possible.
“I will pay for it,” he said to Mr. Paton,
“I enjoy beautiful things about me. God has
made the flowers hloom and the birds sing.
He meant us to cultivate the beautiful on
earth to His glory.”
“Yes,” said Mr. Paton.
The next Sunday he set before his people
the condition ot two or three miserable coal
districts, where there was no church nor
school.
Judge Simms met him coming out of
church. “I will head the subscription to
send a missionary there. The rose-window
can wait until January.”
But in January there was the story of the
connty gaols in the State to hear, of insane
girls strapped to the floor or chained in cells,
and the Judge’s subscription did not go for
stained glass, but paid for their admission in-

corpulence.

Wanted.
expoileuced nurso girl to take

persons,
AT unfurnished and two furnished
rooms, without
board. Reference
Meals

THEY ARE THE BEST.

from year to

under a July sun, so fat
disappears under the use of Allan’s Auli-Fat.
Those haviDg uselessly tried other remedies are
readily reduced from two to live pounds per
week ty this great remedy for

Wanted,
Gentlemen boarders at No. 16
Myrtle St; also tabic boarders ac*
comuiodatcd.
dtf
sep!2

Commercial St.

Gentlemen, —l sent for one of COLLINS’ VOLTAIC
PLASTERS, and it has been of groat benefit in redneing a swelling in my left side that two physicians pronounced Enlargement of the Spleen, and one pronounced it an Ovarian Tumor.
L. A. KISTER.
Cynthiania, Ixd., March 20, 1B77.

year or two, the hall be-

disappears

dim

sell

finder will be

year.

As ice

ftTOWIWGTOW

Henry B1U rnbllshing Co. Norwich, Conn.

a

a

on

--i

..

coming crowded, they bought a lot near their
working-ground and built a large church, solid and plain but Inexpensive. There was
not an inharmonious line; not a tawdry tinge
of color about it; but not a dollar was spent
on luxurious appointments. The congregation as a whole was as wealthy as that of St.
Mark’s, although the majority of the members were poor. Those members paid for the
church, and set aside an endowment fund to

<1_t-

for the West by the Penn. B. K., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Gomwisaloiie
PASSAGR TRN DOLLAR*.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. it, SAMPSON, Agsat
ln23-lyto ».«■« Wharf Boilsa
I relglit

gold

George Paton always fonnd something for

nnno

imBeing n complete
ponnut induwtrie* 4»f _A™**’'lca* jnclnding
Manufacturing,
Agricultural, Mechanical,
Mining, Uommercial and other^enterprises,
work like itevrr
IIOO Fine Engraviaia. W«
pnbliNhed. Will *ell at Might. Agent*, il>iM
Addre**
in ihf, book lor you to introduce.

my caso by Sanford’s Radical
remarkable that it seemed to those

who had suffered without relief from any of the usual
remedies that it could not be true. I therefore made
affidavit to it before Seth J. Thomas, Esq., Justice of
the Peace, Boston.
GEORGE F. DINSMORE, DRUGGIST, BOSTON.

to

bewildered.
tangible object.”
“Maybe so,” he said. “But I did what I
"My advice then, gentlemen,” said the
architect, with a smile, “would be to make could.”
Hn 1ms
the tangible object as worthy fervor as possible. Take this plan,” unrolling the costly Mark’s or St. Matthew’s will have little
one upon the table, with an off-hand air,
weight.
St. Matthew’s church is old, and is unde“Leave a margin for their generosity. It’s
like putting a high ideal before a man, and niably very plain compared to others of as
bidding him look up to it. Besides, sir,” large resources. The young people this spring
turning to Mr. Supplee, “ the sermons are anxious to put ia costly windows, a new
preached under such a dome as this, must organ, velvet carpeting, etc., etc., and to hire
elevate your people.
Consider the effect a noted soprano basso for tbe cboir.
But Mr. Baton has opened a new Miesiou
upon your Imagination,—your breadth of
thought. They will gather the interest of chapel and a Workingman’s clab-room, and
is
now contriving an association
their money in that way if no other.”
by means of
“No, sir,” said Mr. Supplee gravely, “No which unemployed laborers will be helped to
land
in
tbo
waste
districts
buy
of
considerations
move me in this matthe State
personal
and to colonize there. The church, he
ter. I look upon this temple simply as an ofsays,
to
set
an
as
to
to
the
God
ought
from
example
fering
Almighty
proper outmy people.
Though,” he added, “I should be loth to de- lay of money. Xo honest man, with the
ny the effect upon the religious emotions of times as hard as they are now, if he is in debt
beauty in art. I hope you will illustrate it to his poorer neighbor, is going to treat himnobly in the present instance. Well, gentle- self to fine furniture in his house, or even to

UNITED STATES,
HISTORY OF THE hintory
of all the

effected in
was so

a. m.

Insurance ous half the rate of
sailing vessels.

BALDWIN & CO., Washington, Ind.

S. D.

THECuke

do?”

expenses

Mass.

FOLLOWED the directions to the letter anil am happy to say I have had a permanent cure.
D. W. GRAY, M. D., Muscatine, Iowa.

plaint.

Presently they came to him, one by one,
each saying in his own way, “What can I

sustain Its current

HOUGHTON, Waltham,

delphia, at 10

YORK,

TO NEW

SDIJIEB ARRANGE.TIE NT.

TO NEW YORK!

Opens April 29, for tho Season of 1878.

From Long Wharf. Boston, 8 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

WANTED!

THE INBBSTKIAI,

TTITK have sold 8anfobd’s Radical Cure for nearly
TY one year and can say candidly that we never
sold a similar preparation that gave such universal
satisfaction. TV e have yet to learn of tho first com-

Those who were thus warmed and fed, however, were, as a rule, simple-mannered, earnest men and women like Paton himself. They
were roused and touched as never before In
their lives, by his appeals to them, to help
each other, to help the poor about them, the
red man, the black man, the prisoners in
their connty gaol, the heathen Chinamen by
the river.
“Must we carry all this load ?” they said.
“Are we our brothers’ keepers? This Paton
claims kindred with all the world.”
They laughed and grumbled, but they went
next Sunday to his little hall. They began
as they listened to him to waken, to perceive
long, wide outlooks from their narrow lives,
unopened before. They began to find that
there were stretches of life, work, sympathies,
outside of their family cares, their shops,
their hobby of dress, art, books of society;
life and work and sympathy which took hold
of God.

a

uninterrupted

AFTER

to hear the message which he was bidden to
deliver; hiring a hall, and filling it with the
poor, the halt and the blind, whom ho found
on week days.
Rumors of the wonderful
force of his appeals began to circulate among
the wealthier classes of the town. Many
came to hear him from curiosity and remained because they were warmed and fed.

After

*«.

bottles I find myself permanently
usingI two
have since recommended over one
cured.
hundred bottles with the greatest success.
WM. W. ARMSTRONG,
159 IIabbibon Ave., Boston.

that he is a bent, gray haired man.hears
the voice as terrible and urgent as in his
early youth, commanding him to go into
these highways and by ways.
At first he

them to do.

mo

Line.

Wharfage,

NEW BOOK INPHBSS

I

now

one

after twelve years of

W.

Is to

Wells, Fargo & Co.

OF

HAV-E recommended it to quite a number of my
friends, all of whom have expressed to me their
high estimate of its value and good effects with them.
WM. BOWEN, 225 Pine St., St. Louis.

"Rnk Paton

literally brought his congregation

mo

daily

uso

Wo

sopll_dtl
ACEMTS

PROVIDENCE 1INE

teate each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

APPLY

INSTANTLY

rrilE benefit I derive from its
i valuable.

50 Laborers Wanted

Steamship

PORTLAND & OGDENSDURG R.R

Only Six Dollars

OF TOE l'OPl’LAK

PiilLADELPHIA

RAILROADS.

RAD,ROADS.

j

RE>OFEKII«|

AjfD

—

at tho office of tho Portland Water
Company, No. 33 Plum St, Portland.

relieves and permanently cures this
loathsome disease in all Its varying 6tages. It possesses the soothing and healing properties of plants,
herbs and barks in their essential form, free from every
Ubrons contamination, and in this respect differs from
every other known remedy. In ono short year it has
found its way from the Atlantia to tho Pacific coast,
and wherever known has become tho standard remedy
for the treatment of Catarrh. The proprietors have 1
been waited upon by gentlemen of national reputation
who have been cured by this remedy, and who have, j
at considerable expense and personal trouble,
spread
the good news throughout tho circles in which they
move. When you hear a wealthy gentleman of Intelligence and refinement say,
I owe ray life to Sanford’s
Radical Cure,” yon may feel assured that It is an ortlclo
of great value, and worthy to be classed among the
standard medical specifics of tho day.

ministers,
strength wiil bear,

or a

TO

was

to other

They cannot afford

just.

rent, by a responsible purv, a furnished front
chamber in a respectable house, with modern
conveniences, within easy distance from the jj0rge
cars and com mam ling a view ot the bay.
Address,
se2od3t
stating terms, NORTON, Press office.

RADICAL CURE

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

Wanted.

dead weight which they could scarcely lift.
When tho time came for the second payment,
the load was well nigh intolerable. In the
the next year, and indeed, all succeeding
years, the combined efforts of the congregation have been needed to meet this obligation. They declare this spring that they
stagger under it. They give little or no money elsewhere, simply because this building,
like Aaron’s serpent devours all other charities.
Domestic or foreign missions receive
but scant support from St. Mark’s; their fund
for the poor is reduced to a meagre pittance.
Mr. Supplee has almost ceased to try to
rouse them to works of benevolence and

broad sweep of shadow gray;

a

mortgage, it

STEAMERS.

_WANTS.

_MEDICAL.

a

Your weary head just drooped asiilo,
The sweet old way—

A St.ry With

Compare it with the
Baptist

true art in the

semi-annual interest on the

Your cool white dress its foldings lost
one

simplicity of

church.”
The congregation became individually disheartened. They forgot to join in the hymns
looking from dome to nave with critical eyes.
Besides, now the church was built, there
was no enthusiasm in raising money for it.
Subs criptions stopped, sewing circles flagged
in zeal. When the time came to pay the

If I could hold your bands to-night,
dust for a little while, and know
That only I, of all tho world,
Possessed them so;

In

of orders.

pot-pourri
severe

;

Davis, has lett u.y
just cause ao.1
Igainst tuy will, 1 foibld all persons barboring or
rnstiug her on my account, as I shall pay no bills of
ler contracting, or expenses of any kind.
Aid'llLLS DAVIS.
Sehago Lake, Sept, 17,1878.sepl»llw»

LIME ON CONSIGNMENT.
SO® barrels M«. I White l.lme,
Lincoln ville, Me., \t *!| be
«
iold low by
A. D. WlliUDEAl,
«o. 19 tuion Wharf, Portund Me.
lJ“
d3ui*
! roui

